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S~Y, 
This Thesis is concerned with the problem of measuring and 
quantifying the trans1ent response of automobiles to steering and side 
wind inputs, The overall strategy is to use a control theory approach, 
and describe the various responses in terms of transfer functions and 
the parameters Which define these transfer functions. The work is a 
continuation of the Author's oarlier work in the same field, and the 
starting point is that the steer frequency response of three vehicles 
had been measured using a sinusoidal steer input device, but analysis of 
the results had not been undertaken. The historical background is 
reviewed briefly. 
The classical three degree of freedom, linoar, vehicle response 
model, with the addition.of compliance ste~r and camber effects, 1S used 
to calculate steer and wind gust frequency responses from basic vehicle 
parameters, and the typical forms of the yaw rate, roll angle, and lateral 
acceleration frequency response curves are examined. 
Frequency response curves produced by sinusoidal steer input tests 
are shown to be of the same form as those of the three degree of froedom 
model, and curves of this type are fitted to the experimental data. 
As the sinusoidal steer input test is cumbersome and not applicable 
to side wind response tests, a new method of producing vehicle frequency 
response curves is developed, involving digital Fourier analysis of input 
and response for a test using a short, semi random, type of input. This is 
shown to give results in agreement with the sine input tests, and a digital 
optimisation techniquo (OPLS) is used to fit curves of the form of the 
three degree of freedom model to this data. It is thus shown that the 
steer responses of the vehicles involved can be described in terms of an 
equivalent mathematical model, whose parameters can then be used to 
quantify the vehicle's response. 
A similar conclusion for wind gust response could not be made as 
the available gust facility did not give a gust appropriate for the 
analysis technique used. 
vi 
Finally it is shown that the fitted curves can be used to calculate 
the vehicle response to any specified input, and examples of these are 
seen to compare well with measured responses to the same inputs. 
vii 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL REVIEW. 
In broad terms this work is concornedd with the problem of 
objectively quantifying the handling behaviour of automobiles. 
The object of research into vehicle handling is to obtain a better 
understanding of the systems and processes involved so that 
satisfactory design criteria can be established. Handling is a 
complex quantity involving all aspects of the vehicle-driver-control 
relationship, and a complete study of handling must obviously include 
the driver as part of the system. However, it is necessary to have 
a good understanding of the vehicle dynamics before attempting to 
include the driver, and this work is concerned only with this stage. 
The discussion of vehicle dynamics can conveniently be treated in 
two parts referred to as steady state and transient behaviour. As 
discussed below the steady state behaviour, where the control 
positions and external forces remain constant, has been extensively 
studied and is relatively well understood. However the transient 
part is much less ,roll understood and is the subject of this Thesis. 
The general philosophy is to use a control theory approach to study 
the open loop transfer functions of the vohicle system. This basically 
inVOlves a study of the relationship between the input and output of 
the system and in this case is applied to both steering and side wind 
inputs. 
The Author has been concerned with work in this fiold for some 
time at The lJOtor Industry Research Association (MlRA), and before 
the beginning of the work for this Thesis (December 1968) had been 
concerned with the measurement of the frequency responses of three 
vehicles, using a sinusoidal steer input device. Part of this Thesis 
is concerned with the analysis of these results. (In vehicle handling 
terminology transient conditions are those where the external forces 
and/or control positions vary with time, and a vehicle subjected to a 
sinusoidally varying steer input is evidently in such a condition. 
ConfUSion can arise with control theory terminology, however, where 
frequency response is often referred{to as a measure of steady state 
behaviour. Vehicle terminology is used throughout this Thesis). 
• 
In 1956 a team from what was then the Corne11 Aeronautical 
Laboratory in Buffalo, USA, presented a series of five papers under 
the general heading of "Research in Automobile Stability and 
Control and in Tyre performanc~l. This series of papers represents 
a significant landmark in the understanding of vehicle handling and 
stability and as it also contains a comprehensive survey of the 
literature to that date is a suitable starting point for this brief 
historical review. In Ref. 1 Milliken and Whitcomb give the literature 
survey with 190 references covering vehicle response to both steer 
and aerodynamic inputs, and a survey of relevant work in the field 
of aeronautical engineering. They discuss the general approach 
and results of the work at Cornell, and describe how the techniques 
used were drawn from experience in the aeroplane field. Segel, Ref. 2, 
derives the now classical, linear, three degree of freedom equations 
of vehicle motion, and expresses them in stability derivative form 
following aeronautical p!actice. By comparing calculated and 
experimentally measured vehicle motion he shows that the asumpt{on 
of linearity holds good up to about a lateral acceleration of 0.3g, 
and that in this region the equations accurately describe the vehicle 
behaviour. Refs. 3 and 4 provide an essential back up to this work in 
the measurement and description of the siue force and moment 
characteristics of the pneumatic tyre, and finally, Whitcomb and 
Milliken, Ref. 5, use the simpler two degree of freedom equations 
of motion to examine the basic features of vehicle behaviour, and the 
effect of fundamental design parameters on this behaviour. 
Since the publication of this work by Cornell the study of 
vehicle dyn~ics has progressed in various directions: 
1) A set of standard definitions and conventions has been developed. 
This was pioneered at MIRA, Ref. 6, and by the SAE who have periodically 
produced updated verSions, the latest of which is given in Ref. 7 • 
2) NUmerous mathematical models have been introduced, some very 
complex and able to predict vehicle behaviour right up to the non-
linear skidding situation. McHenry, Ref. 8, and Larrabee, Ref. 9, 
describe the work of Cornell in this non-linear area, and Mitschke, 
Ref. 10, gives a comprehensive literature survey of mathematical models. 
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As one of the objects of this Thesis is to gain a better understanding 
of the fundamentals of vehicle response, the simplest representative 
model is used. This is fully described in Section 2 and is based on 
a model by Hales, Ref. 11. It is a linear, three degree of freedom 
model, but differs from the Segel (Ref. 2) model in that it uses the 
concept of suspension derivatives (Ref. 12) instead of a "roll axis". 
3) The measurement and description of steady state response have 
been studied in depth, so that this aspect of vehicle dynamics is 
now relatively well understood. The much used concepts of understeer 
and oversteer, and static margin were discussed in the Cornell work 
(Ref. 5) and are now well defined (Ref. 7). A detailed mathematical 
treatment was presented by fladt and Pacejka, Ref. 13, and studies of 
the effects of vehicle parameters given by Bergman, Ref. 14, Bundorf, 
Ref. 15, Hales and Barter, Ref. 16, and many others. A detailed 
theoretical discussion on the description and measurement of steady 
stats behaviour is given by Hales, Ref. 17 and 18, and a special 
purpose measurement technique called Tethered Testing is described 
by Barter, Ref. 19, and Little and Selway-Hoskins, Re~. ~O. Very 
recently a laboratory facility for the accurate measurement of the 
relevant vehicle parameters is described by Nedley and WJ.lson, Ref. 21. 
4) The measurement and description of transient response have been 
tackled by various workers, but the state of the art is still relatively 
unadvanced, and no very firm guidelines have as yet been establJ.shed. 
It is with this aspect of vehiCle dynamics that the work of this Thesis 
1s concerned, and so it is pertinent to examine the historical 
background in a little more detail. 
The empirical method of studying vehicle transient response is, 
broadly speaking, to measure the vehicle response to various J.nputs 
and describe the results in terms of the characteristics of the 
particular responses. Vfuile this is satisfactory for some purposes, 
it tends not to give a very useful description of the vehicle dynamics 
from the point of view of the vehicle deSigner, nor to provide a very 
concise method of quantifying the vehicle's characteristics. In the 
aircraft field this problem has been tackled by using the control 
theory approach which was largely developed in the first instance to 
deal with the response and stability of electronic circuits. The 
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first significant application of this kind of approach to automobile 
response was described by Schilling, Ref. aa (1953), who identified 
the difference between the "free" and "fixed" control behaviour of 
the vehicle and described two 'modes of motion citing typical natural 
frequencies and damping ratios. Then the Cornel! work (Ref. 2) showed 
that the three degree of freedom model could predict yaw rate, roll 
rate, and lateral accelerat10n frequency responses to steer input, 
which agreed well with those measured experimentally. 
In 1966 Weir et aI, Ref. 23, re-examined the Cornell equations 
and expressed them in an operational form from which vehicle frequency 
response could be more readily calculated. They discussed the various 
response transfer functions and evaluated them theoretically for a 
typical American saloon car. Experimental frequency response measurements 
again on an American saloon car, were made by SZostak, Ref. 24, in 
1967, and transfer functions of similar form were obtained. This 
frequency response approach was applied to a high speed bus by 
Kojima et aI, Ref. 25 (1968), and results of a similar pattern but 
with lower natural frequencies are presented. KOjima also references 
some earlier Japanese work on passenger cars. 
Versace and FOrbes, Ref. 26 (1968), tackle the problem of 
relating the various measures of vehicle dynamics to criteria of 
desirability, and Milliken and Dell'Amico, Ref. 27 (1968), pursue 
this in greater depth citing in particular the rosults of work in the 
aircraft field (e.g. Ref. 28) relating the natural frequency and 
damping ratio of a particular mode of motion to pilot opinion contours. 
In parallel with the work of Weir etc. described above, the Author 
was engaged in a programme of measurement of vehicle frequency responses 
at MlRA. The first part of this work was published in 1970, Ref. 29, 
and the relevant parts are given in Section 4 of this Thesis. 
Since the beginning of this work various papers employing a frequency 
response approach to vohicle dynamics have been puplishod. Kohno et al, 
Rof. 30, compare measured frequency responses with those predicted by a 
7 degree of freedom model and obtain good agreement. Okada and Sagishima, 
i 
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Ref. 31, use this approach to examine the effects of tractive force, and 
Fiala, Ref. 32, and Mitscbke and 5trackerjan, Ref. a3, for their theoretical 
and experimental studies of vehicle dynamics. In 1970 O'Hagan and K1ng, 
Ref. 34, published a brief description of work along similar 11nes to this 
Thesis involving fitting a simple linear transfer function to an exper1mentally 
obtained lateral accelerat10n frequency response. They showed that up to a 
froquency of about 1 HZ. the measured frequency response was not 
dependant on the input to the vehicle, and d1scussed the general merits of 
th1s type of approach. Also 1n 1970 Bidwell, Ref. 35, provided an up to 
date literature survey covering all aspects of vehicle control and road 
holding. 
50 far this review has been concerned with vehicle response to 
steering inputs. However the response to side wind inputs is also to be 
exam1ned and so a brief review of recent work in that area is also relevant. 
A survey of the literature up to 1958 1S given by Fosberry, Ref. 36. 
A large part of the work to that date and since has been concerned with 
the aerodynam1c coefficients of vehicles and body shapes, and a lot of 
informat10n 1n this area is provided in a series· of reports on the work 
in the wind tunnels at MIRA, Ref. 37-49. ~ significant contribution to 
the understanding of the response of vehicles to side winds was provided 
by Bundorf et al, Ref. 50 (1963). They used a linear, three degree of 
freedom, mathematical model similar to that of Segel (Ref. 2) but including 
aerodynamic inputs, and confirmed its validity by carrying out tests using 
a hydrogen peroxide rocket motor attached to a vehicle to simulate s1de 
wind inputs. 
The effect of including aerodynamiC forces, on vehicle behaviour in 
still a1r, is examined theoretically by Tbti, Ref. 51, using a two degree 
of freedom model, and more realistically by Hales, Ref. 5~, using the 
three degree of freedom model. A general conclusion is that the effect 
is small up to about 70 mph. Buning and Beauvais, Ref. 53, study the 
transient effects as a vehicle encounters a w1nd gust, and conclude that 
up to total wind incidence angles of 15 degrees these effects may be 
ignored, and wind tunnel derived steady state coefficients can be used. 
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A frequency response approach to gust response is used by Hayashi 
and Furusho, Ref. 54. They measured the wind veloc1ty at a f1Xed point 
beside a test road and the steer input and response of a vehicle driven 
along the road. steer and gust response transfer functions Were then 
calculated on the assumption that the wind input was a stationary 
random process. This work dilfers radically from ~hat of this Thesis 
in the USe of a statistical rather than a deterministio approach. 
Braess, Ref. 55, discusses the various me. hods available for the 
study of vehicle wind gust response and gives a survey of the literature 
up to 1968. This was the starting date for the work of this Thesis, 
but since then various papers have been publ1shed. Schm1d, Ref. 56, 
examined the effect of vehiole parameter changes on the response to a 
proving ground wind :o.nput, and !.Iitschke, Ref. 57, studied the vehicle-
driver system in wind gusts using a statistical frequenoy response 
approach similar to that. of Uef. 54. Hales, Ref. 52, theoretically 
studied ~he steady state response to a wind gust, and Braess, Ref. 58, 
examined the vehicle-driver system using several drivers and a simulated 
wind gust produced by an air jet fixed to a vehicle. He compared 
measured driver responses with those predicted theoretically using 
different driver models and oontrol loop closures. Smith, Ref. 59, 
provided measurements of gusts ocurring on British motorways arising 
both from natural causes and from the influence of bridges, cuttings, 
other vehicles, etc. 
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2. THE THREE DEGREE OF FREEDOM MATHEMATICAL MODEL. 
A mathematical model is required for this work for two reasons. 
Firstly to illustrate the theoretical form of the vehicle response transfer 
functions, and secondly to allow frequency response curves to be computed 
for representative sets of vehicle data, for comparison with experimentally 
measured frequency responses. It is not an object of the work to produce 
a new or highly sophisticated model, or to attempt to accurately predict 
the frequency response of a particular vehicle from its basic parameters. 
In fact the object is to use the s1mplest possible representative model, 
so that there is a maximum chance of the tranSient motion described by the 
model being understood in physical terms, and thus being used as a method 
of quantifying the vehicle transient behaviour. 
The simplest possible model would be the two degree of freedom system 
used by Whitcomb and Mil~iken (Ref. 5). This assumes that the vehicle 
has yawing and sideslip degrees of freedom only, and moves at constant 
forward speed. Unfortunately almost all real vehicles have a substantial 
amount of coupling be~veen the above degrees of freeqom and the rolling 
motion of the body, and so this has to be included in a representative 
modol, particularly when transient behaviour is to be studied. The modol 
used is thus the well established three degree of freedom vehicle derived 
and validated in detail by Segel (Ref. 2) and used in various forms by 
several authors since. The equations of motion are linear and are derived 
by the standard method of equating rates of change of linear and angular 
mo~entum to the applied external forces and moments. In order to keep the 
vehicle inertia matrix constant, an axis system fixed in the vehicle is 
used. In this case this has its origin at the vehicle centre of gravity, 
x-axis horizontal and pointing forward, y-axis horizontal and pointing 
to the off-Side, and the z-axis pointing vertically downwards so as to 
form a right handed set. This is then a rotating axis system and the 
equations of motion can be written as: 
Side slip motion 
Roll motion 
Yawing motion 
£Y", mv + mUr 
iL '" A~ 
l.N'" er 
where: 
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Y = external force along y-axis. 
L = external roll moment (about x-axis). 
N = external yawing moment (about z-axis). 
m = vehicle mass (unsprung mass is neglected). 
A = roll moment of inertia (products of inertia are neglected). 
C = yaw moment of inertia. 
U = vehicle forward speed. 
v= side slip velocity. 
cp= roll angle. 
r = yaw rate of turn. 
. . 
etc. = dv/dt, dr/dt, etc. v,r 
Using the stability derivative approach these linear equations can be 
expanded to show the composit10n of the external forces and moments, 
giving: 
• mv + mur = 
A" !p= 
er = 
Y.,.v + yq;P + Yqct 
L,.,-v + Lit;' + L"cf 
N ... v + Nit;' + Nqcf 
+ Yrr + y&"r 
+ Lrr + L,T' 
+ Nrr + Nrr 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where Y~, L~, etc. = ~Y/)v, ~L/~v. etc. are the stability derivatives. 
and 0= steer input • 
. These equations are now exactly in the form given by Iiales (Ref. 11). 
Aerodynamic forces are ommited for the moment. 
Implicit in the three degree of freedom concept is the assumption 
that the dynamics of the steering system can be ignored. For the case 
where the steering wheel is not held fixed (free control) this assumption 
is not true and the motion under these conditions was examined in detail 
by Sogel, Ref. 60. However. for the fixed control case the assumption 
is equivalent to assuming that the steering system frequencies are 
outside (higher than) the range of interest for the complete vehicle 
motion. This is not a serious limitation in most cases. 
Since the intention is to examine the frequency response of the 
vehicle system, it is convenient to perform the Laplace transformation 
on equations 2.4 2.6, and express them in the form: 
(ms - Y..r)v + 
-N..,.v + 
9 
(- Yci s - (mU - Yr)r = YiiJ 
Lrr = L.J 
Where s is the Laplace transform operator. 
(2.7) 
(<1.8) 
(2.9) 
The three steer response transfer functions can now be written in the form: 
Yaw rate res) /.)(s) = mjD 
Roll angle c(>(s)/J(s) = DPjD 
Sideslip velocity v(s)/J(s) = DV/D 
(a.lO) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Where D,m, and DV are determinants of the relevant coefficients of 
equations 2.7 - 2.9. In practical terms it is not easy to measure the 
sideslip velocity v, and the lateral acceleration (latac), a, in space 
is of more interest. Re~embering that the axis system is rotating with 
angular velocity equal to the yaw rate r, we can write: 
Latac a = v + rU 
or a(s) = sv(s) + Ur{s) 
Hence the latac transfer function- can be written as: 
a(s)/J(s) = (sDV + U.DR)jD = DLjD 
\Vhere this equation defines the determinant DL. 
These determinants can be written down direct from equations 2.7 - 2.9 
to give: 
me - Y,.r -Y~s - Y.p mU - Yr 
D = -Lw- .... As - L~S - Lq> -L r (2.14) 
-N,.,.. -Nq,s - N<f Cs - Hr 
ms - Y,.. 
- Yci s - Ycf Yr 
m = -L."... As"" -Lqs - Let L. (2.15) 
-N,.. 
-Nqs - N., Nr 
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ms - Y.r Y:; mU - Yr 
DP = -L.r L" -Lr (2.16> 
-N.r N. Cs - Nr 
Y;r 
-Y.ps - Yq> mU - Yr 
DV = L. As'- - Lqs - Lcr -Lr (2.17) 
N. -!\fs - N<jI Cs - Nr 
m, = s.DV + U.M (.:.18) 
The expansion of these determinants is given in detail in APpendix 1 
and results in polynomial expressions of the form: 
It- '1 2-D = D[l]s + D[2]s + D[3]s + D[4]s + D[5] 
1 .... 
, M = DR[O]s + DR[l]s + DR[2]s + DR[3] 
7-DP = DP[O]s + DP[l]s + DPl2] 
It '1 l.. DL = DL[l]s + DL[2]s + DL[3]s + DL[4]s + DL[5] 
(2.19) 
(2.20> 
(2.21) 
(1I.22) 
Where the coefficients D[l], D[2], DR[O], etc. are functions of the 
vehicle mass, inertia, stability derivatives, and forward speod, and 
are given explicitly in Appendix 1. There are 17 of these coefficients, 
but because of the quotients involved the number required to specify the 
transfer functions can be reduced to 16, when they are expressed: 
r(s)/Hs) = Cf(Sl + C,s1- + ~s + Cl)/(S't + Cls1 + c~s1-+ Cls + C4-> (2.23) 
cjl(s)/S"{s) = c'I(al.. + G.s + CII)/{s't-+ Cl sl + c~st.+ Cls + ct> (2.24> 
't 1 1.. 4- 1 2.. 
a(s)/u(S) = Cu..(s + <;)s + Gf + C~ + Cl')/(s + C, s + C,1s + CIs + Cif (2.25> 
where: 
Cl = D[2]/D[1], C.l.= D[3]jD[1], C3 = D[4]/D[1], Clf= D[5]/D[1J. 
C~- = DRlO]/D[l] 
Cc, = DR[ll/DR[O], C7 = DR[2]/DR[O], C i = DRL3]/DR[O] 
C~ = DP[Ol!D[l] (2.26) 
CIO = DP[ll!DP[O], CII = DP[2l!Dr(0] 
Cll..= DL[l]/D[l] 
Cn = DL[2]/mIl], CIIj.= DL[3l!DLl~], c ,,= DLL4]/1L[1], c l,= DLl5l!DL[1] 
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These 16 coefficients now define the steer response of the vehicle and 
could be used as an objective description of this response. Alternatively 
the polynomial parts of equations 2.23 - 2.25 can be factorised and the 
equations written in the form: 
res) 
rrsJ 
et (s) 
dCs) 
a(s) 
o(s) 
Cq[(l./..Jif)s'l-+ (z}.y/wg)s + 1] 
as for res) 
as for res} 
(2.29) 
where the ';'s and f's are defined by these equations and are the 
characteristic corner frequencies and dampings of the system. The 
coefficients C~, Cq, an~ C,~are retained as these represent the steady 
state gain factors. These ",'s and j's are perhaps more appropriate 
quantities to use as descriptors of the vehicle response as they have a 
more readily understandable physical significance. In particular the 
two factors on the denominator of the transfer functions 2.27 - 2.29 
represent the two normal modes of the system, and (..Ir, J r, c.J,(, If. are the 
natural frequencies and damping ratios of these modes. (It is, of course, 
possible that these quadratic factors can be further factorised into real, 
first order factors, in which case the response is not oscillatory and the 
concept of natural frequency has no meaning). Physically Wr is the natural 
frequency in yaw and ~~ that in roll. 
In control theory terms the transfer function numerator factors are 
called lead terms as they give rise to phase lead, and their roots are 
called the zeros of the system. The denominator factors are called lag 
terms and their roots the poles of the system. The stability of the 
system can be examined by studying the poles and zeros, and this is done 
by \Yeir et al in Ref. 23. They also examine the dependance of the ",'s 
and}'s on vehicle parameters and this is not done explicitly here. 
However, a brief look at the composition of wr, Jr, and WJ..for the two 
degree of freedom case is given in Appendix 2. 
It is interesting to note that the two degree of freedom model 
represents the case where the W~factor is cancelled by a numerator factor, 
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and the amount of roll coupling present in a vehicle is indicated by the 
difference between...\c, Jc(, and .J(r./(rfor the yaw rate response, and '"'4k, 
J{tO-for the latac response. 
So far the above equations have been expressed in .erms of the 
stability derivatives YN, L~ etc. In order to look at the effects 
of physical vehicle parameters .he derivat1ves must be evaluated in .erms 
of these parameters. This is done by the method of Hales, Ref. 11, but 
with the additional inclusion of the effects of lateral force steer and 
camber. (The importance and magnitude of these latter effects have been 
brought home to the author in the course of many vehicle tests and are 
discussed in detail by Bergman, Ref. 61). 
Following the method due to Hales, the external lateral tyre forces 
are assumed to be functions of their slip and camber angles cJ.... and 1S • 
(In practice tyre forces-are also 1unctions of the tyre vertical load, 
but lor a linear model the effect of any increase in load on one side of 
the vehicle is counteracted by the corresponding decrease on the other 
side and so the overall effect is zero). Any lateral- tyre force can thus 
be written: 
where: 
KS = tyre side slip stiffness. 
KC= tyre camber stiffness • 
. 
(2.30) 
The problem is now reduced to expressing o(..and'll in terms of the motion 
variables v,q,q>, r, and ;Jof equations 2.4 - 2.6. This can be done by 
simply listing the ways in which slip and camber are generated. S'ip 
angle is produced by: 
Effective slip angle 
Front wheels Rear wheels 
1) Direct steer 
-T 0 
2) Lateral velocity vIU v/U 
3) Yaw velocity xFrIU 
I 
xlrIU 
4) Steer due to roll 
- 0 iJf/~~ ) et - (;:'(Y pji)tf ) cf 
5) Lateral velocity due to roll rate «)Y~/;)<i» .;fIU I I • I (~y,./~tf) ./fIU 
6) steer due to lateral force -(;)J"F/;)Y)Yr- -«)Jt/()Y)Yr. 
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and camber angle by: 
7) Roll angle 
8) Lateral force 
where: 
Effective camber angle 
Front wheels 
(~<f~/~'f) <f 
Otf}/~Y)YF 
Rear wheels 
(;'4'~/i><f) if 
(;'4'~/;)Y)YR 
Subscripts F, R refer to front and rear. 
Xf,R = longitudinal distance of C.G. from front and roar axles. 
~~~~ = steer angle due to roll. 
}y'/.)~ = ~'JJ~ = tyre lateral displacement due to roll angle. ('!his 
is analagous to the concept of roll centre height). 
;>J/.)y = steer angle due to lateral force. 
;>'I'i.)t( = tyre camber angle due to roll angle. 
~~~y = tyre camber angle due to lateral force. 
The partial derivative notation of 4 - 8 above is that due to I~les, Ref. 12, 
who termed these expressions suspension derivatives. Items 6 and 8 have 
been added by the author. The front lateral tyre fo~ce can now be written 
from equation 2.30 as: 
Yf = ~t!v/U + OY;/)~).~/U - (~rf/;l4)<f+ xFr/U - '" - (JjFl()Y)Yfl 
+~~ O<tp/~<t) <f + (i)clf'/dY)V",] 
or solving explicitly for YF: 
YF[l + KSF«()~f'/~Y) - K~f-(;>tf'iV~Y)] 
= KSF[v/U + (~y~/~q).~/U - (~~F/~~)1 + xFr/U -~ + Kcp[(~'fp/~t)41 
This can be written: 
where: 
X;F = Ksp/ll + K~p«().If/~V) - Kcp ( 7J1p./?JY)] 
K~p = KC I'/[l + KSp(;' Jp/()Y) - KCF(~1~/;)Y)] 
(2.33) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
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The effect of the lateral force steer and camber can thus be thought of 
as modifying the tyre side slip and camber stiffnesses to K;r and K~~ 
With this substitution the stability derivatives can be written down 
exactly as given by Hales, Ref. 11. 
A similar expression to 2.32 applies to the rear tyres and the 
front and rear tyre force derivatives can be written down by referring 
to equation 2.4, as: 
'Y,.,F = K~f!U 
, ;...." " ~F = KSf \vYf/"O!U 
YetI' = -!{~f (»rf/~~) + K~f (~~f/"tf) 
Yn= = K~fXf/U 
Yn = -K~f 
, 
Y../F = KSR IU 
Yqlt = K~(I. (i)Y~/~~)!U 
Yc/R = -K~~ O"'l/~tf) + !{~~ (~<t~/C>4') 
, 
Yrlt = K)l xp/U 
Yc5"R = 0 
(2.34) 
Now given the roll stiff~ess K~ and roll damping Kq, the stability 
derivatives can be written do\vn by resolving laterally and taking moments 
about the axes. The expressions, exactly in the form given by Hales, 
Ref. 11, are then: 
Y.-1 = Y.rF + Y"rjl 
L.r= (~Y;~~)Y~F + (~Y~/~~)YNR 
N .. = xFY.r1' + xt.Y",~ 
Y~ = Y~F + Yerl!. 
Lq = (~Y~/)()Y~F + (~Y~/.)~)Yq~ + Kei 
N~ = Xfvq,P + xI1.Y~R 
Ytf = YetI' + Yoflt 
Ltf = «)Yf/~q)YcjF + (~Y;/~~)Y(~ + K~ 
Ner = xfY"P + xRY<t1t 
Yr = Yr " + Yrjt 
Lt = (~Yf/~~)Y .. 1' + (bY~/~hYrR. 
N r = xl'Yrl' + xIlY,.1t 
YI" = Y.rF 
., . 
LS" = (i)Yf~~)Y.rF 
Nf= xfYrp 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.38) 
(A.39) 
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By substituting these expressions in the equations for the coefficients 
given in Appendix 1 it is thus possible to evaluate the vehicle steer 
response transfer functions of 2.23 - 2.25 in terms of vehicle parameters. 
Bo far the response to steer input has been considered. The response 
to a wind gust input can be derived in a very similar way by substituting 
the wind 1nput terms Y"C-, Lp&- , No-I} for the steer input terms Y, J, L".J, 
NS'J in equations 2.4 - 2.6. Where: 
& = angle of incidence of the total wind. 
~, L9" No. = wind gust stability der1vatives ~Y/J~, )L/J9-• .)N/,)9-. 
These wind gust derivatives can be evaluated from the aerodynamic 
coefficients measured in a wind tunnel. Using the techniques of Refs. 
38 - 44 the relevant aerodynamic coefficients are: 
C~ = side force coefficient. 
Cr = rolling moment coefficient. 
Cy = yawing moment coefficient. 
These coefficients are functions of & and for any given & the forces and 
moments on the car are: 
where: 
Side force Y' = CsAq 
Rolling moment L' = CrAqt 
Yawing moment N' = CyAqL 
A = projected frontal area of the vehiCle • 
.t = wheel base. 
t = mean track. 
/' = mass density of air. 
q = dynamic head = (lj2)('Y2.. 
Y = component of the relative air speed parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the vehicle. 
(2.40) 
Conventionally the aerodynamic coefficients are related to an axis system 
with origin (0) on the ground plane on the centre line of the vehicle 
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midway between the axles, x-axis horizontal and pointing to the rear, 
y'-axis horizontal and pointing to the near side, and z'-axis pointing 
vertically upwards. Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between this axis 
and that used above for the derivation of the equations of motion. 
(Referred to as the C.G. system). 
?! 
~-r-------7 y' 
Figure 2.1 
The co-ordinates of 0 in the C.G. system are (xF - ~/2. 0, h). 
Where: 
xF = longitudinal distance from C.G. to front axle. 
,t = whoelbase. 
h = C.G. height. 
The forces and moments in the C.G. system can thus be expressed in terms 
of equations 2.40 as: 
y = -y' 
L = -L' + Y·h (2.41) 
N = _Nr 
Examination of the data presented in Refs. 38 - 44 shows that it is 
a reasonable assumption to make the coefficients Cs. Cr and Ct linear 
functions of the angle of incidence of the wind with gradients )C~/Q~, 
I>cr/c)&-, and )Cy/~~. ExpreSSing equation 2.41 in terms of a positive 
side wind in the C.G. system and substituting these gradients the forces 
and moments due to a wind at ang1e'~ can thus be written: 
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Y = Aq()C$/~P.)lr= Y&!)-
L = Aq[t«()Cr/~£l.) - h«()C$/()~)]!} = L .. ~ (2,42) 
N = Aq[Il.«()Cy/i)&-) + ex F - .2/Z)(;)C$/~fI.)]9- = N~!)-
where Y~, L~, and ~ are the required aerodynamic stability derivatives 
and are defined by these equations, If the longitudinal wind speed is 
assumed to be the same as the vehicle forward speed (U) these derivatives 
can be written finally as: 
Y!1" = (1/Z)~ u'" A 0 Cs/i)iH 
LIT = (1/Z)eU .... A[t«()Cr/~9) - h(;)Cs/~~)] (2,43) 
NI)- = (l/Z)eu\'"A[~«()CrA>/T) + (xf - .t./Z)(~C$/~&)] 
Wind gust response transfer functions can nmv be written down exactly as 
the corresponding steer functions of equations 2,10 - 2,13 to give: 
Yaw rate r(s)!9(s) = ADR/D 
Roll angle cj>(s)!&(s) = ADP/D (2,44) 
Sideslip velocity v(s)~(s) = ADV/D 
Latac a(s)/C(s) = (s,ADV + U,ADR)/D = ADL/D 
where the determinants ADR, ADP, and ADV are obtained from DR, DP, and 
DV by replacing Y:r, Ln and N. by YI)-, L£>-, and Nil- respectively, The 
discussion of the steer transfer functions then applies directly to 
these gust runctions, 
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Al tho,;!gh this worlt is not primarily concerned with steady state 
vehicle behaviour, it is of interest to have a measure of this for 
consideration in relation to the frequency responses. The steady state 
quantihes static margin (S14), steoring gain (DSTEER/DLATAC), and 
steer-slip gradient (DSTEERjDSLIP), Can be calculated from the vehicle 
stability derivatives as 1ollows: 
For steady state conditions the equations of motion 2.4 - 2.6 become: 
mUr = Y.v + Yq~ + Yrr + Y&J 
o = L"v + L'1<1' + Lrl' + LoS 
o = N"v + N<ttf + Nr + No:> 
Static margin can be defined as the longitudinal distance from the 
vehicle centre of gravity at which the application of a side force 
does not produce a change in yaw rate. If we consider the vehicle 
travelling in a straight Une and apply a force Y at the 511 (di:ltance 
x from the C.G.), then if there is no steer angle (Il = 0), there will 
be no yaw rate (r = 0) and the equations of mot10n become: 
o = Y .. v + Yctcf + Y 
0= L .. v + Lqc/ 
o = N,r'I + NC/f + xY 
The condition for these to have a solution is: 
= 0 
whence: 
(2.46) 
It can be seen from equations 2.34 - 2.39 that some of the 
stability der1vatives are functions of speed, U. In order to make U 
appear explicitly in the equations ~.45 we can make the substitutions: 
.- .. 
Y .... = 14/U Y .. = Y ... /U 
.. 
L.". = 4r/U Lr = 
.. 
Lr/U (2.48) 
.. 
N..,.= N.r/U .. Nr = Nr/U 
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giving: mUr = Y;(v/U) + Y«<i + Y~(r/U) + Y,J 
o = L;'<v/U) + Lr:f~ + L~(r/U) + LrS" 
o = N;'<v/U) + Nq<e + N~(r/U) + NrS' 
If we now consider the vehicle to be kept on a constant rad1us path 
we have: 
Radius 
Latac 
R = r/U 
Y = mUr 
Side-slip angle Cl.. = -v/U 
and equations 2.49 become: 
" r Y - Yr!R = -Y,,-"I. + Yqcl + Yr-
- L~!R = -L~ + Lq</ + Lr.J 
- N;;n .= -N~ + N(Jel + N,:> 
Differentiating these equations w.r.t. Y gives: 
whence: 
where: 
1 = -Y';(d"'ldY) + Yrt(dcf/dY) + Yr(dJ/dY) 
o .. -L~doVdY) + L<t(dtf/dY) + L~dr;dY} 
o = -N;'(d",/dY) + N-r(dq'/dY} + Nr(dO/dY} 
DSTEERfIlLATAC = d o/dY.. (I;N'l - LI(N':;') / A 
a' .. Let 
Net 
From 2.52 and ~.54 we can now write: 
(2.5l) 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
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3. CALCULATION OF FREQUENCY RESPONSES FROM VEHICLE PARAMETERS. 
To evaluate the steer and wind gust frequency responses from basic 
vehicle parameters a digital computer programme - FREQRESP - was prepared, 
and a listing (in Algol) is g1ven in Appendix 3. The operation of this 
programme is outl1ned below. 
The input required is the list of vehicfe data given in Table 3.1. 
The first stage of the programme uses equations 2.33 - ~.39 and 2.43 of 
Section 2 to calculate the vehicle stabil1ty der1vatives. These are used 
to calculate the steady state quantities SlI, DSTEER/DLATAC, and DSTEER/ 
DSLIP given by equations 2.47, 2.52, and 2.55. the 16 coefficients (&.~6) 
defining the steer response transfer functions 2.23 - 2.25, and the 16 
similar coefficients defining the gust response transfer functions 2.44. 
The characteristic corner frequencies and damping ratios defined by 
equations 2.27 - 2.28, ~e then calculated by extracting the roots of 
the quartics, cubics, and quadratics which make up the numerators and 
denominators of the transfer functions. The roots of the quartics and 
cubics are obtained using standard procedures Q~TIC.and CUBIC taken 
from the MIRA computer library. These procedures are not included in 
the programme l1sting in Appendix 3. The roots are typically in the 
form: 
where j = j -1 
The corner frequency, which is the undamped natural frequency, is then 
gh-en by: 
the damping ratio by: 
and, if required, the actual damped natural frequency .J,l by: 
(FREQRESP does not evaluate ~A). 
-- -----------------------------------------------------------
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The frequency responses of the vehicle are obtained from the transfer 
functions of equations ~.lO - 2.~ by replacing the Laplace operator s by 
j..>. Using equations ~.19 - 2.22 the frequency responses can then be 
written as functions of frequency, ~ : 
Yaw rate 
Roll angle 
Latac a(j"') 
r-(j..» 
(-00[1] .... "- + nRl3]) + j(-nRl 0] ,} + 00[2],",) 
- (D lJ",'1'- DL3J~"I,. + DL5]) + j(-V[2]u 1 + DL4]'-J) 
(-DPlO]""~ + npL2]) + J(DPll]'"') 
as for 3.1 
(DLll] .... 't - DLl3] ...... + )JU5]) + j(-DLl2] .... ' + DLl4]W) 
as for 3.1 
These are in the form: (p + jq)/(r + js) 
which can be simplified ~o: e + jf 
where: e = (pr + qs)/(r~+ s~) and f = (qr - ps)/{r~+ s~ 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and FREQRESP simply evaluates the amplitude and phase for each value of 
frequency, ~ , from expressions of the form: 
Amplitude = J e'1.. + f" 
-I 
Phase angle = tan (f/e) 
-I 
Standard computer procedures for the eValuation of tan produce the 
result only in the range 0 - 90 deg. FREQRESP expands this to the full 
o - 360 deg. range, %irstly by examining the signs of f and e, and 
secondly by ensur1ng that there are no large step discontinuities in 
phase angle. These amplitude and phase calculations are actually done 
by the use of Simple, specially written procedures AMP, PHASE, and 
FIXPHASE. 
An example of the output of FREQRESP is shown in Table 3.2 and 
Figs. 3.1 to 3.3. The data for this Run (Run 14) is shown in Table 3.1 
and is that used by Hales, Ref. 52, who largely took it from Bundorf, 
Ref. 50. The vehicle is a typical American saloon car. 
"-------------------------------------- -- -- ------- ---
NOTATION NOTATION 
OF SECTION 2 FREQRESP 
m 
A 
C 
Xf 
xI'. 
U 
K~F 
K~F 
K,n. 
K~1l 
)!F/~C( 
)Y~M 
}'dpfotf 
)S'"M. 
~~ffo<l 
"()4~fotf 
~'SpM 
i/ihM 
~t~/J~ 
~4'tM 
e 
A (frontal area) 
t 
h 
)c~fofT 
}f::.r/:~ 
~c.y~f)-
Kd 
K,f 
L! 
A 
C 
XF 
XR 
U 
KSF 
KCF 
RSR 
KCR 
DYDFDP 
DYOODP 
DDFDP 
DDRDP 
DPDFDP 
DPDRDP 
DDFDY 
DDRDY 
DPDFDY 
DPDRDY 
RO 
AR 
T 
H 
DCSDT 
DCRDT 
DCYDT 
KP 
KPD 
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UNITS 
slug 
slug.ft 
slug.ft 
ft 
ft 
ft/sec 
lb/rad 
lbjrad 
lbjrad 
lbjrad 
ftjrad 
ftjrad 
slug/ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
l/deg 
l/deg 
l/deg 
ft.lb/rad 
ft.lb/rad/seo 
RUN 1~ 
177 
692 
4655 
5.5 
-4.5 
73 
-21200 
287u 
-22900 
287U 
-2.077 
-0.289 
0.32 
0.02 
0.94 
'0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0.000378 
30 
5 
1.819 
0.04 
0.015 
0.01 
-40339 
-2000 
RUN 27 
74.1 
177 
1256 
3.93 
-4.21 
73 
-11500 
1000 
-10400 
1000 
-1.54 
-0.99 
0.14 
o 
O.T~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0.002378 
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4.15 
1.67 
0.047 
0.023 
0.01 
-25550 
-1000 
Table 3.1 Input data required for FREQRESP and values for Runs 14 and 27. 
The notation of Table 3.2, whioh is the oomputer print-out, is 
self explanatory. It oan be seen that the vehiole is fairly under-
steering with a Statio Margin of -8% (expressed as a peroentage of 
the wheelbase). The yaw and roll oorner frequenoies are 0.65 and 1.35 
Hz, as shown by the poles of the system. Hales, Ref. 52, also 
evaluated these poles and the faot that his values agree with these 
is a useful oheck on the programme. Listed at the foot of Table 3.2 
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FDH/BI2 50 MPH RUN 14 
S"'1 -8.009 DCSTEFR)/DCSLIP) .3580 DC STEEk)/DCLATAC) .0892 
RESPONSE COfFF STEER WIND 
I 10140 .... 01 I. I 40.H!II 
2 1.201 .... 102 1.201.+02 
3 4.660.+02 4.660.+02 
4 1.179.+03 1.179.+03 
5 2.505 .... 01 4.900.-03 
6 6.373.+100 7.8810.+00 
7 6.892.+01 1.046.+02 
8 1.878 .... 02 3.090.+02 
9 -6.363 .... 01 6. 1 53.- 04 
le 3.122.+ 010 10101.+02 
I I 2.590.+01 - 2. 529.+ 02 
12 1.198.+02 4.296.-02 
13 5.688.+00 7.927.+00 
14 10151.+02 1.275.+02 
15 3.190.+02 3.924.+ 02 
16 2.868.+03 2.573.+03 
POLES 
REAL I"1AG fREQ D kAT 
I -3.177 7.8.0\0 I. 35 - 0. :3 7 6 
2 - 2.525 3. 179 0.65 - 0. 622 
3 - 2. 525 - 301 79 0.65 -0.622 
4 -3.177 -7.840 1.35 -0.376 
STEER ZEROS GUST lE kOS 
REAL IMAG FREO D RAl 
YAW RATE 
I -3.196 .00100 0. 51 -1.0100 - 3.459 .0000 0.55 -1.000 
2 - I. 588 - 7.500 1.22 - 0. 207 - 2.21 1 -9.189 1. 50 -0.234 
3 -1.588 7.500 1.22 - 0. 207 - 2.211 9. 189 1. 50 -0.234 
ROLL A'JGL F 
1 - 1.561 - 4.844 0. B I - 0.307 2.250 • eee0 0.36 1.0100 
2 - 1. 561 4.844 0.81 - 0.307 - 112. 4 .00100 17.89 -1.000 
LIITAC 
1 -.9499 7.711 1.24 - 0. 122 - 2. 539 8.663 1. 44 - 0. 28 1 
2 - 1 • 894 6.627 1. 10 - 0. 275 - I. 424 5.435 0.89 -0.253 
3 - 1 .894 - 6. 627 1. 10 -0.275 - 1. 424 - 5. "35 0.89 - 0. 253 
4 -.9499 -7.711 1.24 - 0. 122 - 2. 539 -8.663 1.44 - 0.281 
SPECIFIC STFADY STATE SlEER RESPO'JSE 
YA~ RATE 3.991.+00 
_ ROLL A"JGL F 1. 398 .... 00 
LATAC 2.913 .... 102 
SPECIFIC SlEADY STATE GUSl RESPONSE 
YAW RATf 1.28.1,. - 103 
ROLL ANGLE 1.320.-04 
LATAC 9.373.-02 
Tablo 3.2. Tabulated results corresponding to Figs. 3.1 - 3.3. Run 14. 
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El STEER RESPONSE RUN 14 
__ LATAC 
°l----~ 
so 
YfI.II 
01 
! 
~ 120 
W 
~ 
0. 
100 
e40~------~--__ -L __ -L __ L-~~~J-J~ ______ -L ____ ~ __ ~~ 
• 1 • e • S .. 4 oo!5 .. G .. 7 • B. ~ 1 s 4 5 
FM:.~"lCY yz 
Fig. 3.1. steer frequency response curves for the data of Run 14. 
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GUST RESPONSE RUN 14 
24 
18 
12 
-18 
-24 
_=L--------L----~--L--L-J-J-L-LL-______ _L ____ J_ __ ~_J 
• 1 .2 .8 .4.0.6 .7.8.S 1 2 8 4 !5 
F"REGi!£NCY HZ 
Fig. 3.2. Gust frequency response curves (amplitude) for data of Run 14. 
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120 
-120 
-190 
I 
I 
26 
GUST RESPONSE RUN 14 
__ -----J'-A'TAC 
__ ---_-:YAW 
_e40L---___ ~ ___ _L _ _L __ L_~~~~~ ______ _L ___ ~_~~ 
'.1 .2.3.4 .1!:5 .8.7.8.81 2 S 4 ~ 
FREGU:NCY HZ 
Fig. 3.3. Gust frequency response curves (phase angles) for data of Run 14. 
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are the specific eteady state (zero frequency) responses. These are 
given per radian of steer angle for the steer response and per degree 
of wind angle for the gust response. 
The amplitude and phase frequency response plots (Bode PLotS) of 
Figs. 3.~ - 3.3 were plotted by the graph plotter available on the MIRA 
computer (an ICL 4130). The amplitude curves are plotted on a decibel 
(dB) scale, the value at any frequency being given by: 
dB value = .&O.loglO(amplitude/amplitude at zero frequency) 
This is done so that all the curves can be readily plotted on the same 
scale and the specific steady state responses are lis~ed separately so 
that the actual values can be obtained if required. 
The amplitude steer response curves show the characteristic 
vehicle behaviour which will be seen throughout. The yaw rate curve has 
a gentle rise from the steady state level to a low peak, followed by a 
fall off at 6 dB per octave, superimposed on which is a pronounced 
'kink' showing that this vehicle has considerable coupling with the 
roll mode. The roll angle curve does not have the initial rise, and 
bogins to fall off at a much lower frequency, the final fall off rate 
being 12 dB per octave. The roll mode resonance is characterised 
by the typical 'kink' in the curve, which is rather more pronounced 
for this vehicle than for the other vehicles examined later. The latac 
curve is of particularly interesting shape with a steep fall off s1milar 
to that of the roll angle, 10llowed by a final rise again to what would 
be a response equal to the steady state response at infinite frequency. 
In mathematical terms this shape is due to the effect of the lightly 
damped lead term in the transfer function, and in physical terms is 
attributable to the change over from the predominance of yaw rate 
generated centrifugal acceleration, to straight forward linear 
acceleration along the y axis (see equation ~.13, section 2). The 
phase angle curves are similarly characteris~1c and tend to final 
values of 90, 180, and 0 degrees for the yaw rate, roll angle, and 
latac respectively. (In fact since the roll angle has opposite sign 
to the yaw rate it should have an additional 180 degrees of lag. This 
has been removed to eaSe the scaling of the graphs). 
~ -- -- ------ -----_. 
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For yaw rate and latac the gust response curves, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, 
are of broadly similar form to the above, but the roll angle curve (and 
therefore its influence of the yaw rate curve) is quite different. This 
can be understood when it is appreciated that, for this model, the w1nd 
gust input is equivalent to a lateral force acting fairly well forward 
and about half way up on the vehicle bodywork. This bears some resemblance 
to the force input due to steering the front tyres from the point of view 
of yaw rate and latac, but is clearly quite different for roll angle. 
Although it is not an object of this work to carry out a parameter 
study using this model, it is helpful in interpreting the measurements 
examined in the following Sections, to look at some different types of 
response curvos. It is well known that the steady state understeer or 
oversteer of a vehicle has a large effect on its transient response, and 
this can be clearly demonstrated by changing the front roll understeer of 
Run 14 (DDFDP = 0.32) to.roll oversteer (DDFDP = -0.32). The results of 
this (Run 43) are shown in Table 3.3 and Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The main 
points of interest in the Table are, the change in Static Margin (sM) 
from -8% to +10.5%, the splitting of the complex conjugate pair representing 
the oscillatory yaw-sideslip mode into two real roots, and the increase 
in steady state response by almost a factor of 10. One of the real roots, 
although still negative, is very small, indicating that a small increase 
in vehicle speed or in the level of oversteer would make the vehicle 
unstable. Tile steer frequency response curves, Fig. 3.4, are markedly 
different from the typically understeering curves of Fig. 3.1, and 
illustrate why oversteering vehicles have such a slow, heavily damped, 
(although large) steer response. The gust response curves, Fig. 3.5, 
show a similar trend, but the high freque~cy response is not quite so 
poor because of the greater influence of the roll angle in the gust 
response. Because the high frequency gust response is significantly 
better than that of the steer response it can be imagined that this 
vehicle would be difficult to control in gusty conditions. In this 
respect this vehicle is worse than that of Run 14 where the steer and 
gust yaw rate frequency responses were more similar. 
To look at the effect of a purely aerodynamic change Run 15 is the 
same as Run 14 except that the vehicle has been given aerodynamic 
coefficients more like those of an estate c~ (figures taken from Ref. 52). 
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FDH/B12 50 M~H kU~ 43 
5M 10.51 D(5TEEk)/D(5Ll~) -.3485 D(51EEK)/D(LAIAG) -.~ti68 
kES~ONSE COEFF STEEK WIND 
1 1.14O.+01 10140.+01 
2 1.939.+131 1.939.+01 
3 4.113.+02 4.113.+02 
4 1.242.+02 1.242.+02 
5 2.505.+131 4.900.-133 
6 6.313.+.0" 1.880.+"0 
7 6.892.+01 6.1 89.+01 
8 1.878.+"2 1.137.+"2 
9 -6.363.+01 6.153.-04 
10 3.122.+130 1.101.+02 
I I 2.5913.+131 -2.~29.+02 
12 1.198.+02 4.296.-02 
13 5.688.+0O 7.927.+"0 
14 1.151.+"2 8.~70.+e)1 
15 3.1 9". +02 2.922.+132 
16 2.868.+.03 9.465.+O2 
POLES 
kEAL IMAG FKE", 0 KAT 
1 - 1 • 356 7.188 I • 16 -0.18~ 
2 -1.356 -10188 I • 16 -0.185 
3 -.2759 ."000 0.04 -1.0"0 
4 -8.416 .13"00 1.34 - I • C013 
5TEEK lEKO!> 
'tAW KATE 
1 -3.196 .00100 0.51 -1.000 
2 -1.588 -7.513" 1.22 -0.201 
3 -1.58B 7.500 1.22 -.-,.201 
ROLL ANGLE 
I -1.561 -4.844 0.81 -0.3137 
2 - 1 • 561 4.B44 IO.Bl -0.301 
LATAC , 
1 -.9499 1.11 1 1.24 -.0.122 
2 -101594 6.627 1.10 -0.275 
3 -1.B94 -6.627 1 • 1O -13.275 
4 -.9499 -1.711 1.24 - 0. 122 
SPECIFIC 5TEADY STATE STEEK nE5PON5E 
YA~! KAlE 3.788.+01 
ROLL ANGLE 1.327.+01 
LATAC 2.765.+133 
SPECIFIC 5lEADY STATE GU5T KE5~ON5E 
YAW KATE 4.484.-03 
kOll ANGLE 1.253.-"3 
lATAC 3.273.-101 
GU!:>I lEn05 
KEAL IMAG FnEu 
-2.320 .11000 O.37 
-2.180 - 6.423 I • I I 
-2.78'" 6.423 1 • I I 
2.250 .00100 O.36 
-112.4 .161000 17.ti9 
-1.773 6.9ti6 1 • 15 
-2.1910 3.663 10.68 
-2.190 -3.663 0. 6~ 
-1.773 - 6. 9ti6 I. 15 
U nAl , 
-I .. J"~ 
-0.3~7 
-0.3~7 
1.000 
- I • 000 
-0.246 
-~.513 
-IJ.~IJ 
-0.2<'6 
Table 3.3. Tabulated results corresponding to Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Run 43. 
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Fig. 3.4. steer frequency response curves for an oversteer vehicle. Run 43. 
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Fig. 3.5. Gust frequency response curves for an ovorsteer vehicle. Run 43. 
The parameters are therefore the same as in Table 3.1 except that: 
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT RUN 14 (SALooN) RUN 15 (ESTATE) 
-DCSDT (side force) 0.04 0.05 
DCRDT (roll moment) 0.015 0.015 
DCYDT (yaw moment) 0.01 0.005 
The yawing moment coefficient has been halved at the expense of a 25% 
increase in side force coefficient. Table 3,4 gives the tabular output 
and Figs, 3.6 and 3.7 the gust response curves. The steer response is 
the same as for Run 14, Fig. 3.1. Superimposed on Fig. 3,6 are the gust 
response curves of Run 14 (dashed lines). It can be seen that the 
predominant effect is a large reduction in the steady state response 
levels, but the high frequency behaviour is also af.fected, Relative to 
the steady state response the yaw rate now has a lower high frequency 
response while the roll angle and latac responses are higher, Because 
the yaw rate response is the most important in terms of likely d3viation 
from the intended path the estate vehicle is clearly preferable on both 
steady state and transient gust response grounds. 
The results looked at so far have been representative of a typical 
American car, which is much larger and heavier than its European counter-
part, The data values headed Run 27 in Table 3,1 are intended to represent 
a medium sized European car and the results are given in Table 3.5 and 
Figs. 3.8 to 3.10. In general the picture is as for Run 14, but the 
significant differences are; less understeer and larger steady state 
response, higher yaw and roll natural freq~encies a.~d thus better high 
frequency response, and less roll-yaw coupling as seen by the less pro-
nounced ~kink' on the yaw rate curve, In fact it will be seen later 
that some of the vehicles on which measurements were made showed yaw 
natural frequencies significantly higher than for this Run. TWo further 
variants of Run 27 were also run to illustrate the effects of roll-yaw 
coupling. The parameters which were variod are shown below and the results 
presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 and Figs. 3.lland 3.12. 
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FOH/BI2 E~TATE KUN 15 
SM -8.1309 \ O(STEEK)/D(~LIP) .35813 O(~lEEK)/D(LAIAC) 
RESPONSE COEFF ~lEEK WIND 
I 1.1413.+01 1.14.:1.+01 
2 1.2131.+02 1.201.+.:12 
3 4.6613.+132 4.6613.+1"2 
4 1.179.+03 10179.+.33 
5 2.505.+01 3 • .:163.-03 
6 6.373.+1<l13 6.558.+.3" 
7 6.892.+01 8.864.+1<l1 
8 1.878.+02 30195.+132 
9 -6.363.+1<l1 -4.381.-03 
10 3.122.+13" -8.~63.+130 
I I 2.590.+01 1.211.+01 
12 1.198.+132 5.370.-1<l2 
13 5.688.+130 7.61 I. + 00 
14 1.151.+132 1.061.+;02 
15 3.191<l.+02 3.1329.+"'2 
16 2.868.+133 1.3313.+03 
POLE~ 
REAL IMAG FKEt) o KAT 
I -3.177 7.841<l 1.35 -0.376 
2 -2.525 3.179 0.65 -13.622 
3 -2.525 -3.179 0.65 -0.622 
4 -3.177 -7.8413 1.35 -1<l.376 
STEEK lE"O~ 
. 
'rAW RATE 
I -3.196 .0000 <I. 51 - 1 .1313.3 
2 - I .588 -7.500 I .2<:! -0.207 
3 -1.588 7.5013 1.22 -0.21<l7 
kOLL ANGLE 
I -1.561 -4.844 13.81 -0.3137 
2 -I • 561 4.844 13.81 -0.307 
LATAC 
I -.9499 7.71 I 1.24 -0.122 
2 -1.894 6.627 1 • 113 -13.275 
3 -1.894 - 6.627 1010 -0.275 
4 -.9499 -70711 1.24 -0.122 
SPECIFIC ~TEAD'r STATE STEEK "E~PON~E 
'rAW KATE 3.991.+131<l 
ROLL ANGLE 1.398.+1313 
LATAC 2.913.+02 
~PECIFIC STEADY STATE GU~T kE~PON~E 
'rM! RATE 
KOLL ANGLE 
LATAC 
8.298.-04 
4.5130.-05 
6.1358.-132 
GU~1 
KEAL IMAG 
- 4 • .069 .0000 
-1.245 -8.773 
- 1.245 8.773 
1.787 • o III I<) 13 
6.775 • €h:l00 
-2.331 8.31 1 
- I • 474 3.960 
- 1.474 -3.960 
-2.331 -8.311 
.~892 
lE"O~ 
f-KEu u "AI 
~.65 - I • ~1:10 
I • 41 - 0. I 4 III 
I • 41 - 0. I 40 
13.28 1.0011l 
1.138 1.131<)0 
1.37 -0.2713 
0.67 -1Il.3Lj'} 
0.67 -0.349 
1.37 -1:1.27'" 
Table 3.4. Tabulated results corresponding to Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Run 15. 
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Fig. 3,6, Gust frequency response curves for an estate type vehicle, Run 15, 
Curves for saloon veh1cle, Run 14, superimposed dashed. 
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Fig. 3.7. GUst frequency response curves (phase angles) 
vehicle. Run 15. 
an estate type 
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50 ~PH fW:-I 27 
S~ - 4.618 .1865 
.0368 
RESPO'IISE COEFF STFER WIND 
I 1.6550+01 1.6550+01 
2 2.3600+ 02 2.3600+02 
3 I. 1040 + 03 1.1040+03 
4 3.2750+03 3.2750+03 
5 3.5980+01 7.5490-03 
6 I • I 740 + 0 I 1.2890+01 
7 1.6680+02 2.0670+02 
8 5.7480 + 02 7.8630+02 
9 -1.0010+02 I .21 40 - 02 
10 3.9040+00 2.3610+01 
I I 5.5780+01 
-2.2320+01 
12 1.5520+02 8.0380- 02 
13 9.0990+00 1.3250+01 
14 2.337D+02 2.3300+ 02 
15 9.4190+02 8.6350+02 
16 9.7290+03 5.3910+03 
POLES 
REAL 1'1AG FREQ o kAl 
I -5.417 11.1 I 1.97 - 0.438 
2 -2.855 3.646 0.74 
- 0.617 
3 -2.855 - 3.646 0.74 - 0.617 
4 - 5.417 - 11.1 I 1.97 - 0.438 
STEER ZEROS GU5l ZEkOS 
REAL I~AG FkEGI 0 RAT 
YA~! RATE 
I - 4. 258 .0000 0.68 - 1.000 - 4.673 .0000 0.74 -1.000 
2 - 3.739 - I I • 00 1.85 - 0.322 - 4. 11 I - 12. 30 2di6 - 0. 31 7 
3 - 3. 739 I I. 00 1.85 - 0.322 - 4. I I I 12.30 2.06 - 0.317 
ROLL A\lGLE 
I - 1.952 - 7.209 I. 19 - 0. 261 .9103 .0000 0. 14 1.000 
2 - 1.952 7.209 I. 19 - 0. 261 - 24.52 .0000 3.90 -1.000 
LATAC 
I -2.446 1 1.87 1.93 - 0. 202 - 5. 019 I 1.98 2.ril7 - 0.386 
2 -2.103 7.862 1.30 - 0.258 -1.608· 5.418 0.90 - 0. 28 5 
3 -2.103 -7.862 1.30 - 0.258 - I • 608 - 5. 418 0.90 - 0. 28 5 
4 -2.446 -11.87 1.93 - 0.202 - 5. 019 - I I .98 2.07 - 0. 386 
SPFCIFIC STEADY STATE STEER RESf-'ON5E 
YAI\' RATE 6.3160+00 
ROLL A'JGL E 1.7040+00 
LATAC 4.6100+02 
SPECIFIC STEADY STATE GUST RESPONSE 
YAI\' RATE 1.8120-03 
ROLL ANGLE 8.2750-05 
LATAC 1.323.-01 
Table 3.5.Tabulated results corresponding to Figs. 3.8 - 3.10. Run 27. 
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Fig. 3.B.Steer frequency response curves for the data of Run 27. 
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F1g. 3.9. Gust frequency rosponse curves (amplitudo). nun 27. 
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Fig. 3.10. GUst frequency response curves (phase angles). Run 27. 
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PARAMETER RUN 27 RUN 38 RUN 39 
KSF (front tyre stiffness) -11500 -9200 -9200 
DYDFDP (front roll centre) -1.54 -2.1 -2.1 
DDFDP (front roll steer) 0,14 0 0 
DPDFDP (rront roll camber) 0.72 0 0 
KP (roll stiffness) -25550 -25550 -2555000 
KPD <roll damping) -1000 -1500 -1500 
The object in Run 38 was to maintain a similar level of understeer 
with a much reduced roll-yaw coupling, and this was primarily achieved 
by the removal of the roll steer and camber effects combined with the 
reduction of the front tyre cornering stiffness. A final adjustment was 
made by effectively lowering the front roll centre height and increasing 
the roll damping. It can be seen from Fig. 3,11 that the yaw rate response 
curve now shows very little evidence 0 the roll 'kink'. In mathematical 
terms this is illustrated by the similar values of the frequencies and 
. . 
dampi.lg ratios of the roll angle mode and the yaw rate zeros, When 
expressed as a transfer function these terms will almost cancel out 
leaving essentially two degree of freedom behaviour. .For Run 39 the roll 
stiffness was increased by a factor of 100, moving the roll rosonance out 
of the frequency range of interest and effectively giving a no roll, two 
degree of freedom vehicle. 
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50 MPH RU'l 38 
S"l - 4. 781 D(STEER)/D(SLIP) .21 10 D(~lFER)/D(LATAC) 
RESPONSE COFFF STFFR ~II 'l D 
1 1.9590+01 1.959.+ 01 
2 2.389.+02 2.3890+02 
3 1. 155. + 03 10155.+03 
4 2.722.+03 2.722.+ 03 
5 2.879.+01 7.5490- 123 
6 1.504.+01 1.748.+01 
7 1.7810+02 1.992.+122 
8 5.7480+02 6.5090+02 
9 -1.092.+02 1.214.-02 
10 3.911.+00 2.392.+01 
1 1 5.020. + 01 -2.207.+ 01 
12 1.242.+02 8.038.-02 
13 1.lli80+01 1.692.+01. 
14 2.447.+02 2.245.+02 
15 10132.+03 9.091.+ 02 
16 9.729.+03 li.463.+03 
POLES 
REAL IMAG FREG D RAT 
1 -6.410 9.503 1.82 - 0. 559 
2 -3.384 3.044 0.7? - 0. 743 
3 -3.384 - 3. 044 0.72 - 0. 743 
4 -6.410 - 9. 503 1.82 - 0.559 
SlEFR lEkOS 
YA~' RlIlE 
1 - 4. 373 .0000 0.70 -1.000 
2 - 5. 333 - 10. 15 1.82 - 0. 465 
3 - 5. 333 10. 15 1.82 - 0.465 
ROLL A'IIGLE 
1 - 1 .956 -6.810 1. 13 -0.276 
2 - 1.956 6.810 1. 13 - 0. 276 
LATAC 
1 -3.430 1 1. 62 1.93 - 0. 283 
2 -2.3129 7.810 1.30 - 0. 283 
3 -2.309 -7.810 1.30 - 0. 283 
4 - 3.430 - 1 1. 62 1.93 - 0. 283 
SPECIFIC STEADY STATF SlEER RES~ONSF 
-YA~'.RATE 6.080.+00 
ROLL A'IIGLE 2.0130+00 
LATAC 4.438.+02 
SPECIFIC STEADY STATF GUST RE~PON~F 
. YA~: RATE 
ROLL A'lGLE 
LATAC 
1.805.-03 
9.8470-05 
1.318.-01 
GUST 
REAL l"1AG 
- 4. 671 .0000 
- 6. 407 -9.915 
- 6. 407 9.915 
.8895 .0000 
- 24. 81 .0000 
- 6. 771 10. 14 
~ 1. 690 5.211 
- 1. 690 - 5. 21 1 
- 6. 771 -10. lli 
.0416 
ZEk05 
FkEG 
0.74 
1.88 
1.88 
0. 14 
3.95 
1.94 
0.87 
0.87 
1.94 
Table 3.6. TabUlated results corresponding to Fig. 3.11. Run 38. 
D kAl 
- 1. 000 
- 0. 543 
- 0. 543 
1.000 
- 1. 000 
-0.555 
- 0. 309 
- e. 309 
- 0. 555 
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Fig. 3.11.Steer frequency response curves for the data of Run 38. 
I 43 . 
50 Mt'H IWN 39 
SM -4.781 D(STEEk)/D(~Llf') .2110 D(~TEE~)/D(LAIAC) 
kESf'ON~E COEFF 5TEEK Wll\D 
1 1.959.+01 1.959.+01 
2 1.453.+04 1.453.+04 
3 5.294.+04 5.294.+04 
4 2.722.+05 2.722.+05 
5 2.879.+:01 7.549.-03 
6 1.504.+01 1.748.+01 
7 1.447.+04 1.449.+04 
8 5.748.+04 6.509.+04 
9 -1.092.+02 1.214.-02 
10 3.911.+03 2.392.+01 
I 1 5.320.+01 -2.207.+01 
12 1.242.+02 8.038.-02 
13 10148.+01 1.692.+01 
14 1.454.+04 1.452.+04 
15 5.668.+04 5.368. +04 
16 9.729.+05 4.463.+05 
POLE~ 
KEAL IMAG FkEU D KAT 
1 -7.973 120.0 19. 13 -0.066 
2 - 1 .821 3.939 0.69 -0.420 
3 - 1 .821 -3.939 0.69 -0.420 
4 -7.973 -120.0 19013 -1:1.066 
51 EEI< ZEI\05 
'rAW kAlE 
1 -3.985 .01:100 0.63 -1.000 
2 - 5. 527 -120.0 19. 1 1 -0.046 
3 -5.527 121:1.0 19. 1 1 -0.046 
ROLL Af'<GLE , 
1 - 1 .956 -6dSl3 1. 13 -03.276 
2 - 1 .956 6.810 1. 13 -0.276 
LAIAC 
1 -3.793 12".1 19. 12 -1:1.1<132 
2 -1.945 7.975 1.31 -0.237 
3 -1.945 -7.975 1.31 -1:1.237 
4 -3.793 -12001 19. 12 -0.032 
St'ECIFIC STEADY 5TATE STEEk kE~t'ON~E 
'r A~! KATE 6.13813.+00 
ROLL ANGLE 2.1313.-02 r 
LATAC 4.438.+02 
5PECIFIC STEADY 5TATE GU~I kE~t'Of'<SE 
'rAW kATE 1.805.-03 
ROLL ANGLE 9.847.-137 
LATAC 1.318.-01 
GU~l 
KEAL IMAG 
-4.5H:l .0"0cl 
- 6.487 -H~0.0 
- 6.487 1£:10.16 
.8895 • .0000 
-24.81 ."000 
-6.616 120 • .0 
- 1.845 5.245 
- 1.845 -5.~45 
-6.616 -120." 
.0416 
LEKO~ 
F"E", II kAI 
<1.72 
- 1 • ",,<I 
19. 12 -1{;.~54 
19. 12 -.0.054 
0. 14 1.000 
3.95 -1.01<1" 
19. 12 -0.,,55 
0.t:s8 -0.332 
0.hlS -1Gl.J32 
19. 1 ~ -10.055 
Table 3.7. Tabulated results corresponding to Fig. 3.12. Run 39. 
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Fig. 3.12. steer frequency response curves for the data of Run 39. 
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4. Tire RESPONSE OF TWO VEHICLES TO A MECHANICAL· SINUSOIDAL STEER INPUT 
4.1 Introduction. 
Prior to the commencement of the work associated with this Thesis 
the Author was involved in a programme of research at MIRA, which had at 
that time reached a stage where: 
(1) A machine had been built and commissioned which applied a s1nusoidal 
steer input for a range of amp11tudes and frequenc1es. This is 
described in Appendix 4. 
(2) Measurements had been made on three cars, the resul ts from one of 
which, car A, are presented in this Section. Other than the reduction 
of the results to the form of amplitude and phase as functions of 
frequency, no analysis had been carried out. 
The actual test programme was carried out by llIRA staff under the control 
and supervision of the· Author. After beginning this Thesis measurements 
were made on one further vehicle, car B, and these results are also 
presented here. Brief descriptions of cars A and B are given in Appendix 4. 
4.2 Instrumentation. 
Relevant quantities measured during this test series are given in 
Table 4.2.1. 
\ 
VARIABLE TRANSDUCER 
Handwheel angle Rotary potentiometer 
Steering tOrqU9 Strain gauged tube 
Speed AC generator on 5th wheel 
Lateral acceleration Accelerometer 
Yaw rate Rate gyroscope 
Roll angle Free gyroscope 
Table 4.2.1 Quantities measured and transducers used. 
Measurement of road wheel angles were also attempted using various 
arrangements of potentiometers, but these were not very successful and 
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the results Were not analysed in detail. The signals ~rom these 
transducers were recorded on a photographic galvanometer recorder 
~itted with low frequency, high sensitivity galvanometers. As the 
accelerometer used was a mass, spring and mirror type, equivalent in 
operation to a galvanometer, it was mounted inside the recorder, and 
so this unit was mounted at the centre of gravity of the test car. 
The test records were in the form of analogue traces on photographic 
paper. These were digitised on a trace readil~ machine to give the X 
and Y co-ordinates o~ the peaks (and troughs) of the sine waves, and 
then analysed on a digital computer in a very straightforward way to 
give average values o~ the amplitude of each trace and its phase 
relationship to the handwheel trace, ~or each of the ~requencies tested. 
4.3 Test Procedure. 
The tests Were initially attempted at MlRA, but the width of test 
track available proved insufficient, particularly for the combination 
of low frequency and high handwheel angles. Tb solve this problem 
permission was obtained to use a 150ft wide airfield runway at a 
neighbouring aerodrome, where there was found to be just adequate room. 
Throughout testing the occupants of the test vehicles wore crash helmets 
and safety harnesses, and all moveable equipment in the vehicles was 
secured. 
Each set o~ tests was done at constant speed and with a constant 
amplitude of handwheel angle input. At the beginning of a set of tests 
the handwheel amplitude was set using a protractor attached to the rim 
o~ the wheel, and ~or each test the frequency was adjusted on the stepless 
gearbox of the machine. Before setting of~ along the runway a pin was 
inserted to lock the steering to the machine. Then, When the vehicle 
was travelling at the required speedt the driver engaged the clutch on 
the machine, the observer started the recorder, and the driver switched 
on the machine's electric motor. At the end of the test the driver dis-
engaged the clutch on the machine and the recorder was stopped. The aim 
was to record at least six cycles for each test but this was not always 
possible at the lowest frequencies because of the space limitation. Tb 
obtain recordings of the zero frequency responses for each handwheel 
input and vehicle speed, the machine was not switched on but the driver 
4'1 
turned the handwheel, first one way then the other, to the limits set 
by the machine with the pin inserted. 
4.4 Analysis of Results - Manual Curve F1tting. 
Since the theoretical approach to vehicle frequency response which 
is used here assumes linear vehicle behaviour, it is relevant to examine 
the behaviour of the vehicles measured in this work for linearity. This 
can be done for any vehicle response (for example yaw rate) by plotting 
amplitude ratio against hanmvheel angle. For l1near behav10ur this graph 
will be a horizontal straight line, and any dev1ation of the slope of this 
graph from zero \Vi~l be a measure of non-linearity. Graphs of this form 
are presented for the ya\V rate response of each vehicle for a range of 
frequencies. 
The principal metho~ of analysis of the frequency response results 
involves the assumption that the response curves can be represented by 
three degree of freedom transfer functions of the form derived in Section 
~. The results of Section 3 sho\V the type of curve predicted by these-
transfer functions, and a preliminary inspection of the measured frequency 
responses shown here shows that they are of similar form. In the notation 
of Sect10n 2 the equat10ns for the yaw rate, roll angle, and latac transfer 
functions are: 
res) 
Hs) 
a(s) 
STsY 
C.,[(l/.Jc:!;")s"-+ (2/,~/cJ ... )s + l][~l/"''';<)s'l.-+ \2 I.?/".&>s + 1] 
as for res 
(2.28) 
The lJ's and J"s are the characteristic frequencies and damping ratios 
of the system and in as far as is possible their physical significance 
is discussed in Section 2. It is shown in Appendix 2 that the transfer 
functions of the Simpler, two degree of freedom, non-rolling model can 
be obtained rrom the above equations by delet1ng the roll equation (~.28), 
and deleting the last factor of both numerator and denom1nator of the 
yaw rate and latac expressions. 
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If the 0.) 's, and J 's are knmm the frequency response of a system 
can be synthesised by adding together the effects of the indiv1dual factors 
in the numerator and denominator of the transfer funct10n on log-log 
graph paper. The separate effects of these factors are well known and 
can be obta1ned from standard curves as illustrated in Figs. 4.4.1-2. 
The ~ 's are the corner frequencies and the j 's the damping ratios. 
Factors in the numerator of a transfer function are called lead terms 
as they produce a phase lead, and those in the denominator are called 
lag terms. Figs. 4.4.1 and 2 are drawn for lag terms, For lead terms 
the curves are similar but inverted, 
In the present case the &,) 's and J's were not known and the object 
was to derive them from the experimental frequency response curves, In 
order to do this the results were presented in the form of Bode plots, 
These are plots of log amplitude ratio against log frequency, where in 
this case amplitude rati?s were peak to peak values of the quantities 
conctlrned, over peak to peak handwheel angle. The problem then was to 
find the set of curves corresponding to the factors of the appropriate 
transfer function, which when added together gave a curve which fitted 
the experimental data. This was done by first of all drawing asymptotes 
on the experimental curve to give an estimate of the lJ's and J's, and 
then gradually improving this estimate by a process of trial and error, 
involving actually drawing sets of curveS and adding them together, until 
a satisfactory fit was obtained. As an example of the final result 
Fig, 4.4.3 Shows a fitted curve and the three standard curves from which 
it was constructed, superimposed on a set of experimentally measured 
points. Curves can be fitted to the experimentally measured phase pointa 
in a similar way, to confirm that the fit obtained is good, 
The quantities of principal interest are the vehicle responses, 
yaw rate, roll angle, and lateral acceleration (latac), and so the 
bulk of the results are given in these terms, although measurements were 
also made of steering torque and an example of this is also given, 
Where the experimental data were of the form predicted by linear theory 
and reasonable curve fits could be obtained, the fitted curves are shown 
superimposed on the experimental points. The combinations of standard 
curves from which these fitted curves Were constructed are not shown 1n 
the F1gures, but their various cornor frequencies and dampings are 
presented and discussed in the following section, 
---_. 
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Although measurements of road wheel angle were made on each vehicle, 
some of the measurements were not entirely satisfactory. For this 
reason, and also because handwheel angle is the quantity important to 
the driver, the results presented here are all in terms of handwheel 
angles. The theoretical approach, however, does not consider the 
dynamics of the steering system, and any effects of this will tend to 
caUSe a lack of agreement between theory and measured results. In 
particular at frequencies above about 2 Hz road wheel angles seemed, 1n 
genoral, to have a phase lag of about 20 degrees behind the handwheel 
angle, and this probably accounts for some of the rather high phase angles 
obtained at these frequencies. 
4.5 Results and their Discussion. 
For car A frequency response measurements were made for four handwheel 
angle inputs at 50 mile/h, and at three speeds at one handwheel input. 
Fig. 4.5.1 shows that the vehicle behaves reasonably linearly with 
handwheel input, and the remaining results are presented for one input 
only. Figs. 4.5.2 to 4.5.4 Show Bode plots of amplitude ratio and phase 
angle fpor the yaw rate, roll angle, and latac responses. Points plotted 
on these graphs at 0.1 Hz represent the zero frequency responses. There 
is generally good agreement between the shapes of these curves and those 
which are predicted by the transfer functions derived in Section 2. 
A transfer function of the form given in equation 2.27 is fitted to 
the yaw rate curves of Fig. 4.5.2 giving the following frequencies and 
dampings: 
r.J .. = 0.66 Hz 
r.J( = 0.9 Hz ; Jr = 0.7 
IJ~ = 1.7 Hz ; J" = 0.3 
"'~r = 1.8 Hz ; JJ.r- = 0.3 
It is seen that the cJ( and tJ'r factors almost cancel so that a two degree 
of freedom approximation would give quite a reasonable fit. The yaw 
resonance is well damped (fr= 0.7) and the rise in the amplitude ratio 
curve, peaking at about 0.9 Hz, is entirely due to the lead term, as is 
the small amount of phase advance at around 0.2 Hz. A transfer function 
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of this form should result in a phase lag of 90 degrees at high frequencies 
but higher lags are shown in Fig.' 4.5.2. In fact, above about 1.5 Hz, 
the phase curve deviates from the expected shape. The reason for this 
is probably largely due to the phase lag be~veen handwheel angle and 
road wheel angle discussed in section 4.4, although it is possible that 
some higher order dynamics are also having an effect, arising for example 
from the tyres. This effect was also noticed in Ref. 24, and occurs in 
all the vehicles measured during this work. 
A good fit can also be made for the roll angle transfer function 
of equation 2.27 to the curves of Fig. 4.5.3. The lead term frequency 
and damping are: 
= 0.15 
and as expected the denominator terms are the same as for the yaw rate. 
This lightly damped lead term is responsible for the steep fall in the 
amplitude ratio curve above 1 Hz, and the small peak which follows is 
due to the roll resonance. If serious roll coupling ~ere present then 
a ~kink' of the sort illustrated in Fig, 4.5.3 could also appear on the 
yaw rate curves, as demonstrated in Section 3, 
The shape of the acceleration curves of Fig. 4.5.4 can also be 
described by a transfer function of the form of equation 2.28, but an 
attempt to obtain an exact fit waS not made because this measurement is 
affected by roll angle. However the very sharp dip at about 1.8 Hz 
indicates a lightly damped lead term at this frequency, and this tends 
to mask the effects of the hihger frequency terms. 
The effect of speed is illustrated by the yaw rate amplitude ratio 
curves of F~g. 4.5.5. Fitting two degree of freedom curves to these 
gives: 
70 14lLE/H 
cJ-e. = 0.45 
rJ... = 0.82 Jr = 0.6 
30 MILE/H 
t.J.. = 1.12 
iJr = 1.3 
' .. 
lr = 0.7 
Equation 19 of Appendix 2 indicates that ~l should be inversely prop-
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ortional to speed, and the above results are seen to be in good agreement 
with this. 'l11e variation of v .. and Jr is also generally as indicated by 
equations 22 and 23. It is interesting to note that the higher peak of 
the 70 mile/h curve is almost entirely due to the reduction in w< rather 
than to a reduction in Jr, as might be expected. 
Measurements were made on car B in three configurations. 
(a) Standard, as described in Appendix 4. 
(b) The roll stiffness distribution was altered by removing the front 
anti-roll bar and bump rubbers, and rear stabiliser bar, and fitting 
stiffer rear suspension torsion bars. This reduced the ratio of 
front to rear roll stiffness by 40%, and the total roll stiffness 
by 12%. 
(c) As for (b) plus a camber backlash of the front wheels allowing 
about 0.75 degrees ~f positive camber (top out) on either front 
wheel when subjected to cornering force. 
The roll stiffnesses for configurations (a) and (b) are given below. 
ROLL STIFFNESS 
(a) 
(b) 
FRONI' REAR 
2535 3000 
1628 3228 
TOTAL 
5535 lb.in/deg 
4856 Ib.in/deg 
Frequency response measurements were made at three handwheel angle 
inputs at 50 mile/h. Fig, 4.5.6 shows that the standard vehicle behaved 
moderately linearly, but that (b) was rather less linear and (c) 
significantly non-linear. The results of this are evident in the Bode 
plots where it was not found possible to fit curves of the form pre-
dicted by linear theory to the results from configurations (b) and (c). 
Bode plots for the yaw rate, roll angle, and latac responses are 
given in Figs. 4.5.7 to 4,5.9 for configuration (a) at one handwheel 
input. These are Seen to be of similar basic shape to the corresponding 
curves for car A, and it was again found possible to fit curves of the 
form predicted theoretically. 'l11e frequencies and damping ratios obtained 
from these fits are: 
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w<. = 0.8 Hz ; 
c.J, = 1.1 Hz ; Jr = 0.7 
wf = 1.8 Hz ; Jtf = 0.4 
...,~,. 
= 2.0 Hz ; 1..,. = 0.3 
"'~f = 1.6 Hz ; JLq = 0.2 
tJ~ = 2.0 Hz ; J-< ..... = 0.1 (These are approximate) 
The frequencies u« and v, (" are not so close for this vehicle as for car 
A, with the result that a two degree of freedom fit would be less satis-
factory. The general description of these curves, however, follows the 
same lines as that given for car A and neod not be repeated here. 
Fig. 4.5.10 shows a steering torque curve for this car. The shape 
of the curve is typical of measurements from other vehicles, with a 
pronounced minimum at around the yaw resonance frequency. No attempt 
was made in this work to. analyse the dynamics of the steering system 
and so no further comment 1S made here. 
Frequency xesponse curves for the vehicle in configurations (b) and 
(c) at one hanmvheel angle are g1ven in Figs. 4.5.11 to 4.5.13. As the 
phase angles associated with these curves are typically very similar to 
those given for configuration (a), they are not reproduced here. The 
amplitude ratio curves are, however, s1gnificantly different and, as 
mentioned above it was not found possible to fit linear curves. Con-
figuration (c) shows the largest difference, with a much lower yaw res-
ponse at 10\v frequency, but very pronounced peak giving a similar res-
ponse at axound 1 Hz. The vehicle in this configuration had subjectively 
unpleasant handling, but it is not possible to tell whether this was due 
to the non- inear response to handwheel, to the peaky yaw response curve, 
or to some other unrecorded factor. It is probable, however, that both 
the former are undesirable. \"Iork in the aircraft industry has, in fact, 
indicated that pilots show a preference for, and perform better when 
operating, cinear systems (Ref. 66). 
Configuration (b) was also subjectively worse than (a), but the 
difference was much smaller than between (c) and (a). The yaw response 
curve also shows a tendency to peak, but this is much less marked than 
for (c) because of the higher low frequency response. The effect of 
this peak is reflected in the roll response curves for both cases. 
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Tile general shape of the curves at higher frequencies is similar to 
that of the (a) curves. As with the latac results for (a) there is 
considerable scatter at high frequency. This is due to the low levels of 
acceleration being measured at these frequencies. 
4.6 Conclusions. 
This work confirms that the frequency responses of vehicles which 
have a reasonably linear response to hnndwheel input conform to the 
pattern indicated by a three degree of freedom linear model, except for 
rather large phase lags at the high frequency end of the response curves. 
It is probable that this phase lag arises from the dynamics of the steering 
system and the tyres but this was not fully investigated here. 
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5. DIGITAL FITTING OF THREE DEGREE OF FREEDOM FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES. 
5.1 Introduction. 
The fundamental assumption involved in the analysis of frequency 
response curves by fitting a predetermined form of curve is that the 
vehicle can in fact be described by a system of the form chosen, in 
this case the three degree of freedom system. This may seem to be an 
unwarranted restriction, but was adopted for this work because of the 
~~ 
opportunity it provides for the description of the vehicle response in 
terms of quantities which can be theoretically and practically understood. 
The f1rst attempt to apply the idea has been described in Section 4, 
and the SuccesS achieved despite the cumbersome manual curve fitting 
involved, provides the incentive to pursue more sophisticated analysis 
techniques. 
, The manual curve fitting technique, involving as it did the trial 
and error approach of adding three variable curves repeatedly until the 
best fit was obtained, was extremely cumbersome and time consuming, and 
probably not very repeatable between different people. A better method 
WaS therefore required and this Section describes the development of this 
method. 
5.2 Selection of Curve Fitting Technique. 
It is evident that a digital computer technique is most likely to 
provide the solution. The principle of fitting a polynomial function 
to a set of data points, by minimising the Sum of the squared differences 
of the points from the corresponding values of the function, is well 
established, and in the case of a polynomial can be performed explicitly. 
This is usually called the "least squares" technique. The author had 
successfully used this approach to fit polynomial curves to vehicle 
steady state handling data, and so decided to try to apply it in this 
case. 
The functions involved are the amplitude and phase angles of the 
yaw rate, roll angle, and latac frequency responses, and as shown in 
Section 2 equations 2.23 - 2.25, are in the form of ratios of polynomials. 
- - ---------------, 
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These complex, non-linear functions do not lend themselves to the explicit 
type of solution available for simple polynomiais, so some kind of 
iterative technique is indicated. One approach would be to simulate 
the manual technique of forming sets of constituent curves and adding 
these together for successive variations of the constituent curves 
until a best least squares fit was obtained, but a satisfactory method 
of doing this is difficult to envisage. Rather than writing an iterative 
least squares procedure from scratch, a survey of published algorithms 
was made, and initially two seemed applicable to this problem. 
The first, entitled "A general least squares program for fitting 
functions to data" by P.N.~lIrgatroyd, was obtained from the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers Computer Library, programme number CP 47. In 
operation the programme takes an estimated set of coefficients which 
define the function, and adjusts these singly, in rotation to minimise 
the sum of squares of differences between data values and corresponding 
points of the function •. This seemed to be an appropriate technique and 
a special purpose version to fit the functions involved in this work 
was developed. 
The second, entitled "STEEPl" by E.J.Wasscher, was found in the 
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 6, No. 9, September 1963, Algorithms 
203 - 205. It consists of a routine for finding the minimum of a 
differentiable function of n variables, using the method of steepest 
descent, and is made applicable to the current case by using the appropriate 
sum of squares of differences as this function. Very broadly the technique 
is to form the partial derivatives of the function with respect to each of 
the n variables, and then to adjust all n at once by an amount dependant 
on the appropriate partial derivatives. During the development of the 
first technique it was found that rather a large number of iterations 
were sometimes required to obtain a satisfactory fit, and STEEP1 was 
tried in an attempt to speed this up. In all of the cases investigated 
STEEP1 Was never an 1mprovement and often produced a poorer fit. As 
it was also more difficult to use, 1nvolving a greater number of control 
parameters, 1nvestigation of this technique was abandonned in favour of 
the first. 
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At a late stage 1n the work, when an adequate although very time 
consuming curve fi~ting technique had been developed based on the 
Lrurgatroyd algorithm, a set of rout1nes - OPTIMA - produced py the 
Numerical Optimisat1on Centre of the Hatf1eld Folytechnique, became 
available, Ref, 62, one of these, "OPLS - A Safeguarded Gauss-Newton 
Technique for M1nimising Sums of Squared Terms", Ref, 63, was appropriate 
to the current problem andmuch faster in operation than the l.Iurgatroyd 
technique. Preliminary trials gave excellent results and this procedure 
was incorporated into the final version of the curve fitting programme, 
Considerable development was carried out using the r.turgatroyd 
technique and many of the ideas continued to apply in the final system, 
thus although the development described below is in terms of OPLS most 
of the work was actually done on the Lmrgatroyd system and then re-
checked when OPLS was incorporated, 
5,3 Fitting of Individual Curves, 
The first stage of the development of the fitting technique was to 
write a computer programme, 1ncorporating a suitably modified version 
of OPLS, to fit a curve of the form given in equation 2.23, 2.24, or 
2.25 to a set of either yaw rate, roll angle, or latac amplitude versus 
frequency data, The basic inputs to this prograa~e were; 
(1) A set of data points in the form of amplitude ratio versus 
frequency for either yaw rate, roll angle, or latac. 
(2) A guessed set of coefficients (COEFFS[I]). These are the 
coefficients defined in equations 2.23 - 2.26, which describe 
the curve to be fitted, and it can be seen that 8 are required 
for yaw rate, 7 for roll angle, and 9 for latac, 
(3) The control parameters required for OPLS, These and their 
functions are described in Section 5.5 and need not be considered 
here, 
In essence this programme used OPLS to minimise the sum of the 
squared differences between each data point and the value of the curve 
being fitted (defined by the current set of COEFFS), 
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After either a specified number of iterations, or reaching a 
satisfactory fit, the programme gave as output a new set of COEFFS 
describing the fitted curvo. These COEFFS were then used to calculate 
the characteristic frequencies and damp1ng ratios of the system, and to 
plot the fitted curve alongside the original data so that the fit could 
be inspected. The techniques used for this calculation and plotting 
were similar to those described in Section 3. 
As a first stage in testing the programme the theoretically derived 
data described as Run 14 1n section 3 was used. This had the obvious 
advantage that the correct values of the COEFFS were known 1n advance. 
An excellent fit to the yaw rate data was readily obtained giving 
accurate estimates of the COEFFS. F1g. 5.3.1 shows a typical result. 
(The notation on this computer dravlIl graph is described in Appendix 6). 
This result was not very sens1tive to the choice of the initial values 
of the COEFFS provided that they were not ridiculOUS, but the time taken 
to achieve the result was longer for a poorer set. The result of 
Fig. 5.3.1 Was obtained 1n 58 seconds (on an ICL 4130) from the 1nitial 
COEFFS shown in Table 5.3.1. The error quoted 1S the f1nal value of 
the sum of the squared error terms. 
COEFF INITIAL FINAL ponnECT 
1 10 11.38 11.4 
2 100 119.8 120.1 
3 500 464.6 466.0 
4 1000 1175 1179 
5 25 25.04 25.05 
6 10 6.351 6.373 
7 10U 68.77 68.92 
8 300 187.3 187.8 
ERROR 
-
2.5210-5 -
Table 5.3.1 COEFFS for curve f1tted to yaw rate data of Run 14. 
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Fig. 5.3.1. Curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run l4. 
The above result was most encouraging, but the data of Run 14 
represents a large American car and has considerable coupling between 
the roll and yaw motion, as illustrated by the pronounced "kink" in 
the yaw rate curveo- It was therefore cons1dered that data for a more 
typical h'uropean car should be examined and the results of Run 27 of 
Section 3 Were selected for this purpose, The yaw rate amplitude curve 
for this data shows some roll coupling but cons1derably less than that 
of Run 14, 
Two sets of results for this data are shown, for two initial 
values of COEFF 8 (C8), The init1al values of the other COEFFS were 
the same as in the previous example (except for C5 which controls only 
the overall level of the curve and, as discussed later, 1S relatively 
easy to fix), The curve fits obtained are sho\vn in Figs, 5,3,2 and 5,3,3 
and the COEFFS 1n Table 5.3,2. 
COEFF INiTIAL FINAL FINAL ~ORRECT 
NO (C8=300) (C8=100) 
1 10 16.53 16.78 16,55 
2 100 235,2 229,9 236,0 
3 500 1100 1073 1104 
4 1000 3257 :1074 3275 
5 35 36 36,68 35,98 
6 10 11,7 11,5 11,74 
7 100 166,3 161,2 166,8 
8 300,100 571.,3 528,4 574,8 
ERROR 
-
4, 7510-7 3,44,0-5 
-
'lable 5,3,2 COEFFS for curves fitted to yaw rate data of Run 27, 
It can be seen that although both curve fits are visually perfect, 
the COEFFS in the C8 ~ 100 case are sign1f1cantly poorer, lhis type of 
dependance on the initial COEFFS did not occur for the data of Run 14 
and is almost certainly a symptom of the greater diff1culty in fitting 
the throe degree of freedom curve to data which only contains a small 
amount of roll information, It is interesting to note that the largest 
errorS in the C8 = 100 case are in C4 and ca which are both too small, 
and a study of the individual sign1ficance of each COEFF is helpful 
1n show1ng hmv this can happen wh11e the actual curve fit is still good. 
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The yaw rata transfer function in Laplace operator form was derived 
in Section 2 and is: 
r(s) 
Y(s) 
(5.3.1) 
Cr is seen to control the overall gain or the general level of the curve, 
and the zero frequency amplitude is given by {CsCa)/Cq.. In the Cs = 100 
example given in Table 5.3.2 the zero frequency amplitude is correct, 
but this is achieved \vith the wrong values for Cg, and Ct. The 
initial value of C. chosen for this example was almost correct. This 
was done deliberately since preliminary runs had invariably moved this 
coefficient to near the correct value. (~urther experience with the 
curve fitting shows that there is generall.y no difficulty in fl.xing the 
• 
overall gain coefficient and ~hat a reasonable estimate of it can usually 
be made from the zero frequency amplitude level). 
Broadly speaking the individual effects of the COEFFS are governed 
by the power of s to which they apply. The higher the power of s the 
higher the frequency a~ which that coeffl.cient will have its major effect. 
A series of computations were carried out and frequency responses plotted, 
to illustrate the effect of changes in each of the COEFFS in turn on the 
shape of the frequency response curves. From these it is apparent that, 
as might be expected, the effects of corresponding numerator and denominator 
terms are roughly equal and opposite. This implies that it might be 
possible to obtain reasonable curve fits (subsidiary minima) with pairs 
of numerator and denominator COEFFS in error by similar amounts in the 
same direction, and , as waS illustrated ab~ve and will be seen again 
later, this is the type of error which occurs when difficulty in curve 
f1tting is experienced. 
As a further check of the influence of roll/yaw coupling on the 
effectiveness of the curve fitting procedure some runs were carried 
out on the yaw rate data of Run 38 of Section 3. This is basically 
Run 27 modified by removing roll steer effects and adjusting roll centre 
heights to reduce the roll coupling oven further. The results of a run 
using similar l.nitial COEFFS to the previous examples are shown in Fig. 
5.3.4 and Table 5.3.3. 
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Fig. 5.3.4. Curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 38. 
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COEFF INITIAL FINAL CORRECT 
1 10 19.97 19.59 
2 100 196.6 238.9 
3 500 873.0 1155 
4 1000 1642 2722 
5 30 29.87 28.79 
6 10 14.28 15.u4 
7 100 141.5 178.1 
8 300 333.0 574.8 
ERROR 
-
1.7110-4 -
-
Table 5.3.3 COEFFS for curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 38. 
In this case the fit still looks excellent, although it is not in fact so 
good, but the COEFFS are much poorer, most of them being too low, with 
C4 and C8 being the worst. It 1S eV1dent that the further reduction in 
roll coupling has made the curve fitting correspondingly more difficult. 
The logical development of the above cases is to examine yaw rate 
data for a vehicle with no roll coupling at all. A set of such data, 
Run 39, was obtained by multiplying the roll stiffness of Run 38 by 100 
and thus moving the roll resonance and any roll effects well out of the 
,frequency range of interest. A curve fit from the same initial COEFFS 
as for the data of Run 38 is shown in Fig. 5.3.5 and the COEFFS in 
Table 5.3.4. For this case it is interesting to look at the ,,'s and 
) 's oorresponding to the COEFFS and these are sho\vn in Table 5.3.5. 
COEFF INITIAL FINAL CORRECT 
1 10 7.951 19.59 
2 100 117.2 14530 
3 500 382.3 52940 
4 1000 1557 272200 
5 30 28.73 28.79 
6 10 8.295 15.04 
7 100 99.87 14470 
8 300 329.6 57480 
ERROR 
-
1.8810-7 
-
Table 5.3.4 COEFFS for curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 39. 
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Fig. 5.3.5. Curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 39. 
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FREQ OOIP FINAL CORRECT 
Hz RATIO Fig. 5.3.5 
POLES ..l .... , Jr 0.69 , -0.420 0.69 , -0.420 
!.lot , J'f 1.45 , -0.237 19.13 , -0.066 
ZEROS ch 0.63 0.63 
cJ' r , Ju 1.45 , -0.237 19.11 , -0.046 
Table 5.3.5 \J 's and J's for curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 39. 
The curve fit obtained is once again excellent but the COEFFS (other than 
C5) are seen to be hopelessly wrong. However, the yaw rate frequencies 
and damping ratio corresponding to these COEFFS are exactly correct, while 
the roll angle poles and zeros are wrong but identical so that they cancel 
out and have no effect. 
The yaw rate data of Run 39 is, of course, equivalent to a two 
degree of freedom system, and in such a case it might seem more sensible 
to try to fit a simpier two degree of freedom curve in the first instance • 
.. This can be done using the current transfer function (equation 5.3.1) by 
setting C3, C4, C7, and CS equal to zero, and a verS10n of the programme 
was adjusted so that iterations could be carried out using only the non-
zero COEFFS. For the data of Run 39 this technique gave correct values 
for \,J., Jr and W<. in a Similar way to the 3 degree of freedom fit. As 
an experiment this 2 degree of freedom fit was also tried on the yaw rate 
data of Run 38 and 27 to see if reasonable estimates of !.le ,),.., and ,..! ... 
could be obtained despite the roll coupling. For Run 38, with a small 
amount of roll coupling, a moderately good fit was obtained and the W., 
I n and oJc.. values were slightly better than for the 3 degree of freedom 
:fit. A fit to the Run 27 data is shown in Fig. 5.3.6. The"J~, jr, and 
W~values are seen to be not very good, although the curve obtained 
could probably be used to represent the vehicle's yawing motion reasonably 
well. 
The position with regard to f1tting a three degree of freedom 
transfer function to yaw rate frequency response data can now be 
summarised for three identifiable categories of data •. 
(1) Systems with no roll-yaw coupling (i.e. basically two degree of 
freedom behaviour). 
.-
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Fig. 5.3.6. Two degree of freedom curve fitted to yaw rate data of Run 27. 
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Good ostimates of ()r , J rand r.J(. can be made. 
No information on tho roll motion can be obtained. 
The response coefficionts cannot be established. 
(~) S~stems with moderate roll-yaw coupling. 
\ 
Moderate estimates of the ,-,'s and J's and the response 
coefficients can ha made depending on the amount of roll 
coupling. Care is roquired with initial values of co-
efficients to avoid subsidiary minima. 
(3) Systems with considerablo roll-yaw coupling. 
All the £J' sand J' s and the response coefficients can be found. 
There are no hard boundarios between these categories, of course, the 
divisions simply serving to illustrate the different problems arising 
as roll-ya\v coupling increasoo. 
So far this section has been concerned principally with yaw rate 
data, but the programme was olso capable of fitting curves to roll angle 
and latac data. Various runs were mado using data from the same cases 
as the above. For roll anglo data the behaviour was very similar to 
that for the heavily roll coupled yaw rate data, although there was a 
greater tendancy tmvards subsidiary minima. This means that for 
situations where there is no, or very little, roll-yaw coupling, there 
is a better chance of establishing the poles of the system from the roll 
angle data than from the yaw rate. Curve fitting to latac data was also 
reasonably successful, althouGh the subsidiary minimum problem was even 
greater because of the rather dominating effect of the lightly damped 
lead term. 
5.4 Multiple Curve Fitting. 
The previous Section has examined in some detail the fitting of a 
curve of the form of the throe degree of freedom vehicle transfer function 
to sets of yaw rate frequency rosponse data, and it was seen that various 
difficulties could arise. Ono of the problems arose when there was a lack 
of roll mode information in the yaw rate data. 'l'his suggests that some 
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~orm of combined roll angle and yaw rate curve fitting might be beneficial. 
Also, COEFFS 1 to 4 are common to all three trans~er functions and it seoms 
waste~ul to re-calculate thom in each case. A new version of the programme 
was therefore prepared which allowed tho combined ~itting of any number 
from 1 to 6 of the yaw rate, roll angle, and latac amplitude and phase 
curves. The principle of operation of this programme (the developed 
version of· which was finally adopted for this work and which is described 
in detail in Section 5.5) is similar to that ~or the individual curve 
~itting. The main dif~erences are: 
(1) Curves can be simultaneously fitted to up to 6 sets of data points 
representing the yaw rato, roll angle, and latac amplitude and 
phase versus frequency data, 
(2) The quantity minimised is the total sum of the squared di~ferences 
betwoen each set of data points and the appropriate transfer function. 
(3) The number of COEFFS required is basically 4, plus 4 for yaw rate, 
3 for roll angle, and 5 for latac, 
As the first stage in the development of this programme the combined 
fitting of yaw rate and roll angle amplitude was investigated, The data 
of Runs 14, 27, and 38 ,vas again used and in all cases excellent fits 
were obtained. No difficulty was experienced with subsidiary minima and 
the choice of initial COEFFS had, within reason, no ef~ect on the result, 
altering only the time required. Fig. 5.4,1 shows a fit to the data of 
Run 27 Which was achieved in 2min 50s. 
For this scatter free, theoretical data the combined fitting of yaw 
rate and roll angle amplitude curves is thus able to giVe excellent 
estimates of the relevant COEFFS and characteristic ~requencies and 
damping ratios. 
To complete the description of the three degree of freedom system 
the COEFFS defining the latac zeros are required and can only be obtained 
~rom latac data, The study o~ the individual curve ~itting to latac data 
showed that a subsidiary minimum was frequently reachod where one of the 
latac zeros had a positive real part although its magnitude WaS correct, 
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Fig. 5.4.1. Curvos fitted to yaw rate and roll angle data of Run 27. 
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This same problem occurred with the combined fitting of the three sets 
of amplitude data and an example is shown in Fig. 5.4.2 and Table 5.4.1. 
(As the 11 COEFFS defining the poles of the system and the yaw rate and 
roll angle zeros were correct, only the latac zero COEFFS are shown in 
Table 5.4.1). 
COEFF INITIAL FINAL CORRECT 
12 100 119.8 119.8 
13 10 1.888 5.688 
14 100 100.6 115.1 
15 500 138.5 319.0 
16 300U 2865 2868 
Table 5.4.1 Latac zero COEFFS for curves fitted to amplitude data 
of Run 14. 
It can be seen that the cause of the problem is that COEFFS 13 and 15 
are much too small, but it 1S evident from the curve fit obtained that 
this solution is a valid one in the terms that the curve fitting problem 
is posed. However, 1t seems likely that this positive real part will be 
incompatible with the latac phase 1nformation, and so the study of the 
effect of including the phase curves 1n the fitting procedure was the 
logical next step. 
The combined fitting of yaw rate or roll angle amplitude and phase 
made no difference to the conclus1ons already dra,m, and as oxcellent 
results were obtained without the phase informahon 1ts inclusion does 
not seem a justifiable complication. For latac data the inclusion of 
phase made the occurrence of .he positive real part less likely, 
although 1t could somet1mes still appear despite the terrible f1t to the 
phase data it produced. The choice of initial values for the COEFFS was 
the governing factor in this. 
The use of phase information was thus only of small help, and as the 
chance of obtaining a good result was, for latac data, still influenced 
by the choice of initial COEFFS, it seemed worthwhile investigating 
whether the adjustment of these could be used to good effect for the 
amplitude only case. For the combined fitting of all three sets of 
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Fig. 5.4.2. Curves fitted to amplitude data of Run 14. 
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amplitude data it was found possible, by using a two or three stage 
approach, to obtain good estimates of all the OOEFFS. The first stage 
frequently gave the positive real part problem, but by increasing the 
values obtained for OOEFFS 13 and 15 and then carrying out a further 
optimisation good results could be achieved. 
Since the latac data was not necessary or particularly helpful in 
establishing COEFFS I to 4, and the use of all 16 COEFFS together made 
the curve fitting much more time consuming and rather less consistent, 
the above procedure, although largely satisfactory, did not seem partic-
ularly efficient. An alternative method was to establish COEFFS 1 to 4 
from a yaw rate and roll angle fit and then to do a seperate fit to the 
latac data iterating only over the roma1ning 5 COEFFS. A further fit 
with re-adjusted OOEFFS 13 and 15 WaS still sometimes necessary, but 
this technique was nevertheless rather quicker and easier than the full 
three curve fit. 
It might be argued that, aside from considerations of computer 
time and space, the most straight fOr\vard approach to the curve fitting 
would be to always use all 16 COEFFS and the 6 sets of amplitude and 
phase data. This is probably true for scatter free theoretical data 
where an exact curve fit is possible as the system is known to be 3 
degrees of freedom, but the situation 1S rather different for the 
experimentally derived data for which the procedure is really intended. 
As seen in the results of Section 4, the phase angle data for real vehicles 
tends to deviate from the 3 degree of freedom shape above about 2 Hz and 
so has to be treated with some care. The measurement of latac is com-
plicated in practice by the effect of the vehiCle roll angle (if the 
accelerometer is mounted rigidly in the vehicle), and by the large 
dynamic range caused by the lightly damped lead term. Instrumentation 
problems must somet1mes occur leaving some runs where only incomplete 
data is available. For these reasons it was considered worthwhile to 
produce a programme which could cope with some or all of the 6 sets of 
data, and to investigate in detail how its uSe was affected by the amount 
of data available. 
This Section has demonstrated that the curve fitting procedure 
developed is capable of providing good estimates of the response coeff-
icients and characteristic frequencies and dampings for theoretically 
• 
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derived data, but the study of experimental data (that of Section 4) 
was carried out in parallel with the above, and similar conclusions 
were found to apply. The results of curve fits to the data of Section 
4 and various other data produced by sine-input tests are sho,vn and 
discussed in Section 6. A description of the final version of the 
fitting procedure is given in the following section and a summary of 
the input and output details is given in Appendix 6 along with a listing. 
5.5 Computer Programme Description. 
During the remainder of the work of this Thes1s the curve fitting 
programme was incorporated 1nto a larger programme - FITTRANS. As this 
programme is described in the following Section and the actual fitting 
procedure - OPLS - 1S essentially a proprietary package, only the sub-
routines used to prepare the data for curve fitting are described here 
along with the overall programme capability. These sub-rout1nes are 
called FUNCTION, CALFUN,' and Ftn~T and Algol listings are included 1n 
I 
the complete programme listing given in Appendix 6. 
The appropriate three degree of freedom frequency response functions 
can be simultaneously fitted to up to 6 sets of data points selected from 
yaw rate, roll angle, and latac amplitude ratio and phase angle versus 
frequency data. It is assumed that this data will come from one of two 
sources: 
(1) Direct. The data comes from some source external to the programme 
in the straightfo~vard form of lists of amplitude and phase versus 
frequency. 
(2) By Transform. The frequency related data is obtained by Fourier 
transformation of time based input and response data. 
So far only the direct data has been considered but the second type is 
examined in detail in the following Sections. Normally the first point 
of each set of data is at zero frequency so that subsequent plotting 
(of amplitudes) can be done on a decibel scale relative to this point. 
As zero frequency off-sets are sometimes difficult to avoid, particularly 
for the second type of data, 1t is optional whether or not this point is 
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actually used in the curve fitting. 
In addition to the basic data a guessed set of the coefficients 
(OOEFFS) which define the transfer functions is required. These are the 
coefficients defined in equations 2.23 - 2.26. The first 4 COEFFS 
define the denominator common to all three transfer functions and are 
therefore always required. The number of COEFFS additionally required 
are 4 for yaw rate, 3 for roll angle, and 5 for latac, making a maximum 
possible total of 16. Associated with each OOEFFS[I] is a control 
parameter AKEY[ I] which governs whether or not that COEFF is to be 
adjusted during the iterations. 
For a given set of COEFFS and a data point in the form of an 
amplitude ratio or phase angle and the corresponding frequency, the 
procedure FUNCTION calculatos the amplitude or phase angle of the transfer 
function defined by the COEFFS at that frequency and then sets: 
FUNCTION = (transfer function amplitude - data amplitude)/(data ampl1tude) 
5.5.1 
or FUNCTION = (transfer function pnase angle - data phase angle)/lOO 
For amplitude data FUNCTION 1S normal1sed as sho\Yn by division by the 
data amplitude, so that its actual value is only dependant on the error. 
As the phase angle can drop to zero this type of normalisation is not 
appropriate and the factor of 0.01 is a compromise arrived at as follows: 
Examination of typical amplitude and phase angle data and fittod 
curves shows that equ1valent amounts of scatter are represented by 1 dB 
and about 10 degrees. For one amplitude data point 1 dB error means 
that: 
20.log,o(curve amplitude/data ampl.itude) = 1 
Whence: FUNCTION = 0.122 
For a phase data point a 10 degree error means that: 
],'UNCTION = (curve phase - data phase) = 10 
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A weighting factor of 0.01 for the phase data t~us seems appropriate. 
Various weighting factors and mothods of normalisation were tried 
during tho development of the procedure but the above were found to 
be the most satisfactory. If no such scal1ng is used the resulting 
curve fits are heavily biased towards the data"which has the largest 
numerical Value. 
In the case of data obtained by Fourier transformation it 1S not 
necessary to store a set of frequency values corresponding to the data 
p01nts as these po1nts always come at equal frequency increments (PR), 
and so in this case tha appropriate frequency 1S calculated within 
FUNCTION trom FR and the number of the data point. For direct data PR 
is set equal to 999 1n advance and used to indicate that the data is in 
the direct form. 
The procedure CALF~ evaluates the function to be minimised, namely 
the sum of the squared values of procedure FUNCTION, for all the data 
points involved. FUNCT is used to calculato the derivat1ve of FUNCTION 
with respect to each of the COEFFS for each data point. The number of 
derivatives calculated is thus the product of the number of COEFFS and 
the number of data points, which results in a large incroase in time 
and computer space being 1nvolvod in using the full capac1ty of the 
programme at 16 COEFFS and 6 sets of data. (Each set of data conta1ns 
at least 15 points for direct data or many more for data from Fourier 
analysis). The control parameter DEL is used to govern the step size 
used in the deri\~tive eValuation. 
The basic outputs of the main procedure OPLS are a new set of COEFFS, 
the value of FUNCTION for these COEFFS at each data point, and the total 
sum of the squared values of FUNCTION. The latter two aro used to judgo 
the quality of the optimisation obtained. OPLS is an iterative procedure 
and the output is provided each IPRINT iterations, where IPRINT is a 
control parameter specified in advance. The other control parameters 
are IMAX, EPS, and SO and the procedure is terminated either after WAX 
iterations, or when a significant decrease in the function can no longer 
be achieved, or when convergonce defined by EPS 1S obtained. SO controls 
the size of the initial step in the iteration. 
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Hav1ng obtained a new set of COEFFS the programme plots the data 
points and the fitted curve on a graph similar to that described in 
Section 3, so that the fit can be visually inspected. Examples of 
these graphs are given earlier in th1s section. The characteristic 
corner frequencies and damping ratios are also calculated from the 
COEFFS, and the values listed on the graphs under the headings of Poles 
and Zeros. 
Guide lines for the use of the curve fitting procedure and typical 
values for the COEFFS and control parameters are given in Appendix 6. 
J 
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6. CURVE FITS TO SINUSOIDAL STEER INPUT DATA. 
6.1 Data of Section 4 - Mechanical Steer Input. 
The previous Section has described the development of the curve 
fitting technique and demonstated its effectiveness using theoretically 
derived data. This Section is concerned with using the fitting procedure 
for its real purpose of fitting curves to experimentally measured data, 
and as a first step the data described in Section 4, which was produced 
from a series of tests using a mechanically controlled sinusoidal steer 
input, will be examined. Curves were also fitted to the data by the 
original manual procedure and so the two sets of results can be compared. 
Figs. 6.1.1 to 4 show digitally fitted curves to the yaw rate and 
roll angle amplitude data for the data for three speeds for Car A and 
one for Car B of Sectio~ 4. The procedure produced three fits quickly 
and easily and they are seen to be visually satisfactory. The poorest 
fit is probably that to the 30 milejh data, which has the flattest yaw 
rate curve, and it is likely that this type of curve.will always be the 
most difficult to deal with. 
70 mile/h 50 milejh 30 milejh 50 milejh 
CAR A CAR A CAR A CAR B(a) 
tJ( ,!r DIGITAL .89, -.58 1.03, -.86 1.55, -.73 1.37, -.97 
MANUAL • sa, -.6 ·.90, -.7 1.3 , -.7 1.1 , -.7 
W<t )Jq DIGITAL 1.78, -.40 1.54, -.42 1.76, -.33 1.51, -.37 
MANUAL 
- -
1.7 , -.3 
- -
1~8 , -.4 
W ... DIGITAL .51 .62 1.27 .67 
MANUAL .45 .66 1.12 .8 
<.l(,., Jv 
DIGITAL 1.85, -.34 1.81, -.39 1.77,· -.26 1.86, -.32 
MANUAL 
- -
1.8 , -.3 
-
.- 2.0, -.35 
DIGITAL 1.48, -.11 1.46, -.12 1.65, -.17 1.55, -.15 
Wc,! , J(~ MANUAL 
- -
1.5 , -.15 
- -
1.6 , -.2 
. 
Table 6.1.1 Characteristic frequencies and damping ratios for digital 
and manual curve fits to the data of Cars A and B of 
Section 4. 
30 
e4 
18 
la 
El 
2! 
Z 0 
... 
!'5 
-la 
-18 
-a4 
11 11 74 PI 
SP SS RE:SP 
POL.£S 
1.78 -0.= 
O. 89 -0. t5S2 
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STEER RESPONSE 
DIRECT CAR A f-«I17I!5 70 i"F'H 
YFW RATE Ra...!... FNClL£ 
1.989.-01 7.S22 .. -Qa 
ZEROS ZEROS 
0.01 -1.000 1.48 -0.109 
1. eo -0.344 1.48 -0.109 
1. eo -0,344 
• • 
El/3 
7/3 
_soL-________ L_ __ ~L_~L__L~ __ ~LJ_L ________ _L ____ _L __ _L~ 
• 1 .a .3 .4.~ .. 9 .. 7.8.S 1 a 3 4 !5 
FRE:G!JENCY HZ 
Fig. 6.1.1. CUrve fits to data for Car A of section 4 at 70 mile/h. 
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30 STEER RESPONSE 
11 11 74 P2 DIRECT CAR A I-WS4 ro MPH 
YAW RATE POLL. FNGL.E: 
SP SS RESP 1.817.-01 8.447.-02 
24 POI.LS ZEROS ZEROS 
1. C54 -0.418 0. sa -1.000 1.4S -0. 11"' 
1. 03 -0. et:57 1.81 -0.391 1.4S -0.117 
1.03 -o.~ 1.81 -0.391 
1. C54 -0.418 
18 
12 
8 
+ 
I!l • • 
Z 0 
... 
!!i 
-8 
8/3 
-12 
7/3 
-24 
.3 .. 4 .. e5 .. 8 .. 7 .. 8. 9 1 2 3 4 C5 
rnEQ..ENCY HZ 
Fig. 6.1.2. CUrve fits to data for Car A of Section 4 at 50 mile/h. 
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so STEER RESPONSE 
11 11 74 P3 DIRECT CFR A HnO so H"H 
YRIl RATE: Ra...L FNlLE: 
SP SS RES? 1.463.-01 3.243.-02 
24 PCLE:S ZEROS ZE:RoS 
1.79 -0.334 1.27 -1.000 1. &,s -0. 172 
1.~ -o.7~ 1.77 -0.264 1.6!:$ -0.172-
1.~ -0.720 1.77 -0.264 
1.79 -0.334 
18 
12 
G 
m + 
0 + 
+ 
Z 0 • 
... 
$ 
• • 
• 
• 
9/3 
-12 
-18 7/3 
-24 
_30L---------L-____ L_ __ L__4~L_L_~_L ________ _4 ____ _L __ _L__J 
• 1 .2 .. S .4. t5 .. S .7 .. 8. 9 1 3 4 5 
F"RE:GI-.ENCY HZ 
Fig. 6.1.3. Curve fits to data for Car A of Section 4 at 30 mileJh. 
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SO STEER RESPONSE 
11 11 74 P4 DIRECT CF'R B (Q) ro I"f'H 
YAW RATE: Ra...l. FN3I...E 
SP SS RESP 1.S28 .. -o1 7.171.-02 
24 PCU:S ZEROS ZEPOS 
1. ~1 -0. SSS 0.87 -1.000 1. ~ -0.148 
1.37 -0 .. esa 1 .. SS' -0.310 1. ~ -0.148 
1.37 -o.96~ I. SS -0. 31~ 
1.l:'il -o.3S8 , 
18 
12 
8 
8/3 
7/3 
'. 
_30L---______ L_ __ ~L_~L__L~L_L_LJ_L ________ _L ____ _L __ _L__J 
• 1 .2 .. S • 4 .. t:s: • 8 .. 7 .. 8. 8 1 3 4 1:1 
Fig. 6.1.4. Curve fits to data for Car B (a) of section 4. 
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Table 6.1.1 shows thew's and)'s corresponding to these fits and 
(where available) to the manual fits. For Car A the agreement is seen to 
be reasonable, but it is not quite so good for the Car B case. This is not 
surprising as the Car B data was difficult to deal with manually, and the 
digital curve looks a much better fit. As the digital technique provides 
a well defined and consistent curve fit these results are to be preferred. 
COEFF 70 mile/h 50 mile/h 30 mile/h 50 mile/h 
CAR A CAR A CAR A CAR Bea) 
~ 15.3 19.1 21.5 23.6 
2 214 225 321 279 
3 1090 1370 2420 2000 
4 3890 3910 11500 6610 
5 1.53 1.42 1.7 1.88 
6 11.2 12.8 13.9 11.5 
7 161 163 171 167 
8 432 502 990 571 
9 3.55 2.99 3.49 5.01 
10 2.04 2.15 3.57 2.89 
11 87.9 84.2 108 94.5 
Table 6.1.2 COEFFS from digital curve fits to the data of Cars A and B 
of Section 4 • 
. 
COEFF 70 mile/h 50 mile/h 30 mile/h 
1 13.4 16.6 23.7 
2 209 236 314 
3 762 1100 1940 
4 2130 3280 7320 
5 . 36.0 36.0 36.0 
6 10.0 11.7 15.8 
7 160 167 182 
8 407 575 945 
9 100 100 100 
10 2.77 3.90 6.48-
11 55.8 55.8 55.8 
Table 6.1.3 COEFFS for theoretical data of Run 27 of Section 3 
Effect of speed. 
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The COEFFS corresponding to the digital fits are shown in Table 6.1.2, 
and as an indication of the theoretical effect of speed, Table 6.1.3 
shows the COEFFS calculated at three speeds for the data of Run 27 of 
Section 3. The type of variation shown by the COEFFS is seen to be in 
good agreement, providing further justification for the fitting of this 
type of model to the experimental data. The~'s and }'s corresponding 
to the theoretical COEFFS naturally also show similar behaviour. 
6.2 l&anually Applied Sinusoidal Steer Input Data 
As the installation of the sinusoidal input machine was a rather 
complicated procedure, and other reseachers had reported some success 
in the use of manually applied sinusoids, 1t was deo1ded to try this as 
part of the experimental programme involved in th3 later stages of this 
work. The experiment, which was very suocessful, is desoribed in detail 
in Section 7, and curve fits to these sets of results are discussed below. 
Two additional cars are involved, designated Car E and Car F, ~,d these 
are described in Appendix 7. 
Yaw rate (613), roll angle (713) and latao (913) amplitude data and 
fitted curves are shown in Fig 6.2.1 for Car E. The data itself looks 
good with a satisfactory level of scatter. The lack of roll angle points 
at low frequency stems from the fact that the measurement actually made 
Was of roll rate, which understandably gave a very Imv signal, and 
therefore poor signal to noise ratio, at these low frequenoies. The roll 
angle pOints were caloulated from the corresponding rate points by simple 
division by the frequenoy. The latac has been correoted for the effect 
of roll angle with due acco~t being taken of the phase differenoe 
between the two signals. 
Beoause the work of Section 5 has shown that the latac data is 
not partioularly helpful in fitting the curves to the yaw rate and roll 
angle data, the ourve fits of Fig. 6.2.1 were achieved by first fitting 
curves to the yaw rate and roll angle data only, thus establishing 
COEFFS 1 to 11, and then fitting to the latac data with these COEFFS 
fixed, to establish the remaining 5 COEFFS. The fits obtained are 
visually good, although the latac is perhaps slightly poorer than the 
other two, and once again it is seen that the three degree of freedom 
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• so STEER RESPONSE 
1 2 70 P2 DIRECT , SIl'E4TSOF"2aR 
YffJJ RATE: ROLL ANGLE 
SP SS RESP 1.098.-01 7.02:7.-02 
24 PCX...E:S ZEROS ZEROS 
1.26 -0.276 0.77 -1.000 1.42 -0.146 
1.32 -0. 7S~ 1.37 -0.310 1.42 -0.14$ 
1.32 -0.795 1.37 -0.310 
1.26 -0.276 
18 
6 
06----.................... ..--;- • 
• • 
-G~ ______ ~~~~ 
I )C x x 
-12 
-18 
-24 
• 
• 
LATAC 
8.880.-03 
ZEROS 
1.74 -0.108 
1.24 -0.276 
1.24 -0.276 
1.74 -0.108 
6/3 
9/ 3 
7/3 
-so L-________ L_ __ ~L_ __ L__L~L_L_~_L ______ ---L-----L---L--J 
• 1 .3 • 4 • es • s • 7 • S. S 1 2 3 4 
FRE~Y HZ 
Fig. 6.2.1. Curve fits to data for car E at 50 mile/h, tyres 30F, 
28R Intac f1tted separatel • 
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COEFF TYRE PRESSURES 30F 28R TYRE PRESSURES 28F 30R 
NO ALL 3 CURVES FITTED LATAC FITTED LATAC FITTED 
TOGETHER SEPAnATELY SEPAnATELY 
FIG. 6.2.2 FIG.6.2.1 FIG. 6.2.3 
1 19.1 (8.5) 17.6 21.0 (19) 
~ 
2 210 ( 11) 190 231 (22) 
3 1210 ( 7) 1130 1470 (30) 
4 4850 ( 11) 4350 5070 (17) 
5 1.30 ( a) 1.33 1.44 ( 8) 
6 12.4 ( 20) 10.3 12.9 (Ol5) 
7 107 ( 6) 101 122 (21) 
8 417 ( 16) 359 381 ( 6) 
9 4.0~ (5.5) 3.81 4.23 (ll) 
10 3.14 ( 20) 2.62 4.09 (56) 
11 80.3 (0.2) 80.1 88.8 (11) 
12 .00447 ( 7) .00417 .00388 ( 7) 
13 7.02 ( 5) 6.66' 9.64 (45) 
14 192 ( I) 190 201 ( 6) 
15 696 ( 6) 654 1030 (57) 
16 7200 (O.2) 7180 8260 (15) 
Table 6.2.1 COEFFS for fits to data for Car E at two sets of tyre 
pressures, and percentage differences between COEFFS. 
model can provide a good representation of the car's response. 
The effect of fitting all three curves together is illustrated in 
Fig. 6.2.2, and the COEFFS corresponding to this Figure and to Fig. 6.2.1 
are shown in Table 6.2.1 with the percentage difference given in 
parentheses. It is interesting to note that the combined fitting of all 
three, in general, produced larger differences in COEFFS 1 to 11 than 
in the specifically latac COEFFS 12 to 16. Th1S in a sense confirms that 
the separate fitt1ng 1S to be preferred. A further guide lies in the 
characterist1c frequencies and damp1ng ratios (given at the top of each 
Figure), where those of F1g. 6.2.2 seem rather less appropr1ate than the 
others. In particular the yaw rate corner frequency (1dentified by 1ts 
h1gher damping ratio) seems rather h1gh and 1S signif1cantly larger than 
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30 STEER RESPONSE 
le I 7~ PI DIRECT SINE:4T3CJF"eSR 
I YAJ) RATE: ROLL. f'NGLE: 
SP ss RESP I. 116.-01 6.S62 .. -02: 
e4 POLE:S ZEROS ZEROS 
1. 19 -0.311 0.98 -1.000 1. 43 -0. 170 
1.49 -0.777 1.3e -0.383 1.43 -o.17t:l 
1.49 -0.777 1.32 -0.883 
I. IS -0.311 
18 
le 
6 
B z 0 ~ ____ ,--,,,,,,-.3--- + 
.... 
!!i •• 
• 
-le 
-18 
• 
LATAC 
6. Be7.-03 
ZE:ROS 
1.7B -0. 1115 
1. ee -0. ese 
1. ee -0. ese 
1.78 -o.IHl 
6/3 
9/3 
7/3 
_30L-----____ L-____ L-__ L-_L __ L-L-~_L ________ _L ____ _L __ _L~ 
• 1 .e .3 • 4 • ~ • S • 7 • 8. 9 1 e 3 4 
F"REGlJE:NCY HZ 
Fig. 6.~.~. CUrve fits to data of Fig. 6.~.1, three 6urves fitted togother. 
• 
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the roll mode frequency. For this set of data these differences in the 
OOEFFS and corner frequencies are not very large, but it will be seen 
from the results for Car F given later in this Section and from various 
results 1n Section 9, that large differences can occur and that the 
s~parate fitting of the latac data is to be preferred. 
The tests of F1g. 6.2.1 were carried out at tyre pressures of 30F, 
28R lb/in (where F and R denote front and rear respectively), and as a 
guide to the sensitivity of the experiment and of the frequency response 
curves to a small vehicle change, a second set of tests were carried out 
at tyre pressures of 28F, 30R, Fig. 6.2.3 shows the results with fitted 
curves and the curves of Fig. 6,2.1 superimposed for comparison. The 
changes to the roll angle and latac curves are probably not very 
significant, but the yaw rate curve shows a consistent increase in high 
frequency response for the 28F, 30R case. As this tyre pressure change 
would have made the car more understeering this is the type of effect 
that could have been expected. The COEFFS corresponding to Fig. 6.2.3 
are also given in Table 6.2.1 with the percentage differences from 
those of Fig. 6.2,1, The differences in some of the COEFFS are 
unexpectedly large and some of this, 1n particular COEFF 10, can be 
attributed to the artificially high damping of the roll mode for Fig. 
6.2.3, where the fitted curve does not do justice to the 'k1nk' in the 
roll-angle data. 
Figs. 6,2,4 and 6.2.5 show the data from a manually applied 
sinusoidal input test on Car F, and curves fitted by the two methods 
discussed above. The corresponding OOEFFS are given in Table 6,2.2 
with the percentage differences. For this data the difference between 
the two types of fitting is greater, although of the same type, and 
the results from the separate fitt1ng technique of Fig. 6.2.4 are much 
to be preferred. In fact the yaw rate corner frequency still seems 
rather high even for Fig, 6.2,4, and the study of results from random 
steer input tests to this car, given in Section 9, will suggest that 
this should be reduced further. 
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30 
STEER RESPONSE 
1 2 7~ PS DIRECT SIf'.E3T2Sf"SOR 
YAIJ RATE: ROLL FNGLE: 
SP SS RESP 1.080.-01 7.426.-02 
24 POLl:S ZEROS ZEROS 
1.31 -0. '306 0.72 -1.000 1.00 -D. 217 
1. "" -0. 877 1. 4S -0. 4':57 1. ~O -0.217 
1.37 -0.877 l.4S -0. M57 
1.31 -D.3~6 
, 
18 
12 
s 
B 
Z 0 
~ ~:-~-~-:::-::-:-:-::--=-=-:-:-:-:-::-::-;-:-:""-'-::;-":"'-
-6 
-12 
-18 
-24 
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• 
--x x ......... 
x 
J 
Tyros 28F, 30R 
Tyres 30F, 28R 
x 
• 
• • ~ 
LATAC 
8.338 .. -03 
ZEROS 
1.71 -D. 004 
1. S'=' -0. 463 
1.~ -0.463 
1.71 -0.084 
" 
" 
" , 
, 
, G/3 
9/ 3 
7/3 
_30L---------L---~~--L--L~~L-~-L---------L-----L---L~ 
• 1 
Fig. 6.2.3. 
.2 .3 .. 4 .. 6 .. S .. 7 .. BoO a 1 3 4 
FREG!JENCY HZ 
Curve fits to data for Car E at 50 milo/h, tyres 28F, 30R, 
latac fitted separately (Curves of Fig. 6.~.1. superimposed). 
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24 
18 
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-8 
-12 
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SP SS RESP 
PaLS 
1.34 -0.2S2 
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STEER RESPONSE 
511'£1012 
YAW RATE 
1.282.-01 
ZEROS 
0.72 -1.000 
1.01 -0.347 
1.01 -0.347 
x 
x 
ROLL ANGLE: 
6.973.-02 
ZEROS 
1.04 -0. 184 
1.04 -0.184 
LATAC 
6.573.-03 
ZEROS 
1.77 -0.124 
1.41 -0.382 
1.41 -0.382 
1.77 -0.124 
, 
+ 
,8/3 
x 
9/ 3 
-30 L-________ ~ ____ ~ __ _L __ ~_L~~_L_L ________ _L ____ ~ __ ~L__J 
• 1 .2 .3 • 4 • e5 • S .. 7. S. 9 1 3 4 
FREQ!JENCY HZ 
Fig. 6.2.4. Curve fits to data for Car F at 50 mile/h, latac 1itted separately. 
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30 STEER RESPONSE 
12 1 7~ P4 DIRECT SINE1012 
YflJJ RATE ROLl.. FNGLE: 
SP SS RE:SP 1.937.-01 8.444.-02 
24 POI...£S ZE:ROS ZEROS 
1.17 -0.321 1. 20 -1.000 1. 0:2 -0. 2G9 
1.84 -0.840 1.31 -o.~O 1. 152 -0. 2SS 
1.64 -0.840 1.31 -0. !:530 
1.17 -0.321 
lS 
12 
8 
0 • • 
• 
x 
-e x x 
-12 
-18 
-24 
LATAC 
G.140.-DS 
ZE:ROS 
1.91 -0. 140 
1. S6 -0.444 
1.3S -0.444 
1. Sl -0. 145 
• 
• 
S/ 3 
• 
x 
6/3 
7/ 3 
• 
-30 L-________ _L ____ ~ ____ L_~L_~_L_L_L_L __________ L_ ____ ~ __ _L __ J 
• 1 .2 .3 • 4 • ~ • 6 • 7. 8. 9 1 2 3 4 
FREQ!JE:NCY HZ 
Fig. 6.2.5. CUrve fits to data of Fig. 6.2.4, three curvos fitted together. 
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COEFF 3 CURVES FITTED TOGETHER LATAC FITTED SEPARATELY 
NO FIG. 6.2.5 FIG. 6.2.4 
1 25.2 (26) 20.0 
2 300 (26) 239 
3 1810 (18) 1540 
4 8060 (21) 6650 
5 2.10 ( 0) 2.10 
7 134 (12) 120 
8 512 (25) 409 
9 5.68 (15) 4.94 
10 5.13 (44) 3.56 
11 91,4 ( 3) 93.9 
12 .00529 (19) .00446 
13 10.9 (11) 9.54 
14 226 ( 2) 222 
15 1210 (14) 1060 
16 9350 ( 5) 9800 
Table 6.2.2 COEFFS for curve fits to data for Car F at 50 mile/h. 
The results of this Section have shown that the frequency responses 
of the cars involved can be closely represented by three degree of 
freedom vehicle models. However, it has also been Seen that very similar 
curves can be obtained w1th quite large differences in the COEFFS, and 
it may be that the curveS themselves are the mest useful descriptions 
of vehicle response and that the COEFFS simply provide an analytic 
description of these curves. This aspect will be considered again in 
Section 9. 
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7. MEASUREMENT OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO STEERING AND WIND GUST INPUTS. 
7.1 Introduction. 
The work of this thesis so far has shown that frequency response 
to steering input can be achieved by using a mechanically produced 
sinus01dal steer input, and that a three degree of freedom model can be 
fitted to the sinusoidal data, providing an analytic description of 
the vehicle response. However, the sinus01dal 1nput test is time 
consuming and very demand1ng on test track space. It is also difficult 
to apply in the case of a wind gust input where the input is much more 
difficult to control than a steer 1nput. 
A potentially more elegant method of produc1ng the frequency 
response curve of a system is to apply some k1nd of tranS1ent input to 
the system, measure the response, and then calculate the frequency 
response by Fourier analysis of input and response. The advent of the 
Fast FOurier Transform (FFT) technique for rapid digital calculation of 
Fourier transforms, means that such an approach is a practical 
proposition, and so it was decided to try to apply it to this vehicle 
response problem. A second series of tests was therefore carried out 
and is descibed in this Section. 
7.2 Instrumentation, 
The instrumentation system used for the tests described in 
Section 4 1nvolved the recording of variables in analogue form on 
photographic chart. As digital analysis of the current tests was 
planned this was evidently not an appropriate system. It was also 
"-
rather ~eavy and complicated, involving the interconnection of several 
separate modules and junction boxes. The first stage in this series of 
tests was thus to build or obtain a more suitable system. 
Aftor a survey of commercially available equipment and considerable 
consultation with the electronics department at MIRA, a system was 
devised based on m1nature cassette tape recorders~ The data1led 
design and construction of this system was carried out by the MIRA 
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electronics department from the systems concept and specification 
provided by the Author. Basically the system allows for the recordlng 
of up to 12 channels of information in analogue form on magnetic tape 
cassettes. On replay the analogue signals are digitised on an analogue 
to digital converter available on line to the MlRA computer, ready for 
whatever digital analysis is required. A description and photographs 
of the vehicle borne part of the system are given in Appendix 5. 
The above system contains all that is required in terms of power 
supplies, signal conditioning, monitoring, and recording facilities. 
For the recording of a set of variables all that is then required are 
the appropriate transducers. A list of the variables measured during 
these tests, and of the transducers used is given in Table 7.2.1. 
PARAMETER 
Handwheel angle 
Left and right 
road wheel angles 
Yaw rate 
Ro1l rate 
Lateral 
acceleration 
Speed 
Lateral 80 longi t-
udinal wind speed 
TRANSDUCER 
Rotary potentiometer 
LOCATION 
Gear-driven off steering 
column 
Linear potentiometers TWo potentiometers each side 
Rate gyroscope 
Rate gyroscope 
Strain gauge 
accel erometer 
A.C. generator 
fifth wheel 
High frequency 
anemometers 
on 
under the front suspension 
in parallelogram arrangement 
6 in. aft of the C. of G. 
6 in. aft of the C. of G. 
C. of G. 
Attached to rear bumper 
Above the test car roof on a 
special mounting rack 
Table 7.2.1 Quantities measured and transducers. 
The use of linear potentiometers in a parallelogram arrangement 
for the measurement of road wheel angles, was to eliminate the effects 
of vertical, lateral, and longitudinal movement of the wheel, from the 
measurement of its steer angle relative to the vehicle body. 
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Although roll rate was measured here the quantity actually 
required is roll angle. The direct measurement of roll angle during 
transient manoeuvres such as those planned here requires the use of a 
free, position gyroscope. These are typically expensive, power 
consuming, and difficult to use because of drift problems, and so 
although the Author has used this technique in the past, it was decided 
to opt for the much simpler measurement of roll rate for these tests. 
As digital analysis of the data was planned, the integration of the 
rate signal to give roll angle was not seen as a problem. 
As the accelerometer for the measurement of lateral acceleration 
was rigidly fixed to the vehicle, its signal was affected by the 
vehicle roll angle, and so a correction for this at the analysis 
stage was planned. The horizontal position of the centre of gravity was 
found by placing the vehicle on four scales, and its height from the 
ground by oscillating the whole vehicle on a specially designed 
compound pendulum system available at MlRA. 
The tests planned for this work were all to be carried out at 
constant speed, and the measurement of this parameter was simply to 
provide a check that this was being achieved. 
Lateral and longitudinal wind speed were only measured during 
the wind gust response tests. The anemometers used were supplied by 
the Electrical Research Association, and each consisted of a small 
perforated sphere, mounted on a vertical shaft attached to a strain 
gauged cantilever immersed in silicon fluid to provide damping. The two 
of these mounted above the roof of the test vehicle were calibrated in 
the MlRA Full Scale Wind TUnnel. The setting up, calibration, and 
development of an analysis procedure for this was a small project in 
itself and was not carried out by the Author. The system and techniques 
involved are fully described by Smith, Ref. 59. 
7.3 Test Procedures. 
The actual test work described here was planned and supervised by 
the Author but carried out by members of MlRA staff. 
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For all the tests the recordings of the actual tests were 
preceeded by zeros and calibration steps, the latter being generated 
in the instrumentation package by networks of load resistors 
representing known values of angles etc. Three types of test were 
carried out: 
7.3.1 Sinusoidal Steer Input 
As indicated in Section 6 these tests were carried out using a 
manually generated sinusoidal steer input. The objects of this were: 
(a) to examine the feasibilty of using this kind of input as compared 
to the mechanical input used for the tests of Section 4. 
Cb) to provide frequency response curves for comparison with those 
generated by Fourier analysis of transient tests (7.3.2), for the 
"ame vehicle under s'imilarly controlled conditions. 
This type of test requires a large width of test track for the low 
frequency points. The only way of achieving this at MIRA is to use the 
full four lanes of one of the straight parts of the High Speed Circuit, 
and as this circuit is heavily used this is not often possible. For 
the car E tests arrangements were made to use the Dunlop test area 
based on a disused airfield at Fradley near Lichfield. Although this 
provided adequate space the surface was rather rougher than is desirable 
for this type of test. For car F where only one test was carried out 
the High Speed C1rcuit was used at a quiet time (Christmas Eve). 
J 
The test procedure was for the driver to drive the car at constant 
speed (50 mile/h), and to apply as near as possible to a sinusoidal 
steering input for several complete cycles. TO provide the driver with 
guidance as to his frequency of input a pocket watch sized musician's 
metronome was attached to the dashboard in front of him. After some 
practice it was found that he could produce a good approximation to a 
sinusoidal input over the frequency range of interest. 1wasurements 
• 
Were made at a range of frequencies in about 30 steps from 0.2 to 3.5 Hz. 
A constant amplitude of input was used corresponding to a steady state 
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latac of about 0.2g at the test speed. The appropriate size for this 
input was found from a previously carried out steady state test on the 
vehicle. 
7.3.2 I' Random" Steer Input. 
The car was driven at constant speed in a straight line. Then the 
driver applied a pseudo random type of steer input with the intention 
of putting in adequate power over the frequency range of interest. The 
maximum amplitude of steer input was approximately restricted to that 
corresponding to a steady state latac of 0.2g. Finally the car was 
returned to and held in the straight ahead position so that the recorded 
signal began and ended with zero input, and was of appropriate length 
for the analysis procedures. Various time histories of this type of 
test are shown in Section 8. 
As the response characteristics of vehicles can vary with latac it 
was decided to carry out the above tests also about a mean latac of O.2g 
rather than zero. This was achieved by performing the test while driving 
round the flat inner part of a bend on the MIRA High Speed Circuit. The 
test procedure was similar except that the steer input had a non zero 
mean value. 
7.3.3 Wind Gust Input. 
MIRA has available a system for providing an artificial wind gust. 
This consists of a jet engine exhaust diverted by means of a triforcated 
pipe into a gust about 12~ ft wide at wind speeds of up to 50 mile/h. 
A full description of this facility can be found in Ref. 64. 
The test procedure was simply to approach the gust at constant speed 
, 
in a straight line, fix the handwheel, and procede through the gust 
allowing the vehicle to respond to the gust as the sole input. Various 
time histories, including the gust profile as measured by the anemometers, 
are shown in Section 8. 
L 
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7.4 First Stage Data Reduction. 
The measured data from these tests was in the form of analogue 
electrical signals recorded on magnetic tape cassettes. To provide 
flexibi11ty in the final type of analysis to be employed, a two stage 
data reduction process was used. The first stage was to digitise the 
signals, apply all necessary cal1brations, integrations, and corrections, 
and then store on a dig1tal magnetic tape file directly accessible by 
the computer. Although there was nothing d1fficult about th1s in 
concept, .he necessary da.a handling techniques were not in a developed 
form at MIRA at the time when the process was arranged, and so the 
Author spent a considerable amount of time sorting .his out. The 
assistance of the staff of the computer department during this phase, 
and throughout the computer programme preparation, is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
The digital file is arranged to contain, for each test, time 
histories of the following quantities: 
1. Wind speed mile/h 
2. Wind angle deg 
3. Handwheel angle deg 
4. Mean road wheel angle deg 
5. Roll rate deg/sec 
6. Yaw rate deg/sec 
7. Roll angle deg 
8. Yaw angle deg 
9. Lateral acceleration(latac) g 
The numbers associated with the quantities in this list are used to 
identify the quantities on the frequency plots shown throughout this 
thesis. For example 6;3 1S used to mean the yaw rate/hand wheel angle 
response. 
1 and ~ are computed from the anemometer Signals US1ng a special 
procedure developed separately from this work and described 1n Ref. 59. 
In simple terms the procedure carries out linear interpolation on a 
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chart produced £rom the wind tunnel calibration data £or the car being 
used. Tb give consistency with the wind gust response equations o£ 
Section 2 the wind angle is subsequently used as the input to the 
vehicle and the longitudinal component o£ the wind speed is assumed to 
remain constant. This is a very reasonable assumption in the arti£icially 
produced side wind situation being considered here. In the testing 
not involving wind measurement other quantities can be inserted in 
these channels. 
7 and 8 are normally produced by simple digital integration of 
5 and 6 although the system can accept direct measurements of these i£ 
they are available. 9 is produced by correcting the accelerometer signal 
~or the e££ect of roll angle, using the roll angle signal from channel 7. 
r 
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8. COMPurATION OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE FP.O!.! TRAN/iIENT RESPONSE. 
8.1 Theory. 
The transformation from the"t1me to the frequency domain using 
• digital computers and the theory of the discrete Fourier transform to 
operate on a ser1es of data points, has had a lot of attent10n 1n a 
number of areas in recent years, and received considerable impetus from 
the advent of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Unfortunate 
from the point of view of this current work is the fact that most of the 
published work has been concerned with random vibrations, rather than 
the determ1nistic trans1ent responses of interest here. The basic 
theory for the analysis of transients is well established, however, and 
in terms of the current work can be expressed as follows. 
The vehicle with t~ansfer function H(V) , (expressed as a function 
of frequancy, '"') is subject ad to ... time 1nput Ht) and producas a 
corresponding response R(t) as shown diagramatiCally in Fig. 8.1.1. 
H("') I-"';):>---R(t) 
Fig. 8.1.1. 
The problem is to find H(~) from given I(t) and R(t) and the proposed 
solution is shO\m in Fig. 8.1.2. 
Ht) FOUlUER , 1("') DIVISION 
TRANSI'ORM 
R(V) 
--
R(t) FOURIER , R("') 1("') 
TRANSFORM 
Fig. 8.1.2. 
This is relatively straightforward in concept, and difficulties which 
can arise are mostly due to the limitations imposod by the analysis 
, 
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and recording hardware, and the use of the FFT algorithm. 
8.2 Practical Considerations, 
In the case of digital analysis the time functions I(t) and R(t) 
are in the form of series of data points seperated by time intervals 
of (j t. The use of the FFT requires that the total number of points 
be an exact power of 2, say N= 2", and gives a frequency transform 
consisting of 2(~-1) points at frequency intervalS of fif where 
l\ f = l/(N.Ot), Table 8.2.1 illustrates the various factors involved. 
Data sampling rate, points per second 
Tbtal number of points 
Total length of record, seconds 
Froquency resolution available, rad/sec 
Highest frequency available, rad/sec 
lint 
N = an 
T = N./lt 
Ilf = lIT 
F = 1/(2.Qt) 
Table 8.2.1 Control factors in Fourier transformation by FFT. 
For this work the highest frequency of interest is about 3 Hz, 
suggesting a minimum sampling rate of 6 points per socond. To provide 
a measure of breathing space it was decided to set a m1nimum rate of 
10 points per second, and to confirm that this was adequate in practice 
a series of test transformations were carried out on roal data with a 
range of sampling rates. For rates of 10 and above the shape of the 
transform in the frequency range of interest was found not to vary. 
The actual sampling rates available in this case are restricted by the 
40 Hz synchronising signal used in the recording system, to 40 divided 
by any integer, and so the range of reasonable values for the control 
factors can be seen to be those shown in Table 8.2.2. 
In terms of carrying out the vehicle tests the relevant factor in 
this Table is the time T, for which there are nominally 7 possibilities. 
In fact the frequency resolution provided by T = 6.4 seconds is rather 
poor, and test track space tends to limit the maximum time possible, so 
that the useful times reduce to 9.6, 12,8, 19,2, or 25,6 seconds. Where 
possible for this work a time of 25.6 seconds has been used to give the 
best frequency resolution. 
'. 
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SAMPLING RATE NO OF POINTS TOTAL TIME FREQUENCY RESOLUTION MAX FREQUENCY 
l/llt (l/sec) N T (sec) llf (Hz) F (Hz) 
10 64 6.4 0.156 5 
10 128 12.8 0.078 5 
10 256 25.6 0.039 5 
10 512 51.2 0.02 5 
13.33 128 9.6 0.104 6.66 
13.33 256 19.2 0.052 6.66 
, 
13.33 512 38.4 0.026 6.66 
20 128 6.4 0.156 10 
20 256 12.8 0.078 10 
20 512 25.6 0.039 10 
20 1024 51.2 0.02 10 
40 256 6.4 0.156 20 
40 512 12.8 0.078 20 
40 10~4 25.6 0.039 20 
Table 8.2.2 Range of control factors appropriate to this work. 
Classical Fourier transform theory requires that the infinite 
integral of the time function be finite, which is best achieved in 
practice by arranging that the function begins and ends at zero. In 
fact the use of the discrete Fburier transform in the digital analysis 
means that violation of this condition is not critical, as its effect 
is Simply to give an amplitude off-set at zero frequency. Since a time 
input beginning and ending at zero is a neat way of defining a test, and 
is not normally difficult to achieve in practice, and the zero frequency 
off-set can be rather inconvenient, an input of this form was selected 
for theSe tests. As will be seen later the exact level of the zero 
frequency amplitude still turns out to be rather difficult to establish 
and in most cases this point is not used. 
The use of the discrete Fourier transform also means that the 
continuous Fourier transform of the time function is approximated by 
a series of frequoncy points, and the transient time function is assumed 
to be one cycle of a periodic function. These frequency points require 
smoothing to give the continuous transform and this is achieved here 
without loss of frequency resolution using the 'Hamming' coefficients 
as follows: 
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Say that the frequency points are: H(O),H(l), 
••• 
After Hamming these points become: 
H(O) = 0.54.H(0) + O.46.H(1) 
H(n) = 0.23.H(n-l) + 0.54.H(n) + 0.23.H(n+l) 
H(N) = 0.46.H(N-l) + 0.54.H(N) 
H(N) 
for n = 1 to (N-l) 
Although the analysis illustrated in Fig. 8.1.2 places no particular 
theoretical restriction on the form of the Fourier fransform of the input 
signal, I(~), in practice this evidently has to contain adequate power 
ovar the frequency range of interest. The factors governing this are the 
inherant dynamic range of the instrumentat10n used for recording and the 
analogue to digital conversion, and the noise level of the tests them-
selves. For this work it was found that a range of about 20 dB for the 
amplitude o£ l(tJ) was about the most that could be tolerated, and so 
this was checked for each test before proceeding with the calculation 
of the transfer functions required. Care was also taken that the full 
ranges of the recording system and ADC were always employed. 
The division shown in Fig. 8.1.2 is in fact complex, but is accom-
plished here by resolving the Fourier coefficients obtained from the 
FFT at each frequency into amplitude and phase, and then simply dividing 
the amplitudes and subtracting the phases. FITTRANS, the computer 
progrrurune written to carry out the transformation and various data 
sorting required for all the above is described in detail in Appendix 6. 
8.3 Steer Response Results. 
Results from two cars, designated car E and car F, are presented 
here. OUtline descriptions of these cars and details of their steady 
state behaviour are given in APpendix 7. The results are principally 
presented in ihe form of computer drawn graphs which are largely self-
explanatory, but details of the various formats are given in Appendix 6. 
The position of froquency response graphs on their gain scales has 
frequently been adjusted to avoid confusion due to overlapping curves, 
and so should not be considered significant unless othe~vise stated. 
Where compar1sons of curveS are involved the correct relative positions 
are, of course, used. 
------------------------
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8.3.1 Car E. 
Fig. 8.3.1.1 shows a time history of a test carried out at 50 milefh 
on the same day and test track and with the same vehicle conditions as 
the sinusoidal steer input test whose results are shown in Fig. 6.2.1. 
'l'lus test track had rather a rough surface and 1t can be seen that the 
roll rate in particular, and to a lesser extent the latac, show a sig-
nificant response even with zero steer input. As will be seen this is 
reflected in the frequoncy response graphs. The yaw and roll angle 
traces are produced by digital integration of the rates and tend to 
suffer from drift if the latter signals have any DC content. As the 
latac measurement is ·corrected' by this roll angle signal some drift 
can also be seen on the latac trace. Rather than carrying out any 
filtering or trend removal at this stage the effect of any drift can 
conveniently be removed by ignoring the lowest frequency points in the 
subsequent Fourier analysis. 
Fig. 8.3.1.<1 shows the frequency transform of the handwheel input, 
which can be seen to contain adequate power over the range of interest. 
The transfer functions for yaw rate (6/3), roll angle (5/3), and latac 
(913), relative to handwheel angle are shown on F1g. 8.3.1.3. '!'he super-
imposed smooth curves are those fitted to the sinusoidal input data of 
Fig. 6,2.1. ~'or yaw rate the noise on the curve is reasonable and the 
agreement'excellent, 1ndicating that the complete test, measurement, and 
analysis procedure is operating satisfactorarily. The roll angle curve 
is calculated from the roll rate, and as antiCipated from the noise on 
the time Signal, shows considerably more noise than the yaw rate curve. 
Within this noise, however, the agreement with the sinusoidal input 
curve is seen to be good. up to about 1.5 Hz the latac curve is also 
satisfactory, but in the range 1.5 - 2.5 Hz there is cons1derable noise. 
As th1s in the range where, because of the shape of the transfer fu.~ction, 
the latac signal is smallest, any noise on the time signal will be likely 
to have a large effect. At the highest frequencies the situation is 
better, and the agreement with the sinusoidal input data 1S satisfactory. 
A similar set of Figs. corresponding to the same vehicle with tyre 
pressuros at 28 F (front), 30 R (rear) (lb/in~) instead of 30 F, 28 R, 
and for comparison with the sinusoidal input data of Fig. 6,<1.3, are 
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shown in Figs. 8.3.1.4 - 6. Ths data is rather poorer than the 
previous set and the agreement with the sinusoidal data is not so 
good for the roll angle curve. The noise on the yaw rate curve is 
slightly greater but the agreement is again good. For the yaw rate 
curves the effect of the tyre pressure change was readily detectable 
from the sinusoidal input data, and since there is good agreement 
between this data and the current set it is tempting to conclude that 
this method of testing is also able to detect the difference. However, 
because of tho noise on the curves it is probably more realistic to 
say that this difference is about the lim1t of what can be detected. 
Individual front wheel steer angles were measured in addition to 
handwheel angle dur1ng these tests and time histories of the average of 
the two are shown in Figs. 8.3.1.1 and 4. As the steady state measurements 
on this car showed a large amount of effective loss in the steering systom 
(see Appendix 7), 1t is ;nteresting to examine the transfer functions 
relative to the road wheel input. Fig. 8.3.1.7 shows the yaw rate relative 
to road wheel (6/4) and, to illustrate the behaviour of the overall 
steering system, the road wheel relative to handwheel (4;3), transfer 
functions. The yaw rate curve is seen to be quite a different shape 
from the corresponding curve of Fig. 8.3.1.3, showing more heavily 
damped behav10ur corresponding to a more oversteering car. This is in 
general agreement w1th the steady state results. The road wheel relative 
to handwheel curve is interesting in that it shmvs the greatest steering 
loss at low frequencies. Simple reasoning might have tended to suggest 
that the reverse would have been the case, and indeed if the loss had 
been due to the dynamics of the steering system as such, this would have 
occurred. As will be the case for many cars the losses shown are thus 
probably due to roll and compliance steer effects which fall off with 
frequency as do the roll angle and latac responses. That this sort of 
analysis can readily be carried out is an illustration of the power of 
the overall measurement and analysis technique. 
A final set of tests on this car were carried out about a mean latac 
of O.2g and a set of results is sho\vn in Figs. 8.3.1.8 - 10. The vehicle 
condition corresponds to that of Fig. 8.3.1.1 except that the speed was 
slightly slower at 46 mile/h. The noise on tho time traces and corresponding 
scatter on the transfer functions is much reduced compared to the previous 
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results. This is probably largely due to the smoother test track 1nvo1ved, 
but may also be influenced by the vehicle itself being 'taughter' with a 
non-zero mean side force. The roll angle and 1atac transfer functions 
(5;3 and 9;3) now clearly show the characteristic shapes of the three 
degree of freedom model. Unfortunately no sinusoidal input data is 
available for comparison with these results but the similarity with the 
results of Fig. ti.&.1 is clear. As migh. be expected from the steady 
state resul.s .he ya\v rate transfer function is significantly flatter 
than that of Fig. 8.3.1.3. ('!he lower speed will have contributed to 
this but could not account for all the difference). '!hese results are 
most encouraging and suggest a method for deal1ng with non-11near vehicle 
behaviour. 
8.3.2 Car F. 
The results for car E have illustrated the basic viability of the 
test and analysis methods, although the noise on the transfer functions 
produced from the 'random' steer input tests waS rather large. It is 
likely that this noise was largely due to the roughne~s of the test traclt 
used, and it would have been interest1ng to carry out some tests on this 
car on a smooth surface. The vehicle was only ava11ab1e for a short 
per10d and so this was not poss1b1e. However, 1t was cons1dered import-
ant to show that the techn1que would also work for a second car, and from 
the lessons learned with car E the series of tests on this car (car F) 
were carried out on the smooth test traclt surfaces at MIRA. As d1scussed 
in Section 7 it was difficult to fit in the lowest frequency points for 
the sinusoidal input test, but the' 'random' input tests were readlly 
accomp11shed on a sur1ace two lanes wide. -
Figs, 8.3.2.1 - 3 show time histories, nandwheel frequency content, 
and the three transfer functions for a test carr1ed out at 50 m1le/h on 
car F fitted w1th cross-ply tyres at 22 lb/in~ all round. The smooth 
curves superimposed on the transfer functions of F1g. 8.3.2.3 are the 
fitted curves of the s1nusoidal input tost shmm in Fig. 6.~.4. The 
agreement is seen to be excellent and the noise level on all-the curves 
is acceptable. The smooth test traclt thus solves the n01se problem 
encountered with car E and, in fact, 1nspection of the time histories of 
F1g. 8.3.2.1 and 8.3.1.1 shows the improvement quite clearly. As an 
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indication of the repeatability of the test Fig. 8.3.2.4 shows an exactly 
equivalent set of results to Fig. 8.3.2,3 produced from a seperate test 
run, 
It is thus established that steer frequency response curves can be 
produced from the relatively simple and rapid type of transient test 
shown here, and so it is now possible to examine some further vehicle 
conditions using this method, The results of some further tests are 
shown in Section 9 where curve fitting direct to these frequency responses 
is considered. 
8.4 Wind Gust Response Results. 
A series of wind gust response tests were carried out, as doscribed 
in Section 7, on Car F fitted with cross-ply tyres at 22 lb/inA all round, 
Fig. 8,4,1 shmvs a time history of a run at 30 mile/h, The three pronged 
shape of the wind angle input arising from the trifurcated ducting of the 
IURA wind gust generator can be seen clearly, It is interesting to notice 
that although there is virtually no handwheel input during the gust, 
significant road wheel angles are developed, This is an illustration of 
the roll and compliance steer effects on this car, which are also clearly 
demonstrated by both the transient and steady state steer response test 
results. The roll rate, yaw rate, and latac responses to the gust are 
clearly seen, although fairly high noise levels are present before the 
gust itself is reached, These noise levels are high compared to the gust 
responses but in absolute terms are quite small, and can be put into 
perspective by noting that the roll rate and yaw rate scales on Fig, 8.4.1 
are about four times the corresponding scales on the steer response 
results shmm on Fig, 8,3,2,1, for example. 
The 19 second length of the record of Fig, 8,4,1 compared to the 
duration of the actual gust of about 3.3 seconds, has been done deliber-
ately to provide adequate resolution in the subsequent frequency analysis. 
However, it is clearly not very satisfactory as the response records all 
show considerable signals, arising from spurious sources, in the absence 
of significant gust input. Fig, 8.4.2 shows a frequency transform of the 
wind angle input of Fig, 8.4,1, and when matched against the criterion 
of having a maximum dynamic range in the input of around 20 dB, is seen 
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to be inadequate over a substantial part of the range of interest. The 
peak at about 1 Hz, corresponding to the three pulses of the input, helps 
a little, but not noarly enough. A satisfactorary frequency content for 
the input was shown in Fig. 8.3.2.2 for a steer input, where the dynamic 
range over the whole frequency band is only about 10 dB. Gust response 
transfer functions calculated from this data were not satisfactory. 
Fig. 8.4.3 shows a time history of a run at 50 mile/h. In this case 
the wind angle input is smaller but the yaw rate and latac responses are 
larger. The roll rate response is totally lost in the background noise. 
The apparent noise on the handwheel and roadwheel traces is due to the 
large scales in this Fig. compared to those of Fig. 8.4.1. The frequency 
transform of the wind angle input is shown in Fig. 8.4.4 and although l.t 
is significantly better than that of Fig. 8.4.2 it is still very poor. 
Yaw rate (6/2) and latac (9/J) gust transfer functions calculated from 
this data are shO\m in F.ig. 8.4.5. Ignoring the pealts at around 0.5 and 
1.5 Hz, which correspond to the dips in the input frequency transform, 
and everything above about 2 HZ, these curves are just about recognisably 
of the form of the theoretical curves of Section 3, but clearly they are 
not good enough for any detailed analysis. 
Figs. 8.4.6 - 8 show a corresponding set of results for a 60 milejh 
test on car F. The frequency content of the input is still poor, although 
better than the previous sets of data, but the transfer functions are, as 
before, only barely recognisable and not of much value. 
other tests of this type were carried out on this car and on car B, 
but the quality if frequency response results obtained was similar to 
those shO\m here, and so further study was not considered to be useful. 
The actual measurement of the wind gust and the vehicle response 
was quite good for most of these tests and the time histories shown are 
generally satisfactory. Nor do the poor frequency response results 
indicate that the analysis procedure is deficient, the problem lies 
principally with the inadequacey of the wind gust test facility for 
providing information of this type. The worst feature is the poor high 
frequency content of the gust, but the rather short length is also a 
drawbaclt. It is almost certain that a more suitable gust facility could 
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be constructed, consisting for example of a series of sharper gusts of 
varying lengths occurring at "random' intervals over a longer distance, 
but there was no scope for such an exercise during this programme of work. 
Some attempts were made to improve the frequency content of the existing 
gust by interposing a sharp edged barrier between the gust generator and 
the vehicle path, but these were not very successful. It is possible 
that the problem of the gust duration could have been better overcome by 
adding zeros to the time data at the analysis stage, or by using the data 
again in a mirror image form, rather than by recording 'zero input' data 
where there was significant spurious signal. Because of the additional 
problem of the poor high frequency content this waS not examined in any 
detail. 
Although the results obtained from this gust generator have been 
seen to be unsatisfactory for analysis into transfer function form, it 
is of course possible to. simply examine the time responses, and a fair 
amount of useful comparative work has been carried out by users of the 
facility. For this purpose it is important to ensure that the gust 
remains consistent from test to test and it would probably be better if 
the gust profile was of a simpler form. Theoretically one of the advan-
tages of the frequency response technique, 1nvolving the measurement of 
both input and response, is that the exact form of the gust is not import-
ant. Unfortunately some of the properties of the gust are important as 
has been seen. 
For interest Fig. 8.4.9 Shows a time history of a test at 50 mile/h 
where the driver did his b~st to keep the vehicle on course through the 
gust and afte~vards. Although the course deviation was finally very smnll 
the vehicle motion was rather more violent than that shown in Fig. 8.4.3 
where no correction was made. 
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9. CURVE FITl'ING TO FREQUENCY RESPONSES FMM TRANSIENT TESTS, 
9.1 Introduction. 
This is the most stringent test of the curve fitting procedure, 
with the object of producing smooth, analytically defined, sets of 
frequency response curves from the type of data 1llustrated in Section 8. 
Because of the rather different nature of this data from the 'direct' 
frequency response results, it was found necessary to incorporate two 
specinl features into the fitting procedure. The first of these arises 
from the fact that scatter is likely at the lov/est, and sometimes the 
highest, frequencies, and allows simply for the first and last points 
used in the fitting to be specified (STPT and NPTS). In using FITTRANS 
the frequency responses are first plotted in the form shown in Section 8 
and then STPT and NPTS selected by inspection before proceed1ng to the 
curve fitting. 
Tne second feature is due to the number of pOints produced by 
the FFT procedure. As discussed in Section 8 points .are produced at 
equal frequency intervals, and this 1nterval 1S chosen to give the best 
feasible resolution at low frequencies. As a result the number of points 
per octave 1ncreaSes rapidly, and with the normal resolut1on used here 
of about 0.04 Hz (corresponding to a time of 25 secs) 75 points are 
produced between 0 and 3 Hz. Both the number and the distribution of 
these points are undesirable. The number because of the computer space 
and time required, and the distribution because this causes the curve 
fit to be weighted towards the high frequency end where the density of 
points is highest. To overcome this the programme has the capabil1ty of 
using all points up to 1 Hz, every second point from 1 Hz to ~ Hz, and 
every fourth point from 2 Hz to 4 Hz (wh1ch is the highest frequency 
normally used). This simple device reduces the total number of points 
from 75 to 45 and was found to give good results from the curve fitting. 
Since the Hamming smoothing is carried out before the extra points are 
discarded their influence is not completely lost in this procedure. 
It will be seen from the results that follow that the resulting 
distribution of pOints (plotted on logarithmic scales) also seem visually 
reasonable. 
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As the wind gust response transfer functions produced in Section 8 
were not very satisfactory, curve fitting is only applied to the steer 
reponse results in this section. FITTRANS 1S capable of carry1ng out 
fits to gust response data in an exactly equivalent manner. 
9.2 Steer Response Results for car E. 
As seen 1n Section 8 the results for this car were not very good, 
with large amounts of scatter present, particularly on the roll angle 
data. It was nevertheless considered useful to try the curve f1tting 
procedure to see how it coped with this sort of data. 
F1g. 9.2.1 shows curve fits to the data of Fig. 8.3.1.3 w1th the 
curves fitted to the sine input data of F1g. 6.2.1 superimposed for 
, 
comparison. The fit and agreement are seen to be satisfactory with 
the largest difrerences ?ccuring, as m1ght be expected, on the roll 
angle curves. The characteristic rrequencies and damping ratios (also 
given at the top of the Figs.) and the COEFFS corresponding to 
fits are given in Tables 9.2.1 and 2 together with o~her sets of results 
to be d1scussed later. It can be seen that although the curves 
themselves look in good agreement, there are significant differences in 
the frequenc1es and damping ratios. In part1cu!ar, the results for the 
S1ne input data show a tendency for the yaw rate mode frequency and 
damping (W(,Jr) to be larger and the roll angle mode (U{,)~} to be smaller. 
This kind of effect was already noticed in Section 6 and will be 
examined 1n more detail with reference to the Car F data in Section 9.3. 
An attempt was made to fit curves to the data of Fig. 8.3.1.6 
which waS for car E with different tyre pressures. Due to the very poor 
roll angle data a satisfactory fit waS not obtained although a 
reasonable estimate of wr andJr was achieved. 
Fig 9.2.2 shows curve fits to the 'relative to road wheel' data 
correspond1ng to the data of Fig. 9.2.1. Despite the scatter the fits 
obtained are satisfactory,'clearly illustrating the much more heavily 
damped nature of the reponse relative to the road wheels. Examination 
of the frequencies and dampings in Table 9.2.1 shows that the difference 
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SINE INPl1r RELATIVE TO .2g MEAN 
DATA ROAD WHEELS LATAC 
FIG. 6.2.1 FIG. 9.2.1 FIG. 9.3.~ FIG. 9.2.3 
wr ) Pr 1.3, -.80 1.2, -.68 0.48 t 1.4, -.80 
-1.42 
Wq I J« 1.3, -.28 1.6, -.34 1.7, -.31 1.5, -.42 
W~ 0.77 0.75 0.78 0.94 
iJtr ) Iv. 1.4, -.32 1.7, -.30 1.7, -.33 1.6, -.40 
iJt~ llt~ 1.4, -.15 1.6, -.12 1.6, -.14 1.6, -.20 
iJt "I
'
t ... 1.7, -.11 1.8, -.15 1.9, -.15 1.7, -.13 
tJql ... ,!qt .. L-._. 1.2, -.28 1.4, -.22 1.4, -.21 1.6, -.35 
Table 9.2.1 Characteristic corner frequencies and damping ratios, Car E • 
COEFF SINE INPur RELATIVE TO • 2g MEAN 
NO. DATA ROAD WHEELS LATAC 
. 
FIG. 6.2.1 FIG. 9.2.1 FIG. 9.3.2 FIG. 9.2.3 
1 17.6 17.3 18.5 22.1 
2 190 228 220 279 
3 1130 1430 1540 1880 
4 4350 590U 3090 7060 
5 1.33 1.23 39.9 1.68 
6 10.3 10.9 11.9 14.2 
7 101 138 148 154 
8 359 511 555 625 
~ 
9 3.81 3.99 111 5.15 
10 2.62 2.29 2.78 3.92 
11 80.1 97.0 98.7 94.5 
12 .00417 .00372 • IOU .00458 
13 6.66 7.30 7.37 9.47 
14 190 226 234 229 
15 654 791 821 1040 
16 7180 10700 11200 11000 
Table 9.2.2 COEFFS for fits to Car E. 
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in the curve shape is almost entirely accounted for by the difference in 
the yaw rate mode, where damping has increased such that the behaviour is 
no longer oscillatory and two real roots are obtained. Table 9.2.2 shows 
that this is achieved principally by a large reduction in COEFF 4. (The 
increase in COEFFS 5, 9 and 12 is due to the effective steering rat10). 
The best results obtained for this car were those from the tests 
carried out about a mean latac of O.2g. Although the scatter in these 
results is small the fact that higher latacs are involved and that the 
curve shapes are significantly different from the zero mean latac curves, 
means that the car is behaving in a non-linear way, and so it is not 
sure that the simple 3 degree-of-freedom linear concept will still be 
applicable. Exellent curve fits were obtained, however, 111ustrating 
that this effective piecewise linear approach can be used. Fig. 9.2.3 
shows the results. Exar.ination of the frequencies and damping ratios 
in Table 9.2.1 shows that the flatter yaw rate curve is largely due to 
the combined effect of ~ increase in Wc and Ir and a larger increase 
in ~L, the lead term corner frequency. 
9.3 Steer Response Results for car F. 
Figs 9.3.1 and 2 show curveS fitted to the results for the two 
runs on Car F shown in Figs 8.3.2.3 and 4. These fits were both 
achieved by first fitting curveS to the yaw rate and roll angle data 
and then fitting to the latac data using the established COEFFS 1 to 4. 
The curve fits themselves and the repeatability between the two separate 
test runs are seen to be excellent. Superimposed on both these Figs. 
(dashed curves) are the curves fitted to the sinusoidal input data of 
Fig. 6.2.4, and the agreement between the two methods is again seen to 
be good. The COEFFS and frequencies and damping ratios corresponding 
to these fits are shown in Tables 9.3.2 and 1. Also shown in the Tables 
are the results obtained by fitting curves to all three sets of data 
together for the data of Fig. 9.3.1. 
Both sets of fitted curves shown in Fig. 9.3.1 and 2 and the curves 
obtained by fitting to all three variables together, Fig. 9.3.3, provide 
satisfactory representation of the vehicle's frequency responses, and it 
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RUN 1131 RUN 1130 RUN 1131 
LATAC FITTED LATAC FITTED SINE INPUT 3 CURVES FITTED 
SEPARATELY SEPARATELY DATA TOGETlIER 
FIG. 9.3.1 FIG. 9.3.2 FIG. 6.2.4 FIG. 9.3.3 
eJ,. /r 1.3, -.68 1.3, -.66 1.5, -.78 1.7, -.67 
Wo( ,Jef. 1.6, -.27 1.6, -.30 1.3, -.29 1.3, -.39 
W .... 0.60 0.60 0.72 0.88 
tJtr ) ~(r- 1.6, -.26 1.7, -.29 1.5, -.35 1.5, -.48 
U~<t) Ytr( 1.6, -.14 1.7, -.16 1.5, -.18 1.6, -.23 
~~lftU. 1.7, -.086 1.8, -.068 1.8, -.12 1.8, -.11 
.J(t", I P.k 1.5, -.35 1.6, -.42 1.4, -.38 i.5, -.44 
Table 9.3.1 Characteristic corner frequencies and damping ratios, Car F. 
COEFF RUN 1131 RUN 1130 RUN 1131 
'NO. LATAC FITTED LATAC FITTED SINE INPUT 3 CURVES FITTED 
SEPARATELY SEPARATELY DATA TOGETHER 
FIG. 9.3.1 FIG. 9.3.2 FIG. 6.2.4 FIG. 9.3.3 
1 16.1 ( 0) 16.7 ( 4) 20.0 (24) 20.7 (49) 
2 216 ( 0) 232 ( 7) 239 (11) 270 (25) 
3 1370 ( 0) 1490 ( 9) 1510 (12) 1630 (19) 
4 6180 ( 0) 6620 ( 7) 6650 ( 8) 7330 (19) 
5 2.05 ( 0) 2.09 ( 2) 2.10 ( ;.:;) 1.96 ( 4) 
6 9.21 ( 0) 9.92 ( 8) 11.1 (41) 14.9 (62) 
7 126 ( u) 137 ( 9) 120 ( 4) 145 (15) 
8 398 ( 0) 429 ( 8) 409 ( 3) 519 (30) 
9 4.44 ( 0) 4.46 (.5) 4.94 (11) 5.17 (16) 
10 2.74 ( 0) 3.41 (24) 3.56 (30) 4.46 (63) 
11 101 ( 0) 109 ( 8) 93.9 ( 7) 98.1 ( 3) 
12 .00373 ( 0) .00366 ( ;.:;) .00446 (20) .00451 (21) 
13 8.70 ( 0) 9.99 (15) 9.54 (10) 10.4 (12) 
14 226 ( 0) 236 ( 4) 222 ( 2) 227 (.5) 
15 992 ( 0) 1180 (19) 1060 ( 7) 1190 \40) 
16 11200 ( 0> 12300 (10) 9800 (13) 10400 ( 7) 
Table 9.3.2 COEFFS for fits to Car F, and percentage differences. 
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is not possible from the curves above to make a confident judgoment as 
to which is to be preferred. However, as is seen in the previous Section, 
there are significant differences in the corresponding frequencies and 
damping ratios, and these can be considered in relation to their physical 
significance in vehicle terms. In particular, experience has shown that 
the yaw rate natural frequency (<-\-) ifil likely to lie in the region of 1 Hz 
with a damping ratio of about 0.7, and that the roll angle natural 
frequency (~~) is likely to be higher than this with a damping ratio of 
about 0.3. With this in mind the results of Fig. 9.3.3 and of the fits 
to the sine input data are not very realistic, and mean that the curve 
fitting procedure has found an unacceptable subsidiary minimum. Luckily, 
1t is reasonably easy to spot that this has occurred, but it is clear that 
the results of any curve fitting must be looked at critically, and that 
it is desirable to have data available from more that one test. Because 
the function being fitted is relatively complicated and may not even be 
capable of fitting the data exactly, 1t is not unexpected that problems 
of this type can occur, and a theoretical investigation would probably 
indicate that the problem was rather ill conditioned. An a priori idea 
about the result required must thus be regarded as a~ essent1al part of 
the fitt1ng procedure. Provided 1t 1S not abused this is an acceptable 
condition. 
In terms of the""s and J's, the form of the subsidiary minimum 
discussed above, which has also been seen to occur for the other sets of 
data, is seen prinCipally as a swopping round of J,. and it( and an 
increase in w~. In terms of COEFFS 1 ~o 8 (t~e yaw rate curve), cs 1S 
seen to be about correct but the others are all too large, Cl and C6 
be1ng us.ually 1n error by the greatest amC'unt. With the prior knowledge 
that Cl = 16 was a reasonable value for this data, a curve f1t ~o the sine 
input data was carried out with Cl f1xed at this level, and a result very 
sim11ar to that of Fig. 9.3.1 was obtained. Th1s waS an interest1ng 
exercise but unfortunately not very useful in the general case where no 
prior information about the COEFFS is available. Although the combined 
fitting of all three frequency response curves has been seen to be more 
likely to result in a subsidiary minimum of this type, it is not 
inevitable that this will occur, and in fact a perfectly satisfactory 
result was obtained in this way from the data of Fig. 9.3.2. 
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It 1S interesting to note that for this car the sine input data 
gave less realistic results than the transient input data. This could 
be due to the manually generated input being non-sinusoidal, or one or 
two of the points 1n key positions for the curve fitting being particularly 
poor, and highlights the particular advantages of the transient techn1que 
where the exact form of the input is not important and the short duration 
of the test means that several repeat tests can be done. 
So far in the examination of curve fitting only amplitude data has 
been considered. This has been done quite deliberately because: 
1) Section 5 showed that phase angle information was not particularly 
helpful in curve fitting and added to the computer time and space 
required. 
2) Section 4 showed that the agreement between the measured phase 
angle information and the 3 degree of freedom model was not very 
good at high frequencies. 
However, it is important to look at the phase angle information, and 
Fig. 9.3.4 shows the phase angles corresponding to the yaw rate (6/3), 
roll angle (7/3), and latac (9/3) fitted curvos of Fig. 9.3.1, with 
the actual phase angle data superimposed (dashed l1nes) for comparison. 
It can be seen that the latac curve agrees well, the roll angle curve 
is good until about 1.5 Hz, but as the frequency 1ncreases above this 
level the measured data shows increasingly greater phase angles, and the 
yaw rate curve shows the biggest discrepancy with measured data having 
40 degrees more phase lag at 3 nz. These differences are broadly 
similar to those found in Section 4, where they were attributed to 
the effects of steering system and tyre dynamics. It has already 
been seen that the amplitude frequency response curves relative to the 
road wheels can be quite different from the handwheel curves, and if the 
above reasoning is correct it would be expected that the phase angles 
from the road wheel data would be in better agreement with the 3 degree 
of freedom model, the only remaing source of error being the tyre 
dynamics. 
( 
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Fig. 9.3.5 shows curves fitted to amplitude, relative to road wheel 
angle data rrom the same test run as Fig. 9.3.1, and Fig. 9.3.6 shows 
the corresponding phase angle curves with the actual phase angle data 
superimposed. Tables 9.3.3 and 4 show the frequencies, damp1ng rat10s, 
and COEFFS corresponding to these f1ts, and the differences between those 
and those for the handwheel angle curves of Fig. 9.3.1, are seen to be 
very similar to .he differences found in the results for Car E g1ven in 
section 9.2. As predicted the agreement between tho phase angle curves 
and the measured data is much better than for the handwheel case. At 
3 Hz the error in the yaw ra.e curve is nmv reduced to about 20 degrees. 
Phillips, Ref. 65, has has pub11shed some information on the response 
of tyres to sinusoidal steer inputs, from which it is possible to see 
whether the above phase lags can be reasonably attributed to the tyres. 
Fig. 9.3.7 is extracted from Ref. 65 and shows the amplitude and phase 
responses of 5 different types of tyres. Frequency on this Fig. is 
given as rad/1t, as tyres are found to be distance rather than time 
sensit1ve, but this can readily be converted to Hz for any specified 
vehicle speed. For exaMple, 3 Hz at 50 mile/h represents 0.25 rad/ft. 
Phillips states that these curves are typical of the type associated 
with a heavily damped second order system and gives a table of the 
equivalent natural frequencies and damp1ng ratios. These Figures 
together with an identification of the tyre type and the equivalent 
frequencies in Hz at 50 mile/n are given in Table 9.3.5. The tyres 
fitted to Car F for the results discussed above were of type A, and 
the phase lag for the equivalent Phillips tyre at 0.25 rad/ft (3 Hz 
at 50 mile/h) is seen from Fig. 9.3.7 to be about 10 degrees. This is 
half the figure obtained above but is clearly of the correct order. 
Exact agreement is not to be expected as the tyre and its operating 
conditions were not the same for the two cases. To keep the phenomenon 
in perspective it is also worth noting that 10 degrees of phase shift at 
3 Hz is equivalent to a time shift of one hundredth of a second. 
These Phillips results indicate that metal braced radial ply tyres 
would g1ve significantly more phase sh1ft than the cross ply tyres 
whose results were examined above. As it was also of interest to see 
the changes in transfer function shape produced by such a change of tyres, 
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RELATIVE TO RELATIVE TO 
HAND WlillEr. ROAI) WHEELS 
FIG. 9.3.1 FIG. 9.3.5 
IJ .. , Pr 1.3, -.68 1.0, -. !l3 
Wot 1 J <t 1.6, -.27 1.6, -.39 
W<. 0.60 0.69 
""<- I!U 1.6, -.26 1.6, -.37 
W'ot ,J,~ 1.6, -.14 1.6, -.19 
<J, .. ) ,"- 1.7, -.O~6 1.8, -.097 
oJt.~ ,l'f'" 1.5, -.35 1.5, -.39 
Table 9.3.3 Characteristic corner frequencies and damp ing ratios, 
Car F, Run 1131 • 
. 
COE~'F ItELATlVE TO RELATIVE TO 
NO. HANDW~EL ROAD Wm;:ill.S 
FIG. 9.3.1 FIG. 9.3.5 
1 16.1 18.7 (16) 
2 216 231 ( 7) 
3 1370 1460 (7) 
4 61!lO 4~0 (28) 
5 2.05 49.2 
-
6 9.~1 11.8 (28) 
7 ~Ei 135 ( 7) 
, 
8 398 443 (11) 
9 4.44 11.6 
-
10 2.74 3.78 (38) 
.11. 101 99.7 ( 1) 
12 .00373 .101 
-
13 8.70 9.43 ( 8) 
14 ~26 226 ( 0) 
15 992 1090 (10) 
16 11200 10700 ( 4) 
-
Table 9.3.4 COEFFS for fits to data for Car F, Run 11.3 1, and 
percentage difference. . 
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A B C D E 
TYRE TYPE CROSS LOW PRO- BIAS TEXTILE METAL 
PLY FD..E BELTED BRACED BRACED 
CROSS PLY RADIAL PLY RADIAL PLY 
NAT .. FREQ. ,rad/ft 4.2 5.5 4.0 3.2 2.5 
Hz AT 50 mile/h 48.8 63.9 46.5 37.1 29.0 
MMPING RATIO 1.7 2.0 1.9 1.6 1.6 
Table 9.3.5 Tyre data from Ref. 65 correspond1ng to Fig. 9.3.7 
a further series of tests were carried out on car F. The vehicle 
conditions were the samo except that metal braced radial ply tyres were 
fitted and inflated to 24 lb/in~ front, 28 Ib/in1 rear (the manufacturer's 
recommended pressures). Fig. 9.3.8 shows curves f1tted to the 'relative 
to handwheel' frequency responses derived from a test on these tyres at 
50 mile/h. The f1tted curves of Fig. 9.3.1, the corresponding curves 
for the cross ply tyres, are super1mposed for comparison. It is seen 
that the largest difference is probably in the steady state response, 
which can, of course, be more sensibly measured from a steady state test. 
The curves are slightly different in shape, however, with the yaw rate 
curve for the radial ply tyres having a flatter shape up to about 
0.8 HZ followed by a rather sharper peak and then a similar high 
frequency response. The roll angle curve for the radial tyres also shows 
an interest1ng difference in a steeper fall off at around 1.5 Hz and the 
characteristic -kink' occurring about 6 dB further below the steady state 
level than for the cross ply curve. 
Fig. 9.3.9 shows the corresponding -relative to roadwheel curves, 
with the flatter shape which would be expected from previous results, and 
Fig. 9.3.10 shows the phase angles corresponding to these fitted curves 
with the measured phase angle data superimposed. As predicted by the 
tyre information the measured phase angles are further from the curves 
than waS the case for the cross ply tyres, Fig. 9.3.6. For the yaw 
rate the error at 3 Hz is now about 40 degrees compared to the 20 degrees 
seen in Fig. 9.3.6. This is a most interesting and encourag1ng result, 
confirming both the sensitiv~ty of the method and the validity of the 
reaSons postulated for the occurrence of this phase angle discrepancy. 
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Curve fits to 'relative to road wheels' data. 
Car F, 50 mile/h., radial ply tyres. 
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Fig. 9.3.10. phaso angles corresponding to fits of Fig. 9.3.9, and measured 
phase angles. Car F, 50 milo/h., radial ply tyros. 
1,71 
As a final experiment tests Vlere carried out on this car, with the 
radial ply tyres, at 30 and 70 mile/h. Figs. 9.3.11, 12, 13, and 9.3.14, 
15, 16 show the amplitude relative to handwheel, amplitude relative to 
roadwheel, and phase angles rolative to roadwheel (equivalent to Figs. 
9.3.8, 9, 10 for the 50 milejh case) for the 30 and 70 mile/h cases 
respectively. As the tyres are distance sensitive their effective 
natural frequency (in the Phillips model) increases with speed, and so 
it would be expected that the phase angle discrepancy would reduce with 
increasing speed. In fact the 70 milejh results, Fig. 9.3.16 do show 
significantly less error than the 50 mile/h case, Fig. 9.3.10, but the 
30 mile/h results, F1g. 9.3.13, do not show a corresponding increase 
over the 50 milejh case. This may be influenced by the curve fit to the 
30 mile/h data, which, as previously found with the sinusoidal input 
data for Car A in Section 6, provided the least satisfactory result. 
It may be that at this low speed the tyres are beginning to cause some 
loss of amplitude, and in fact the fall off of the yaw rate curve (6/4 
Fig. 9.3.12) at the highest frequencios is rather greater than the 
6 dB per octave expected for the three degree of freedom model. The 
fitted curve has achieved this rate of fall off by having an 
unrealistically high value for Wt. 
Examination of the handwheel amplitude curves, Figs. 9.3.8, 11, 14, 
shows the usual effect of speed with the very pronounced pe~~ on the yaw 
rate curve (613) for the 70 cile/h case. This peak is much narrower 
than that for the Car A results shown in Section 6. 
The COEFFS corresponding to all the curve fits to the test results 
for the radial ply tyres are shown in Table 9.3.6. It can be seen from 
these and from the froquencies and damping ratios-shown on the Figs. 
that unrealistic results have been obtained for both tho 30 and 50 mile/h 
results. The problem is the same as has been seen previously, with very 
high values for "'~ and the effective swopping round of /,. and J«. From 
the 70 mile/h case, where realistic COEFFS and frequencies have been 
obtained, the OOEFFS change in the direction which would be expected 
theoretically as speed is reduced, but then settle in a subsidiary 
minimum with the yaw rate COEFFS (for example) all too large. As has 
already been indicated it is evidently difficult to be confident of 
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Fig. 9.3,11, Curve fits to data for Car F, 30 mile/h, radial ply tyres. 
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Fig. 9.3.13. phase angles corresponding to fits of ~·ig. 9.3.12 , and measurod 
phase angles. Car F, 30 milejh., radial ply tyres. 
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Fig. 9.3.15. Curve fits to 'relative to road wheels' data. 
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COEFF 30 milejh 30 milejh 50 milejh 50 mile/h 70 milejh 70 milejh 
• NO. REI.. TO REI.. TO REI.. TO REI.. TO REI.. TO REI.. TO 
HAND WHEEI. ROAD \'/HEEI. HANDWHEEI. ROAD WHEEL HAND WHEEL ROAD \'/HEEI. 
FIG.9.3.11 FIG.9.3.12 FIG.9.3.8 FIG.9.3.9 FIG.9.3.14 FIG.9.3.15 
- 1 26.4 24.0 ~4.3 24.1 17.0 16.7 
2 380 348 249 257 168 188 
3 2410 2140 1680 1544 1190 1090 
4 14200 11540 6410 5190 4470 3880 
5 1.30 ~6.1 1.93 43.6 2.01 56.7 
6 36.6 35.5 17.7 18.6 10.8 11.8 
7 223 214 125 129 97.9 106 
8 1730 1720 517 562 340 410 
9 5.66 112 5.60 130 4.89 145 
10 4.70 4.47 4.08 4.10 ~.14 2.11 
11 126 125 113 114 112 115 
12 .00655 .128 .00646 .151 .0U393 .128 
13 4.91 7.16 6.57 6.75 8.50 7.43 
14 208 222 217 216 243 243 
15 794 946 878 903 1070 962 
16 10300 10300 9360 9330 11900 12200 
Table 9.3.6 COEFFS for fits to data for car F on radial ply tyres. 
fitting curves to 30 milejh data and achieve a realistic set of frequencies 
and damping ratios. This is probably due to the flatter and less 
characteristic shape of the lower speed curves. However, this is the 
first set of data where it has not been reasonably easy to obtain good 
results for the 50 milejh case. Of two repeat 50 milejh tests carried 
out at the same time as that whose results are shown here (both of 
which gave good repeatability in terms of the shape of the amplitude 
tran~fer functions), one gave a very similar curve fit but the other 
gave a more realistic result. Unfortunately, both of these tests 
suffered an error in time synchronisation between data channels at the 
replay stage, resulting in wrong phase information, so that the results 
could not be reasonably used. It is probable that a further series of 
tests would have produced a satisfactory result. 
U9 
For all the curve fits shmvn in this Section the fitted curves 
give a good representation of the vehicle's steer frequency response, 
and it will be shovrn in the following Section that these curves can be 
used to calculate the response of the vehicle to any specified time 
input. However, there can clearly be cases, particularly at low speeds, 
when a good curve fit is obtained with an unrealistic set of COEFFS and 
frequencies and damping ratios. Experience with a wider range of vehicles 
is required before the extent of this difficulty can be assessed. Luckily, 
the unrealistic results can be readily recognised and so there does not 
seem to be much danger of being misled. 
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10. CALCULATION OF TIME RESPONSE FROM FREQUENCY RESPONSE. 
10.1 Introduction. 
Thus far, analytic expressions for vehicle response transfer 
functions have been obtained, Ca) by calculation from vehicle parameters 
and Cb) by the fitting of curves of defined form to frequency response 
data produced by either sinusoidal steer input or Fourier analysis of 
'random' steer input tests. The object of this Section 1S to complete 
the picture by using the analytic expression for the transfer function 
to calculate the time response of the vehicle to any defined time input. 
In addition to th1s general capability this should enable the validity 
of the transfer function produced by the curve fitting to be confirmed, 
by re-calculating the time responses from wh1ch the frequency response 
data was derived. 
10.2 Theory. 
The problem is to calculate the vehicle time response R(t) to a 
time 1nput I(t) using the transfer function HeW). (expressed as a funct10n 
of frequency, U). USing the SalIIe concept as discussed in Section 8, 
the solution to this can be represented as shO\m in F1g. 10.2.1 • 
let) FOURIER .I (0) MULTIPLY INVERSE 
TRANSFORM 1("') * Hev ) R("') FOURIER R(t) 
H("') TRANSFORM 
Fig. 10.2.1. 
. 
A computer programme - TIMERESP - was written to carry out this process, 
and a listing (without the standard procedures), and data input and output 
specifications are given in Appendix 8. In outline the operation of the 
programme is as follows: 
(1) Read in time input series, let), with N (=2~) points at time interval 
fit. 
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(2) Produce transformed series, I(~), (1n amplitude and phase form) with 
N,t2 points at frequency intervals Of = lIT. 
(3) Read in 16 COEFFS defining the vehicle response transfer iunction 
H(!» • 
(4) At each frequency n.nf (n = 0 - N,t2) calculate the amplitude and 
phase of H(u) and multiply by and add the corresponding amplitude 
and phase of I(U) to produce the series R(~). 
(5) Carry out the reverse transformation on R(~) to give the desired time 
response R(t). 
To allow comparison with the measurod time histories shown in 
Section 8 this time response R(t) and time input I(t) are then plotted 
in a similar format to those shown in Section 8. 
10.3 Car F Results. 
F1g. 10.3.1 1S a repeat of Fig. 8.3.2.1 showing the time histories 
for a test at 50 milejh on cross ply tyres. Fig. 10.3.2 - 6 show yaw 
rate, roll angle, and latac time responses to the actual input of 
. Fig. 10.3.1, calculated by TIMERESP using the vehicle transfer functions 
derived from the curve fits listed in Table 10.3.1. 
FIG. NO. SOURCE CURVE FIT REALISM 0 OTHER DETAILS 
CURVE FIT 
PARAI.IETER~ 
10.3.2 F1g.9.3.1, Table 9.3.2 Good Transform from same test. 
10.3.3 ,I,'ig. 9.3.3, Table 9.3.2 Poor Transform from same test. 
~l 3 curves fitted together. 
10.3.4 Fig.9.3.2, Table 9.3.2 Good Transform from different test. 
10.3.5 Fig.6.2.5, Table 6.2.2 Poor Transform from sine input data. 
~ 1 3 curves :Citted together. 
10.3.6 Fig.9.3.5, Table 9.3.4 Good Road wheel transform from 
same test. 
Table 10.3.1 
All the yaw rate and roll angle calculated time histories are 
virtually identical, and so nearly identical to the actual measured 
• 
S 1 7lS P.:S STPT- 1 NmH- 2 E- e OT- 0.000 0B017lS RLN1131 
~ 2~r-~----------~----~~--------­
HO 
3 (D 
!Ir------------------
:3 • 
8 12 18 24 
TlI'E S€C 
Fig. 10.3.1. Time histories for a test on Car F, 50 mile/h, cross p1r·t~~. 
(As Fig. 8,3.2.1) 
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Calculated time responses to 1nput of Fig. 10.3.1. 
(See Tablo 1U.3.1 for deta1Is). 
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Fig, 10,3,3, Calculated t1me responses to input of Fig, 10,3,1, 
(See Table 10,3,1 lor details) 
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Fig. 10.3.4. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.3.1. 
(See Table 10.3.1 for dotails) 
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Fig. 10.3.5. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.3.1. 
(bee Table 10.3.1 for details) 
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Fig, 10,3,6, Calculatod timo responses to input of Fig, 10,3,1, 
(See Table 10,3,1 for details) 
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curves that superimposition of the curves is not useful. (The calculated 
roll angles do not have the small amount of drift which arises on the 
'measured' curve from the integration process). Similar remarks apply 
to the latac curves for the low frequency parts, but in the 10 to 15 
second area where the input frequency is highest, all the latac calculated 
curves show a small reduction in amplitude compared to the measured 
curve. As the frequency in this region ranges from about 5 to 7Hz, 
1t is well outs1de the range being studied, and so this discrepancy is 
not serious. Presumably it arises from the latac fitted curve falling 
below the data at these frequencies. This is not unexpected as 
inspection of the curve fits typically shows the latac fitted curves to 
be already slightly below the data at 3Hz. It is also worth noting 
that Figs. 10.3.1 - 6 are plotted digitally at a rate of 20 points per 
second, so that there are only 3 points per cycle at 7Hz and the visual 
representation of the waveform is not good. 
Fig. 10,3.2 confirms that the concepts and techniques being used 
are valid, by illustrating the cyclic procedure of calculating a transfer 
function from time input and response data, smoothing this .ransfer 
function by curve fitting, and then re-Calculat£ng the time response 
from the original time input and the smoothed transfer function. 
Fig. 10,3,3 illustrates the same procedure carried out using a curve 
fit with a less realistic set of defining parameters but providing a 
perfectly satisfactory fit to the data, and shows that, as might well 
be expected, practical representation of the vehicle response requires 
only that the shape of the transfer function curves be correct and 
is not influenced by the parameters defining the equations of the curves. 
In fact the high frequency part of the latac response is rather better 
on Fig. 10.3.3 than on F1g. 10.3,2, due to the better curve fit at high 
frequency shown on Fig. 9.3,3 compared to Fig. 9.3.1. 
Fig. 10,3.4 demons.rates the more general use of tha procedure by 
carrying out the same process using a transfer function derived from 
a quite separate set of test results. (As this transfer function has 
already been shown to be very similar to the previous one 1t 1S not 
surpriSing that an equally good result is obtained). Fig. 10,3.5 
shows the use of the transfer function produced from the sinusoidal 
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input results, and Fig. 10.3.6 demonstrates the cyclic procedure of 
Fig. 10.3.2 this t1me using the "relative to road wheels' transfer 
function and the road wheel 1nput data. 
Fig. 10.3,7 shows the time histories of the 30 mi1ejh test on 
radial ply tyres from which the transfer fucnct10n of Fig. 9,3.11 was 
derived, The parameters defining this transfer iunction were particularly 
unrealistic although the curve ~it was good, and the responses 
calcuLated by TILillRESP, Fig. 10.3.8, demonstrate again that the latter 
is an adequate condition for providing a good representation of the 
vehicle response characteristics. 
In order to carry out a more stringent test on this technique, 
a series of step response tests were carr1ed out on Car F at 50 milejh 
on the cross pLy tyres, and a typical set of measured time histories is 
shown in F1g. 10.3.9. Fig. 10.3,10 shows the time responses to the 
input of Fig. 10.3.9 calculated using the same transfer functio~ as 
used for F1g, 10,3,2 (see Table 1U,3.1). In this case the calculated 
and measured responses are not quite identical and the difference can 
be seen from the dashed curves superimposed on Fig. 10.3.10. The drift 
has been removed from the 'measured' roll angle curve. Some of the 
difference is understandably due to the effect of noise and spurious 
input on the measured curves, but there is also a tendency for the 
calculated responses to show a sligntly higher yaw rate overshoot. 
Fig. 10.3.11 shows a similar set OZ calculated responses using the 
transfer function from the sinusoidal input tests, which was also used 
for Fig. 10.3.5. These-curves are very similar to those of Fig, 10,3.10 
~though there is a tendency for the yaw rate overshoot to be nearer to 
the measured level. It is interesting that the two transfer functions 
do give slightly different results desp1te the fact that, for the yaw 
rate in particular, the frequency response curve shapes are very similar 
over the frequency range examined. Unexam1ned differences in the curves 
at higher frequencies may be responsible for this. In general .erms the 
discrepancies between these two sets of results and the measured results 
are not very large and, without carrying out a full examination, these 
results are considered to be satisfactory. 
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Fig. 10.3.7. Time histories for a tost on Car F, 30 mile/h, radial ply tyros. 
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Fig. 10.3.8. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.3.7. 
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Fig. 10.3.9. T1me histories for measured stop response tests on 
Car F, 50 milo/h, cross-ply tyres. 
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Fig. 10.3.10. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.3.9. 
Measured curves superl.l'1posed (dashed). 
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Fig. 10.3.11. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.3.9. 
:.roasured curves superimposed (dashed). 
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10.4 Car E Results. 
Fig. 10.4.1 is a repeat of Fig. 8.3.1.1 and shows the time histories 
for a test on Car E at 50 mile/h. As already discussed considerable 
noise is evident on these traces (particularly the roll rate) and the 
transfer function, Fig. 9.2.1, also showed a large amount of scatter. 
Desp1te this the yaw rate and latac responses calculated from the curves 
fitted to the data on Fig. 9.2.1 are in excellent agreement with the 
measured curves. Fig. 10.4.2 shows the results with the parts of the 
measured curves which differ from the calculated levels shown dashed 
where the difference 1S large enough to show. As expected the roll 
angle curves shmv significant d11ferences (although part of th1s is 
probably due to drift in the 1ntegration), due to the poor quality of the 
measured data. 
10.5 Calculated Step Inp~t Responses. 
TIMERESP is also capable of calculating vehicle response to a 
simulated input, and Fig. 10.5.1 shows the response of Car F at 50 
mile/h, on the cross ply tyres, to the inputs shown, which have three 
different rise (or fall) times. Very l1ttle difference would be seen 
if the 250 degree/sec curve were superimposed on the 500 degree/sec 
curve, but the 120 degree/sec result 1S significantly different. For 
this car at least, a steer input rate of 400 degree/sec, which Vias 
quoted in the USA Experimental Safety Veh1cle standard as the minimum 
rate for an effective ·step' input, would seem to be quite adequate. 
The kink' in the latac curve oorresponding to the pe rut 1n the yaw rate 
response is interesting. 
The yaw rate and roll angle responses of cars A, E, and F to the 
same 500 degree/sec steer input are shown on Fig. 10.5.2. A major 
difference lies in the steady state responses, but the transient yaw 
rate curves are also sign1f1cantly different. Peruc to steady state 
ratios for the three oars are shown below along with the Flg. number 
where the transfer function is plotted. 
Car A 
CarE 
Car F 
1.19 
1.24 
1.46 
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Fig. 6.1.2 
Fig. 9.2.1 
Fig. 9.3.1 
As expected the cars with the flatter yaw rate responso functions 
show the smaller amounts of overshoot, but the significant factor is 
that the different frequency response curves do mean real differences 
in vohicle behaviour. 
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Fig. 10.4.1. Time histories for a test on Car E, 50 mile/h. 
(As Fig. 8.3.1.1) 
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Fig. 10.4.2. Calculated time responses to input of Fig. 10.4.1. 
Measured curvos superimposed (dashed). 
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Fig. 10.5.1. Calculated step input responses, car F, 50 mile/h, cross-ply tyres. 
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Fig. ~0.5.2. Calculated step 1nput rosponses, Car A, E, and F, 50 milejh. 
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11. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 
It was clear from a relatively early stage in this work that 
experimentally produced steer frequency response curves were of the same 
form as those calculated theoretically using a linear, threo degree of 
freedom model. There therefore seemed a good possibility of describing 
the response behaviour of a real vehicle, in terms of the comparatively 
simple and analytic parameters of an equivalent three degree of freedom 
model. Albeit using a cumbersome manual curve fitting process, this was 
shO\m to be possible in Section 4, where character1stic corner frequencies 
and damping ratios «J 's and J 's) were established for two vehicles, 
using data produced from sinusoidal steer input experiments. 
With this background a much more sophisticated, digital curve fitting 
procedure was developed, and proved capable of giving good fits of three 
degree of freedom curves, to a range of ~xperimentally measured vehicle 
steer frequency responses. That these curveS did indeed represent the 
vehicle response characteristics was demonstrated by using the model 
represonted by the curves to calculate the vehicle response (in the time 
domain) to a defined steor input, and showing that this response was the 
same as that measured experimentally. Although this fitting procedure 
almost always gave curves which fitted the data well, and was extremely 
consistent in the result obtained for a given set of data fitted in a 
specified way, the curve fitting problom did sometimes show signs of 
being rather ill conditioned. The typical manifestation of this was 
that two sets of curves could be obtained (by, for example, fitting curves 
to two sets of data obtained from repeat experiments on the same car in 
the same conditions), which looked very s::'milar, but which had quite 
" 
large differences in their describing parameters. Fortunately one of 
these parameters was often not very acceptable physically and so could 
be rejected, but that this can occur clearly means that care is required 
in using a given set of parameters to define a vehiCle's response. 
The parameters directly used as variables in the curve fitting 
procedure, are the set of up to 16 coefficients (COEFFS) which are the 
coefficients of the numerator and denominator polynomials defining the 
vehicle response transfer functions. The"'s and J os, which are more 
easily interpreted in physiCal terms, are obtained from the COEFFS by 
- --------------
zoz 
extracting the roots of the polynomials involved. It would be possible 
to re-write the fitting procedure so that the u's and J~s were the 
direct var1ables used in the fitting; and examination of some of the 
results obtained with the current method indicates that this might make 
the problem less ill conditioned. An advantage would be that it would be 
easier to define bounds for the I..> 's and J ·s. An investigation along 
these lines would be an interesting extension to this work and might 
result in a better curve fitting procedure. Experience with results from 
more cars would be useful in establishing to what extent a serious problem 
exists. 
The conclusion tl~t a vehicle's steer frequency response can be 
represented by a three degree of freedom model is only strictly valid for 
the amplitude part of the response (and also only for the low frequency 
range being considered, although this is probably rather academic), and 
it has been seen that higher phase lags aro obtained than would be predicted 
by the model. This is attributable to steering system and tyre dynamiCS. 
When the steering system is eliminated by looking at frequency response 
relative to the road wheels, the remaining extra phase lag was Seen to be 
appropriate to that predicted by examination of tyre frequency responses. 
It was most interesting to find that the expected greater phase lag with 
radial ply tyres rather than cross ply tyres was readily measured. 
A major part of the work of this Thesis was the development of the 
test and analysis techniques for the calculation of frequency responses 
from a short transient test. With good test conditions it waS shown 
that good measures of frequency responses could be obtained, which agreed 
well with data obtained by the more cumbersome but probably more accurate 
sine inp~t type of test. Important factors influencing the quality of 
the results were the frequency content of the input and the level of 
noise in the form of spurious inputs to the vehicle from, for example, 
road surface roughaess. The calculation of the frequency response data 
was done by the simplest possible method of Fburier analysis (using an 
FFT algorithm) of input and response fOllowed by division of ono by the 
other. A frequently used method of calculating frequency responses in 
the case of a random input, and particularly in the presence of noise, is 
to use the cross-correlation be~veen input and output. Because of the 
satisfactory results obtained here by the straightforward approach this 
method \'Ias not investigated. Discussion with other Vlorkers who have tried 
) 
to use this approach for vehicle stoer frequency response calculations, 
hmvever, indicates that results of the quality shown here are not 
obtained, and it seems probable that care in the test procedure itself 
is more likely to be fruitful than more sophisticated analysis techniques. 
This may be because of small non-linearities in the vehicle behaviour. 
The special purpose instrumentation system developed during this 
work proved to be an invaluable asset in obtaining measurements of a 
consistently good quality. The combination of appropriate instrumentation 
and care in establishing and carrying out the test procedures is essential 
in producing good results from vehicle dynamics experiments. This may 
seem to be a self obvious statement, but the difficulties involved in on-
board measurement, the number of factors which have to be contrOlled, and 
the rather emotive nature of carrY1ng out vehicle "handling' ~ests, results 
in a situation where the scope for errors is very large. 
Because the available w1nd gust generator proved to be not very 
sU1table for the frequency response approach used in this work, 1t was 
not possible to establ1sh whether vehicle gust response behav10ur could 
be descrioed by an equivalen •• hree degree of freedom model. However, 
~he measurement tecbn1ques used could well De appropriate for other kinds 
of analysis, and the computer programmes for Four1er analys1s and curve 
fitting of gust response data are available should·a more suitable wind 
gust source be found. 
A fundamental limitation of the vrork of this theSis, in terms of 
the complete driver-vehicle-environment Situation, 1S that only the open 
loop, steering fixed, vehicle response characteristics have been studied. 
It is kn~Wn, for example, that a vehicle can exhibit a lightly damped 
oscillatory behaviour in the steering free situation, 1nvolving the 
steering system dynamics and usually heavily influenced by the inertia 
of the steering wheel itself. This situation would not be detected by a 
steering fixed test, but would probably cause a driver to dislike the 
vehicle. Fortunately this type of problem is not difficult to identify 
by other means and is not particularly common in practice. This current 
work has shown that, for the vehicles tested, the steering system dynamics 
in the steering fixed case, doos not greatly influence the vehicle 
behaviour (or rather does not make the behaviour significantly different 
from that of a three degree of freedom model). 
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With an understanding of the limitations involved, the type of results 
produced here are highly appropriate for use in human factors work, where 
the ability of people to control systems described by their different 
frequencies and damping ratios is studiod, A knowledge of the frequencies 
and dampJ.ngs involved allows parallels to be drawn with work in the air-
craft industry where, for example, pilot opinion contours have been drawn 
on a plot of natural frequency versus damping of one of the aircraft 
pitching modes, From the point of view of the vehicle development engineer, 
the ability to objectively quantify vehiclo response and thus eliminate 
part of the subjective nature of his task, must, as it has done in other 
areas, enable development time to be reduced, and the combination of this 
experience and studies at the above type should eventually lead to the 
establishment of more exact guidelines for 'good' vehicle behaviour, 
" 
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APPENDIX 1. EXPANSION OF TRANSFER FUNCTION DETERMINANTS. 
These determinants and their notation are defined in Section 2. 
They are expanded as follows: 
A 1.1. Denominator Determinant D. 
ms - Y", 
-YqS - Y" 
.• - Y'1 D= -L,.,. AS" - Lis - Lcp -Lt" 
-N.,. 
-Ncis - NqI Cs - Nr 
= (ms - Y~)[(As1 - Lqs - L~)(Cs - Nr ) - L(N~S + N~)] 
+(Y.j s + Yq>)[-L,,{CS - Nr ) - LrN,..l 
+(mU - Yr)[L~{N~s + N4) + N~{As~ - LqS - Iq)] 
= (ms - Y.,){ACs'l - ANrS ..... - LqCS .... + L.jNrs - L<tCs + LqNr - LrNois - LrN~) 
+(Yqs + Y<f){-L~S + L."Nr - LrN.,) 
+{mU - Yr){L."Nqs + L.N~ + N~L - N~s - N~~ 
= mACs"" 
1 
-{mANr + mCL~ + ACY.)s 
'-+{mL~Nr - mCLct - mLrNq + ANrY.,. + CLqY". - CY~L ... + mUAN ..... - AY .. N.)S 
+(mL.tNr - mL,.N'I' - YvLq,Nr + CY.-Lct + Y"LrN~ + yqL.rNr - YqLrN.r 
-CYq>L..r + mUL.,.N,r - mUN,..L.t - Y .. L..,.N.j> + YrN..-L'I')S 
+(Y..rLrN<f - Y.,.LttNr + Y<tL,.,N,- - Yc(LrN,.,. mUL.,.N<f - mUN.,.Lce - Y,-L..,.Nq + YrN~q) 
= mACs tr 
1 
-[mAN,- + mCL'r +ACY..,.]s 
. ~ +[m{~Nr - L,-Nq,) + A{N.-Y .. - YrN,,} + C{Lqy.,.. - YqL.,.) + mUAN,.,. - mCL~]s 
+[m{+LfNr - L,.N,,) + y..,..cL,.Nq - L~Nr) + C(Y."Lqo - Y<rL.,.) 
+Y~{~Nr - LrN,,} + mU(LvN~ - N."L~) + Yr{~q - L~q)]S 
+[Y..,.{L,.Nq - L(Nr ) + Y'I'{L."Nr - LrN.,) + mU{L."Nq - N.,Lq) + Y r{N,.,Lct - Nq.L.J] 
r 
q. 1 "-
or D = D[l]s + D[2]s + D[3]s + D[4]s + D[5] 
••• 
this defining D[1] etc • 
A 1.2. Yaw Rate Numerator Determinant DR. 
ms - Y.r -Yqs - Yet 
DR= -L~ As~ - LqS - L~ 
-N.". -N.js - Net 
~ 
= (ms - Y..r) (AN,s - L~N.rs - L~NJ" + L~Nfs + L,r-N<f> 
+(Yci s + Y'I')(-L",llf + N..,Iv> + Y.(L..,N~S + L~'f + AN,.,B'" - N..J.qs - N",L<f> 
'1 
= mANfS 
l.. +[m(L.N~ - L~N,> + A(y)l\.r - Y."N,>]s 
+[m(L.N~ - L~Ns> + Y..r<L~NJ"- L,r-N~> + Yq(LoN~- L..,N.r> + Y.(L..,Nq - LqNN>]s 
+[Y..rCLq'NJ" - LoN'l'> + Y<f(LoN" - L..,N.> + YO<L,.N" - L<t N,.,.)] 
'1 "-
or DR = DR[O]s + DR[l]s + DR[2]s + DR[3] 
A 1.3. Roll Angle Numerator Determinant DP. 
DP= 
ms - Y,.,.. 
-L .. 
-N.". 
mU - Yr 
-L r 
Cs - Nr 
... this defining DR[O] etc • 
= (ms - Y .. )(CLrs - L"Nr + LrN.> - Y.(-CL,.,s + L."llr: - L,N..r> 
+(mU - Yr)( -r.,N. + L"N"r-> 
"-
= mCL.s 
+[m(LrN. - LoNr> + C(Y.L",- Y..,.L;;)]s 
+[Y..rCL~r - LrN.> + Ys(LrN,.,..- L,,-Nr> + (mU - Yr)(L.N..- - L."N.>] 
').. 
or DP = DP[O]s + DP[l]s + DP[2] ... 
A 1.4. Latac Numerator Determinant DL. 
C' 
w= 
DL = s.W + U. DR 
-Y';s - Y'I' 
AS'!... - L~S - Lq> 
-N.js - Nq> 
this defining DP[O] etc • 
mU - Yj 
-Lr 
Cs - N 
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• 
= Y.(ACS1 - CL,fs .... - CL'l's - ANrs1- + L.j.NrS + L4'Nr - LrN.jos - LrN<f) 
-Lo(-CYq.S'l.. - CYofs + Y~Nrs + Y<tNr + mUNqs - Yr~B + mUN'I' - YrNq» 
'1 
= ACY-qs 
+[C(YqLf - YcrL~) + A(YrN" - Y~r) - mUAN.]s ..... 
+[C(Y<!L~Y .. Lq') + Y.,<Lq.Nr - LrNq,) + Y'r(LrN.r - L .... Nr ) 
+mU(L;iNcf- L.rNoi) + Y r<L.N~-L';'NS-)]S 
+[Y.(LoeNr - Iy.N~ + Y<f(LrN~ - LuNr) + mU(L<tN" - LqNot) + Yr<L,N'f - ~N,)] 
or DV = DV[O]sl + DV[l]S2.. + DV[2]s + DV[3] ••• this defining DV[O] etc. 
whence DL = s.DV + U.DR 
= DV[O]s Lt 
1 
+(DV[l] + U.DR[O])s 
't... 
+(DV[2] + U.DR[l])s 
+(DV[3] + U.DR[2])s 
+U.DR[3] 
't 'l .... 
or DL = DL[l]s + DL[2]s + DL[3]s + DL[4]s + DL[5] ... this defining 
DL[l] etc. 
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APPENDIX 2. INFLUENCE OF· VEHICLE PARAMETERS ON TWO DEGREE OF FREEOOll 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS. 
The three degree of freedom equations given in Section 2, equations 
2.4 - 2.6 are: 
mv + mUr = Y", v + Y~~ + Y,,<t + Yrr + Y.rJ 
Aq, = 4rv + Li'<P + L<f<\l + Lrr + L,J 
_ Cr = N .... v + N~~ + N'f£\> + Nrr + N,J 
(1) 
(.:) 
(3) 
A considerable simplification of these equations is obtained if the roll 
degree of freedom is neglected, and the analysis which follows considers 
the resulting two degree of freedom (v and r) equations. These are: 
mv + mUr = Y".-v + Y"r + yrJ 
. -
er = N .... v + N"r + N.S" 
(4) 
(5) 
The derivatives Yrl, N .. Y", Nr , are functions of speed, and as it is 
wished to use speed as a variable parameter it is convenient to make the 
substitutions: 
Y.r = y:rfU, N.r= If./U, Ye= 
, 
Yr/U, N r = N';/U 
• 
mU"; 
.. , , 
UYfj" (6) This gives: + mU r = Y.rv + Yrr + 
ucr = ~v + N;r + UNiJ (7) 
Making the Laplace transformation and re-arranging, these equations 
become: ., 
[mUs - Y;]v(s) 
-N~(S) 
'l.' r. + LmU - YrJr{s) = UY;d(S) 
+ L UCs - N~Jr(s) = UNi~s) 
where s is the Laplace transform variable. 
Solving these equations for res) and v(s) gives: 
res) = (D,/D)f(s) 
v(s) = (D~D)J(s) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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where: DI = (mUs Y~) UYJ' 
.. 
-N", UN;-
D,. = UY. '1- , (mU - Y,.) 
UN~ (UCs - £) 
and D = (mUs - Y;') 'l.. ') (mU - Y,. 
-~ (UCs - N,.) 
By definition D,/D and D~D are the yaw rate and lateral velocity transfer 
iunctions, By evaluating the determinants and re-arranging, the yaw rate 
transfer function can be written: 
where: 
res) = K[(l/.h)s + 1] 
~(s) Kll(l/u~)s~ + (2Jr/~r)s + IJ 
K = U(y,N~ - Y;;'N.) 
XI = mU~~ + y~N",. - Y~N' ..... 
"".. = K/(mU1.N,r> 
0),. ... = K 1/(mu"'C) 
:l-J,.; .... /"= -U(CY;" + mN,)/K1 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
v(s)/f(s) can be similarly expressed, but the quantity of interest is the 
vehicle lateral acceleration, a. This is the lateral acceleration with 
respect to a fixed axis system and is given by: 
• a=v+Ur 
In Laplace form this is: 
a(s) = sv(s) + Ur(s) 
which can be solved and written in the form: 
a(s) = K .... L (l/w,!: )st. + (2}W...;..)s + 1] (17) 
Hs) L(l/";-)s'-+ (2j,.;,"""s + 1] 
Consider the yaw rate transfer function of equation (11), Thin is made 
up of a first order lead term characterised by a corner frequency W~, 
and a second order lag term characterised by a corne~ frequency wr 
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and damping ratio It" • 'Ibe denominator of equation (17) is the same as 
that of (11), and 0-1(" and]r can be considered to be the characteristic 
natural frequency and damping of the vehicle in yaw. It is interesting 
to examine the dependence of these quantities on vehicle parameters. 
For this two degree of freedom model the stability derivatives can 
be expressed in terms of the effective cornering stiffnesses of the front 
and rear tyres, YF and YR. 
Thus: Y.7r= YF +YR ; 
, 
N,.".= YF.xF + YR.xR 
Ys- = -YF ; N,,= -YF.xF (18) 
,.. N~= 1- 1..-Yr = YF.xF + YR.xR ; YF.xF + YR.xR 
where: xF, -xR are the distances ~rom the centre of gravity to the front 
and rear wheels. 
L=xF-xR is the wheelbase. 
Substituting these values into equations (12) an~ (16) yields, after some 
manipulation: 
,J~ = -YR.L (19) 
mU.xF 
'l-
+ YF.YR.L')..]~ 
'-'r = LmU (YF.xF + YR.XR) (20) 
U(mC)",.. 
Lr = _[m(YF.xF1- + YR.xR~ + C(YF + YR)] 
2[mU'-(YF.xF + YR.xR) + YF. YR.L" JV .. (mC)>-.... 
(21) 
oJ~ is seen to be simply related to vehicle parameters, and in particular 
to be inversely proportional to fOI"lvard speed. "'" and ir are related in 
a rather more complicated manner, but it is possible to cons1der the 
effects of very high or very low speed. 
At very low speed (20) and (21) reduce to: 
. ""'r = bJYF, YR1Y"" 
ul mC 
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= -m(YF,xF~ + YR,xR'-) + C(YF + YR) 
2(YF. YR,L"".mC)Y'-
and at very high speed they become: 
= -m(YF.XF'- + YR,xR~ + C(YF + YR) 
2Un[C(YF.XF + YR.xR) JY,>-, 
(22) 
(23) 
WC is thus 1ndependent of speed at high speeds, and reduces with speed 
at low speeds, whereas J~ reduces with speed at high speeds and is 
independent at low speeds. 
,,' 
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APpENDIX 3. FREQRESP - COMPlrrER PROGRAM LISTING 
FREQRESP STEER AND GUST RESPONSE 38 32: 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT' READS BASIC VEHICLE DATA,CALCULATES STABILITY 
DERIVATIVES, STATIC MARGIN, DSTEER/DSLIP, DSTEER/DLATAC, TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS (GAIN AND PHASE V. FREQUENCY) ,AND CHARACTERISTIC 
CORNER FREQUENCIES AND DAMPINGS; 
"INTEGER" " ARMY' NAME[ 1: 100] ; 
"INTEGER" I,J,K,N,Nl,Z,STPRIN,STPLOT,GPRIN,GPLOT,RUN,Y,N2, 
ZERO, YB; 
"REAL" "ARRAY' D[l: 5] ,AOO[ 0:3] ,ADP[ 0:2] ,DR[0:3] ,DP[ 0:2], 
DL[1:5],ADL[1:5], ACO,COEFFS[1:16); 
"REAL" M,A,C,XF ,XR, U,KSF ,KCF ,KSR,KCR, DYDFDP, DYOODP, DDFDP, 
DOODP,DPDFDP,DPDRDP,DDFDY,DDRDY,DPDFDY,DPOODY,RO,AR,T,H, 
DCSDT,DCRDT,DCYDT,KP,KPD,~DSF,KDCF,KDSR,KDCR,YFP,YRP,yv, 
LV, NV,YPD,LPD,NPD,YF,LP, NP,YR,LR, NR,YD,LD, ND,CON,YAT,LAT, 
NAT,SM,DSDS,DSDL,AY,AL,AN,B,PXl,PX2,PY1,PY2,APXl,APX2,APY1, 
APY2 ,FR, 11 ,P,Q,R, S,SCALE,G, START; 
"COMMENT' INSERT PROCEDURES CUBIC,QUARTIC; (NOT LISTED HERE) 
"PROCEDUR~' AMP(P,Q,R,S,A); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,S,A; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" E,F; 
"ENI1' ; 
E:=(P*R+Q*S)/(R*R+S*S); 
F:=(Q*R-P*S)/(R*R+S~S); 
A:=SQRT(E*E+F*F); 
"PROCEDURE" PHASE(P,Q,R,S,PH); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,S,PH; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" E,F; 
CHECKS(" PHASE'); 
~ E:=CHECKR«P*R+Q*S)/(R*R+S*S»; 
F:=CHECKR«Q'R-P*S)/(R*R+S*S»; 
PH:=CHECKR(ARCTAN(F/E»; 
"IF" CHECKB (PH> 0) "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF' CHECKB(F<O) "THEN" PH:=PH*S7.3-180 "ELs:E:' 
PH:=PIfl<S7.3 ; 
/ 
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"ENI1' "ELsE" 
"BEGIN" "IF" CHECKB(F>O) "THEN" PH:=180+PH*57.3 
"ELSE"PH:=PH*57.3 ; 
"END" i 
"ENI1' ; 
"PROCEDURE" DRAFRAX( SCALE) ; 
"REAL" SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" A,X; 
"INTEGER" N,B; 
PUNCH(5); WAY(0,4); 
SETORIGIN(800,O); MOVEPEN(-500,-224); 
DRAWLINE( -500, -254) ; DRAWLINE( -4 70, -254) ; 
MOVEPEN( 0, 0) ; 
A:=O.lj 
"FOR" N:=l "STEP" 1 "llNTlL" 9 "DCI' 
"BEGIN" X:=SCALE*LN(N); DRAWLINE(X,O); 
DRAWLINE(X,16); MOVEPEN«X-45),-44); 
"PRINT" FREEPOINT(l) ,A; 
MOVEPEN(X,O); A:=A+O.l; 
"ENl1' ; 
B:=lj 
"FOR" N:=10 "STEP" 10 "tnlTIL" 50 "DO" 
"BEGIN" X:=SCALE*LN(N); 
I!tAWLlNE(X,O) ; 
MOVEPEN«X-30) ,-44); 
"PRINT" DIGITS (1) ,B; 
B:=B+l; 
IDVEPEN(X,O); 
"ENI1' ; 
MOVEPEN(1560,-254); 
DRAWLlNE(1590,-224); 
"PRINT" rFREQUENCY lIZ'; 
MOVEPEN(O,O>; 
"ENI1' ; 
, I 
DRAWLINE(X, 16); 
DRA~LINE(1590,-254); 
MOVEPEN(630,-94); 
-" 
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"PROCEDURE" PLOTPIlAS(DUM, Nl,START ,NZ, SCALE,P); 
"REAL" START,SCALE,P; 
"INTEGER" Nl, NZ ; 
"REAL" " ARRAY" DUM; 
tlBEGIN" uREAL" A; 
"INTEGER" N; 
PUNCH(S); WAY(O,4); 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(START),(P*~NZ]+1016»; 
A:= START+FR* 10 ; 
"FOR" N:=N2+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "Do" 
"BEGIft' DRA1YLINE(SCALE*LN(A), (P*DUM[N] +1016» ; 
A:=A+FR-10; 
"mIt' ; 
"ENI1' ; 
"PROCEDURE" PLOTGAIN(DUM,Nl,START ,N2 ,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"REAL" START,SCALE,G; 
"INTEGER" Nl, N2 ,ZERO; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" DUM; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" A; 
ttENU'l; 
"INTEGER" N; 
PUNCH(S); WAY(O,4); 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(START),(G*LN(DUM[NZ]/DUM[OJ)+ZERO»; 
A:= START+FR* 10; 
"FOR" N:=N2+1 "STEP" 1" UNTIL" N1 "Do" 
"BEGIN" DRAWLINE(SCALE*LN(A),(G*LN(DUM[N]/DUM[O])+ZERO»; 
A:=+FR*10; 
"ENI1' ; 
"PROCEDURE" FIXPIlASE(DUM,N1); 
"INTEGER" N1; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" DUM; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" Z; 
"FOR" Z:=l" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "Do" 
"BEGIN" "IF' CHECKB(DUM[Z]>O) "THEN" 
. / 
"BEGIN" "IF' CHECKB(DUM[ (l-1)]<-90) 
"THEN" DUM[Z] :=DUM[Z]-360; 
"END" ; 
"IF' CHECKB(D1lM[Z]<O) "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF' CHECKB(DUM[ (Z-l) ]>90) 
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"THEN" DUM[Z]:=DUM[Z]-t360: 
"ENJ1' : 
"ENJ1' ; 
"ENI1' ; 
MORE: 1:=1; INSTRING(NAME,I); 1:=1; 
v 
"REAJ1' M,A,C,XF,XR,U,KSF,KCF,KSR,KCR,DYDFDP,DYDRDP,DDFDP, 
DDRDP,DPDFDP,DPDRDP,DDFDY,DDRDY,DPDFDY,DPDRDY,RO,AR,T,H, 
DCSDT,DCRDT,DCYDT,KP,KPD,FR,N,STPRIN,STPLOT,GPRIN,GPLOT,RUN; 
N1:=N-1 i 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" ADV[O:3] ,X, Y ,LY ,LX,ALX,ALY[1:4] ,RX, 
RY,ARX,ARY[1:3]; 
KDSF:=KSF/(1+KSF*DDFDY-KCF*DPDFDY); 
KDCF:=KCF/(1+XSF*DDFDY-KCF*DPDFDY); 
KDSR:=KSR/(l+KSR*DDRDY-KCR*DPDRDY); 
KDCR:=KCR*KDSR/KSR: 
YFP:=-KDSF*DDFDP+KDCF*DPDFDP: 
YRP:=-KDSR*DDRDP+KDCR*DPDRDP: 
YV:=CHECKR«KDSF+KDSR)/U); 
LV:=CHECKR«DYDFDP*KDSF+DYDRDP*KDSR)/U); 
NV:=CHECKR«XF*KDSF+XR*KDSR)/U); 
YPD:=CHECKR«KDSF*DYDFDP+KDSR*DYDRDP)/U); 
LPD:=CHECKR( (DYDFDP*DYDFDP*KDSF +DYDRDP* DYDRDP*KDSR) 
/U+KPD): 
NPD:=CHECKR«XF*KDSF*DYDFDP+XR*KDSR*DYDRDP)/U); 
YP:=CHECKR(YFP+YRP); 
LP:=CHECKR(DYDF~YFP+DYDRDP*YRP+KP): 
NP:=CHECKR(XF*YFP+xa*YRP); 
YR:=CHECKR«KDSF*XF+KDSR*xa)/U); 
LR:=CHECKR«DYDFDP*KDSF*XF+DYDRDP*KDSR*xa)/U); 
NR:=CHECKR«XF*XF*KDSF+xa*xa*KDSR)/U); 
YD:=CHECKR(-KDSF); 
LD:=CHECKR(-DYDFDP*KDSF); 
ND:=CHECKR(-XF*KDSF); 
CON:=O.5*RO*U*U*AR; 
YAT:=CHECKR(CON*DCSDT); 
LAT:=CHECKR(CON*(T*DCRDT-H*DCSDT»; 
NAT:=CHECKR(CO~«XF-XR)*DCYDT+(XF+XR)*O.5*DCSDT»; 
SM:=-100*(LV*NP-NV*LP)/(YV*LP-LV YP)/(XF-XR); 
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DSDS:=-U*(LV*NP-NV*LP)/(LP*ND-NP*LD); 
DSDL:=(LV-NP-NV*LP)/(YD'(LV*NP-NV*LP) 
+LD* (NV*YP-YV* NP)+ND* (YV*LP-LV*YP) )*M; 
D[l] :=CHECKR(LI*A*C); 
D[2]:=CHECKR(-(M*A*NR+M*C*LPDtA*C*YV»; 
D[3]:=CHECKR(M*(LPD'NR-LR*NPD)+A*(NR*YV-YR*NV) 
+C*(LPD*YV-YPD*LV)+M*U*A*NV-M*C*LP); . 
D[4]:=CHECKR(M*(LD> NR-LR*NP) +YV* (LR*NPD-LPD*NR) +C* (YV*LP-YP*LV) 
+YPD*(LV*NR-LR*NV)+M*U*(LV*NPD-NV*LPD)+YR*(NV*LPD-LV*NPD»; 
D[5]:=CHECKR(YV*(LR*NP-LP*NR)+YP*(LV*NR-LR*NV) 
+M*U*(LV*NP-NV*LP)+YR*(NV*LP-NP*LV»; 
AY:=YD; AL:=LD; AN:=ND: J:=O: 
AGAIN: ADR[ 0] :=CHECKR(M*A*AN) ; 
ADR[l]:=CHECKR(M*(AL*NPD-LPD*AN)+A*(AY NV-YV*AN»; 
ADR[2]:=CHECKR(M*(AL*NP-LP AN)+YV*(LPD*AN-AL*NPD) 
+YPD*(AL*NV-LV*AN)+AY*(LV*~~D-LPD*NV»; 
ADR[3]:=CHECKR(YV*(LP*AN-AL*NP)+YP*(AL~NV-LV*AN) 
+AY*(LV*NP-LP*NV»; 
ADP[ 0] :=CHECKR(M*C*AL); 
ADP[l]:=CHECKR(M*(LR*AN-AL*NR)+C*(AY*LV-YV*AL»; 
ADP[2]:=CHECKR(YV*(AL*NR-LR*AN)+AY*(LR*NV-LV*NR) 
+(M*U-YR)*(AL*NV-LV*AN»; 
ADV[O]:=CHECKR(A*C*AY); 
ADV!l]:=CHECKR(C*(YPD*AL-AY*LPD)+A*(YR*AN-AY*NR) 
-M*U*A*AN) ; 
ADV[2]:=CHECKR(C*(YP*AL-AY*LP)+AY*(LPD*NR-LR*NPD) 
+YPD*(LR*AN-AL*NR)+M*U*(LPD*AN-AL*NPD)+YR*(AL*NPD-LPD*AN»; 
ADV!3]:=CHECKR(AY*(LP*NR-LR*NP)+YP*(LR*AN-AL*NR)+M*U* 
(LP*AN-AL*NP)+YR*(AL*NP-LP*AN»; 
ADL[l]:=CHECKR(ADV[O]); 
ADL[2]:=CHECKR(ADV[1]+U*ADR[O]): 
ADL[3]:=CHECKR(ADV[2]+U*ADR[1]): 
ADL[4]:=CHECKR(ADV[3]+U*ADR[2]): 
ADL[5]:=CHECKR(U*ADR[3]); 
"IF' J<O.l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" K:=l "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 5 "Dd' DL[K] :=AIlL[K]; 
"FOR" K:=O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "Dd' 
IR[K] :=ADR[K] ; 
DP[O]:=ADP[O]; DP[l]:=ADP[l]; DP[2]:=ADP[2]; 
"ENIf' ; 
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J:=J+2; 
"I~' J<3 .. THEN" 
"BEGIN' AY:=YAT; AL:=LAT; AN:=NAT; 
"GOTO" AGAIN; 
It END I ; 
QUARTIC(D,X, Y); 
QUARTIC(DL,LX,LY); 
QUARTIC(ADL,ALX,ALY) ; 
CUBIC(DR,RX,RY); 
CUBIC(AOR,ARX,ARY); 
B:=DP[1]*DP[ 1]-4*DP[ 0]*DP[2]; 
"IF' B<O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PX1 :=1'112 :=-DP[ 1] /(2 *D1'[ 0] ) ; 
PY1:=SQRT(-B)/(2*DP[0]); 
fY2:=-SQRT(-B)/(2*DP[O]); 
"ENI1' "ELSE" 
"BEGIN' PY1:=PY2:=O; 
PX1:=(-DPL1]+SQRT(B»/(2*DP[O]); 
PX2:=(-DP[1.]-SQRT(B»/(2*DP[0]): 
It END , ; 
B:=ADP[1]*ADP[1.]-4*ADP[0]*ADP[2]; 
"IF' B<O "TIIEN" 
"BEGIN" APX1:=APX2 :=-ADP[1l!(2*ADP[ 0]): 
APY1:=SQRT(-B)/(2*ADP[ 0]); 
APY2:=-SQRT(-B)/(2*AD1'[O]): 
"END' "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" APY1:=APY2:=0; 
APX1:=(-ADP[1]+SQRT(B»/(2*ADP[O]): 
APX2:=(-ADP[1]-SQRT(B»/(2*ADP[O]): 
"ENU' ; 
"FOR" 1:=1" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 4 .. Dd' 
"BEGIN" COEFFS[ I] :=D[ I+1l/DL 1]; ACO[ I] :=COEFFS[ I]: 
"EW' ; 
COEFFS[12+I]:=DL[I+l]/DL[1]: 
ACO[12+I]:=ADL[I+1]/ADL[1]: 
, 
-
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"FOR" 1:=1 "STEF' 1 "UNTIL" 3 "ro' 
"BEGIN' COEFFS[5+I] :=DRl I]/DR[ 0]; 
ACO[5+I]:=ADR[I]/ADR[0]; 
"ENI1' ; 
COEFFS[5]:=DR[O]/D[1]; 
COEFFS[12]:=DL[l]/D[l]; 
ACO[9] :=ADP[ Ol/Dll]; 
COEFFS[lO]:=DP[l]/DP[O]; 
ACO[10]:=ADP[1]/ADP[O]; 
PUNCH(l); 1:=1; 
"PR 1Nl''' ., - L4 .... ; 
OurSTR ING( NA1!E, I) ; 
COEFFS[ 9] :=DP[ 0] /D[ 1] ; 
ACO[5]:=ADR[0]/D[l]j 
ACO[12]:=ADL[l]/D[l]j 
COEFFS[11]:=DPL2]/DPLO]; 
ACO[11]:=ADP[2]/ADP[O]; 
"PRINT' "L2'SI>( s" ,SAMELlNE,FREEPOINT(4) ,SM, '~S3", 
'D(STEER)/D(SLIP)'SZ",DSDS,"S3'D(STEER)/D(LATAC)', 
"SZ",DSDL*57.2958j 
"PRIN'r' ~'L2'RESPONSE COEFF" S3 'STEER' S7'WIND'; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEF' 1 "UNTIL" 16 .. DO" 
"PRINT" SAI.fELlNE,· r LS9", DIGITS (2) ,I," 52" ,SCALED(4), 
COEFFS[I],' 'SZ",ACO[I]; 
"PRIN'r'''L2S24 'POLES '12S15 'REAL" 53", 
• IMAG'S4'FREQ'SZ'D RAT"L" j 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEF' 1 "UNTIL" 4 "00" 
"PRIN'r' SAMELINE,FREEPOINT(4),"~LS4",I,PREFIX(r"S"), 
X[I],Y[I],ALIGNED(Z,2),SQRTCX[I]*X[I]+Y[I]*Y[IJ)/6.2832, 
ALIGNED(1,3) ,X[ I]/SQRT(X[ I]*X[ Il+Y[I]*Y[ Il); 
"PRIN!'" "L3SZ1'STEER ZEROS'S20'GUST ZEROS'L2S44", 
'REAL'S3'IMAG'S4'FREQ'SZ'D RAT'L2S'YAW RATE L"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
"PRIN'r' SAMELiNE:FREEPOINT(4)," S4" ,I,PREFIXC"S"), 
RX[I],RY[I],ALIGNEDC2,2),SQRT(RXtI]*RX[I]+RY[I] 
*RY[I])/6.2832,ALIGNED(1,3), 
RX[I]/SQRTCRX[I]*RX[I]+RYLI]*RY[I]), 
"S",FREEPOINT(4),ARX[I],ARY(I),ALIGNED(2,2), 
SQRTCARX(I]t2+ARY(I]tZ)/6.2832,ALIGNED(1,3), 
ARX[I]/SQRT(ARX(I]tZ+ARY(I]t2) ,"L"j 
"PRIN'r' "LS'ROLL ANGLE'L" ,SAMELlNE, "84" ,1, 
PREFIXC 'S"), 
I 
"END" i 
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FREEPOINT(4) ,PXl,PYl,ALIGNED(2,2) ,SQRT(PXl*PXl+PYl*PYl)/ 
6.2832,ALIGNED(1,3),PXl/SQRT(PXl*PXl+P¥1*PYl),"S", 
FREEPOINT(4) ,APXl,APYl ,ALIGNED(2 ,2) ,SQRT(APXlt2+APYlt2)/ 
6.2832 ,ALIGNED(I,3) ,APXl/SQRT(APXl t2+APYl t2) , .. LS3 •. ,2, 
FREEPOINT(4),PX2,PY&,ALIGNED(2,2),SQRT(PX2*PX2+PY2*PY~)/ 
6.283&,ALIGNED(I,3),PX2/SQRT(PX2*PX2+PY2*PY~),"S·", 
FREEPOINT(4),APX2,APY2,ALIGNED(2,2),SQRT(APX2*APX2+APY2*APY2)/ 
6.2832,ALIGNED(I,3),APX2/SQRT(APX2*APX2+APY~*APY2)i 
"PRIm" "L2S "LATAC"L " "i 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEfI' I "UNTIL" 4 "00' 
"PRIm" SAMELINE,FREEPOINT(4)," 54'", I,PREFIX("S" .) ,LX[ I], 
LY[I],ALIGNED(2,2),SQRT(LX[I]*LX[I]+LY[I]*LY[I]) 
/6.2832,ALIGNED(I,3) ,LX[I]/SQRT(LX[I]*LX[I]+LY[I]*LY[I]) , 
"S",FREEPOINT(4),ALX[I],ALY[I],ALIGNED(2,2), 
SQRT(ALX[I]*ALX[I]+ALY[I]*ALY[I])/6.2832,ALIGNED(I,3), 
ALX[I]/SQRT(ALX[I]*ALX[I]+ALY[I]*ALY[I]),"L""i 
"BEG IN" "REAL" "ARMY' RP, pp , LAP[ 0: NI] i 
W:=Oi 
"FOR" Z:= 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NI "lX)" 
"BEGIN" R:=D[I]*Wt4-D[3]*W*W+D[5] i 
S:=-D[2] *Wf3+D[4] *Wi 
P:=-DR[I]*W*W+DR[3] i 
Q:=-DR[O]*Wt3+DR[2]*W; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,RP[Z]); 
P:=-DP[O]*W*W+DP[2]i 
Q:=IlP[I]*W; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,PP[Z])i 
P:=DL[I]*Wf4-DL[3]*W*W+IL[5]i 
Q:=-DL[2]*Wf3+DL[4] *11; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,LAP[Z])i 
W:=W+FR*6.2832; 
"END" ; 
FIXPHASE(RP,Nl); FIXPHASE(PP,Nl); FIXPHASE(LAP,Nl); 
"FOR" Z:=l "STEfI' I "UNTIL" NI "lX)" PP[Z] :=PP[Z]-180i 
"IF" STPRIN=1 "TIlEN" 
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"BEGIN' "PRINT' • 'HR50L4"; 1:=1; OurSTRING(NAME, I); 
"ENI1' ; 
"PRINT' "1.2523 "STEER FREQUENCY RESPONSE" 1.2 S9 .. , 
"YAW RATE'53"ROLL ANGLE"S3 "LATAC"LS "FREQ" S5 "PHASE"S7"', 
'PHASE"SS"PHASE'L""; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "Dd' 
"PRINT' SAMELlNE,"L'" ,ALIGNED(l,2), I*FR, 
ALIGNED(3,l),"S4"',RP[I],"SS"',PP[I],"S5"", 
LAP[I] ; 
PUNCH(5); WAY(O,4); 
SCALE:=254/LN(2); P:=254/S0; 
G:=2540j3/LN(10); 
"lE" FR<O.l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" START:=l; 
m:=O~l;m; 
"EN11' "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" START:=FR*10; 
R:'.:=1; 
"END" ; 
"lE" STPLOT=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 1llAFRAX( SCALE) ; Y:=Oi 
"ENI1' ; 
"EN11' ; 
" FOR" N: =240 .. STEP" - SO .. UNT IL" 0 It ro' 
"BEGIN" mAWLlNE(O, Y); DRAWLlNE(lS, y); 
MOVEPEN(-100, (Y-1S»;. 
"PRINT' DIGITS (3) ,N; 
MOVEPEN(O,Y); Y:=Y+254; 
"ENI1' ; 
MOVEPEN(-100,338); 
"PRINT' WAY(1,4),'PHASE LAG DEGREES"; 
PLOTPHAS(RP,Nl,START,N2,SCALE,P); 
"PRINT' ·YAW·· ,
PLOTPHAS(PP,Nl,START,N2, SCALE,P); 
"PRINT' "ROLL'· ,
PLOTPHAS(LAP,N1,START,N2,SCALE,P); 
"PRINT' "LATAC'; 
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"BEGI'" "REAL" "ARRA"" RA P" LA[ 0 NI] " L, '" : ; 
W:=O; 
"FOR" 2::=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NI "Dd' 
"BEGIN' R:=D[I]*Wf4-D[3]*W*W+D[5]; 
S:=-D[2] *Wt3+D[ 4] *W; 
P:=-DR[l]*W*W+DR[31; 
Q:=-LR[ 0]*Wt3+DR[2]*W; 
AMP(F,Q,R,S,RA[Z]); 
P:=-DP[Ol*w*w+DP[2] ; 
Q:=DP[l.] *W; 
AMP(P,Q,R,S,PA[Z]); 
"ENJ.1' ; 
P:=DL[ 1] *Wt4-DL[3] *W*W+DL[5]; 
Q:=-DL[2] *WT3+J:L[ 4]*W; 
AMP(P,Q,R,S,LA[Z]); 
W:=W+FR*6,2832 ; 
"lP" STPR IN= 1 "THEN' 
"BEGIN" "PRINT' PUNCH(I), "L3S9 'YAIV RATE' S3 'ROLL ANGLE' 53' 
LATAC" .. LSll 'AMP' 59 'AMP' S8'AMP'L" .' , , 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEF" l. "UNTIL" NI "Do" 
"PRINT' PUNCH(l), SAMELlNE, --L ,. ,ALIGNED(I,2), I*FR, 
SCALED(4) ,RA[ I], ' "s' ',PA[ I]," 52" ,LA[ I]; 
"ENI1' "ELSE" 
"PRINT' PUNCH(1), "'L2'SPECIFIC STEA~ STATE STEER RESPONSE'L", 
'YAW RATE"S4",SCALED(4),SAMELINE,RA[O] ,'"L'ROLL ANGLE'52", 
PA[ 0] , ' , L'LATAC S7" ,LA[ 0]; 
nIP" 5TPLOT=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" YB:=Y; MOVEPEN( 0, (Y-254»; 
"FOR" N:=-24 "STEP' 6 "UNTIL" 6 "Dd' 
"BEGIN'" mAWLINE(O, YB); 
".£NU' ; 
mAWLINE(16, YB); 
"PRINT' DIGITS(2) ,N; 
MOVEPEN(O, YB) ; 
MOVEPEN(-lOO, (Y+438»; 
"PRINT' WAY(l,4) ,'GAIN DB'; 
MOVEPEN(-80, (YB-16»; 
YB:=YB+254; 
"ENII' ; 
nEW' ; 
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ZERO:=Y+lOl6; 
PLOTGAIN(RA,Nl, START, m ,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRINT' YAW·;' 
PLOTGAIN(PA;Nl,START,N2,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRINT'"ROLL' ; 
PLOTGAIN(LA,Nl,START,N2,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRINT" LATAC'; 
MOVEPEN(-500,2696); DRAWLlNE(-500,2726); 
DRAWLlNE(-470,2726); MOVEPEN(2S5,2540); 
"PRIm" WAY(O,S) ,'STEER RESPONSE RUN·, 
DIGITS(4) ,RUN; 
MOVEPEN(1560,2T~6); 
DRAWLlNE(1590,2696); 
DRAI'lLlNE(1590,2726) ; 
!.IOVEPEN(-SOO,3726) ; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY' ARP,APP,ALP[O:Nl); 
W:=Oi 
"FOR" l:=O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "DO" 
"BEGIN" R:=D[l~*Wt4-D[ 3]*W*W+1l{5]; 
S:=-D[2]*Wt3+D[4]*W; 
P:=-ADR[l]*W*W+ADR[3]; 
Q:=-ADR[O]*Wt3+ADR[2]*W; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,ARPlZ]); 
P:=-ADP[O) *W*W+ADP[2]; 
Q:=ADP[l]*W; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,APP[Z]); 
P:=AILL1]*Wt4-ADL[3] *W*W+ADL[5); 
Q:=-ADL[2]*Wt3+ADL[4]*W; 
PHASE(P,Q,R,S,ALP[Z]); 
W:=W+FR*6.2832; 
~ 
\.J "ENl1t; 
FIXPHASE(ARP,Nl); 
"lIt' GPRIN=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PUNCH(l); 
FIXPHASE(APP,Nl); 
"FRUIT" ~~ 1lR50L4 .... • , 
1:=1; OUTSTRING(~ME,I); 
FIXPHASE(ALP,Nl); 
,., " ,. "'t:' 
"PRINT' 1.2S24 GUST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 1.2S9 , 
,. . ,... ,....,...,. .... , 
YAW RATE S3 ROLL ANGLE 53 LATAC LS FREQ S5 , 
"ENU' ; 
"END' ; 
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'PHASE'S7'PHASE"S6'PHASE L' '; 
"FOR" 1:=0 u STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "rxI' 
"PRINT" SAMELINE, • L' ,ALIGNED(1,2), HFR, 
ALIGNED(3,1) I • S4' ',ARP[IJ, ·S6· ',APPLI], 
•• S5" ,ALPL I]; 
"lE" GPLOT=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" !nAFRAX(SCALE); Y:=Oi 
nEND" ; 
"FOR" N:=-240 "STEP" 60 "UNTIL" 180 "rxI' 
"BEGIN" mAWLINE(O, y); DRAWLINE(16, y); 
MOVEPEN(-100,CY-16»; 
"PRINT" DIGITS(3) IN; 
MOVEPEN(O, y); Y:=Yt254; 
ttENI1' ; 
P:=254/6~; 
MOVEPEN(-100,689); 
"PRINT" WAY(l,4) I' pHASE ANGLE DEGREES'; 
PLOTPHAS(ARP, Nl, START, N2, SCALE,P); 
"PRINT'" YAW'; 
PLOTPHAS(APP ,Nl,START, N2, SCALE, P); 
"PRINT'" ROLL' ; 
PLOTPHAS(ALP ,Nl,START, N2 ,SCALE, P); 
"PRINT'" LATAC'; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" ARA,APA,ALA[O:Nl]; 
W:=O; 
,1FOR" z:=O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "iX)" 
"BEGIN" R:=D[ 1] *Wt4-D[ 3] *W*W+D[ 5]; 
S:=-D[2] *Wt3+D[ 4] *W; 
P:=-ADR[1]*W*W+ADR[3]; 
Q:=-ADR[0]*Wt3+ADR[2]*W; 
AMP(F,Q,R,S,ARA[Z]); 
P:=-ADP[ 0] *W~W+ADP[2]; 
Q:=ADP[l]*W; 
AMP(P,Q,R,S,APA[Z]); 
P:=AD.L[1]*Wt4-AD.L[3]*W*W+AD.L[5]; 
Q:=-AD.L[2]*Wf3+AD.L[4]*W; 
"END' ; 
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AMP(P,Q,R;S,ALA[Z]); 
W:=1V+FR*6.2832; 
.. lE" GPRIN=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRIN'l" PUNCH(l), n L3S9'YAW RATE#S3' 
ROLL ANGLE'S3'LATAC',##LSll'AMP#S9'AMP#SS'AMP'L"; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nl "Do" 
"PRINT' PUNCH(l), SAMELlNE,ALIGNED(1,2), '''L ", I*FR, 
SCALED(4),ARA[I],##S",APA[I],'#S2",ALALI]; 
"ENO' "ELSA" 
"PRINT' PUNCH(l) ,"1.2 'SPECIFIC STEADY STATE GUST RESPONSE'L", 
#YAW RATE'S4",SCALED(4),SAMELlNE,ARA[0],##L'ROLL ANGLE'S2", 
APA[O],"L'LATAC'S7",ALA[O]; 
"IF" GPLOT= 1 "THEN" 
"BEGlti' MOVEPEN(-500,2696); 
DRAWLlNE(-470,2726); 
DRAWLlNE(-50U,2726); 
MOVEPEN(2S5,2540); 
"PRINr' WAY(O,S), 'GUST RESPONSE RUN',DIGITS(4),RUN; 
. . 
MOVEPEN(1560,2T~6); DRAWLlNE(l590,2726); 
DRAWLlNE(1590,2G9G); MOVEPEN(-SOO,3726); 
DRAFRAX(SCALE); Y:=O; 
"FOR" N:=-30 "STEP" 6 "UNTIL" 30 "Del' 
"BEGIN" DRAWLlNE(O, y); 
UENl1' ; 
DRAWLlNE(l6, y); 
"PRINT' DIGITS (2) ,N; 
MOVEPEN(O,Y); 
MOVEPEN(-lOO,1200); 
"PRINI" WAY(1,4), 'GAIN DB'; 
MOVEPEN(-80,(Y-l6»; 
Y:=Y+254; 
ZERO:=1270; 
PLOTGAIN(ARA,Nl,START,N2,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRIN'r' 'YAW • ,
PLOTGAIN(APA,Nl,START,N2,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRIN'r" ROLL'; 
PLOTGAIN(ALA,Nl,START,N2,SCALE,G,ZERO); 
"PRINT"LATAC' ; 
"END" ; 
"END" • ,
"GOTd' MORE; 
"END" ; 
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MOVEPEN(-500,2696); 
DRAWLINE(-470,2726); 
DRAWLINE(-500,2726); 
MOVEPEN(2S5,2540); 
"PRINT" WAY(O,S), "GUST RESPONSE RUN', DIGITS (4) ,RUN; 
MOVEPEN(1560,2726); DRAWLINE(1590,2726); 
DRAWLINE(1590,2696); MOVEPEN(-SOO,3726); 
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APPENDIX 4. EQUIPMENr USED IN SECTION 4. 
A 4.1 Vehicle 
Relevant weights and dimensions of the two vehicles concerned are: 
Weights Yaw Inertia Roll Inertia Wheelbase xF 
?. Slug Slug ft. l... Slug ft. ft. ft. 
Car A 155.3 3818 588 10 5.1 
CarB 93.5 1564 288 7.9 4.9 
Car A was a 4200 c.c., front engined, rear wheel drive, saloon, with 
wishbone and coil spring front suspension, and independent rear 
suspension consisting of twin coil springs, and parallel transverse 
links located longitudinally by radius arms. This car was fitted 
with textile braced radial ply tyres maintained at 30 lb/in:, front 
and rear. 
Car B was a 1600 c.c., rear engined, rear wheel drive estate car, 
with an anti-roll bar and transverse torsion bar, semi-trailing arm 
front suspension, and swing axle, trailing link, transverse torsion 
bar rear~suspension. The rear suspension also incorporated a 
transverse stabiliser bar which increased the vertical stiffness 
without affecting the roll stiffness. Textile braced radial ply 
tyres were fitted and maintained at 20 lb/in: front and 28 Ib/in: 
~ 
rear throughout the tests. 
--------- --
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A 4.2 Sinusoidal Steer Input Machine. 
The machine was mounted in the front passenger compartment and 
powered by a one-third horse power, 24 volt, D.e. electric motor which 
drove a step-less variable speed gearbox through a chain. The gearbox 
output shaft was connected, via a rubber coupling, to a fixed ratio 
worm and wheel gearbox which turned the drive through 90 degrees so that 
it was parallel with the steering column. A dog-Clutch, operated by the 
driver, transmitted the drive to a cranlt-arm that rotated in the same 
plane as the steering hand-wheel. A small roller mounted on the cranlt-
arm ran in the slot of a slider mechanism so that rotation of the arm 
moved the slider with simple harmonic motion across the car. A chain, 
fixed to the slider, transferred the simple harmonic motion to a 
sprocket mounted on the underside of a modified hand-wheel. This 
sprocket was free to rotate for normal driving, until required for a 
test run when a peg was inserted through mating holes, thus locking 
the sprocket to a fixed plate on the hand-wheel boss. 
The amplitude of the hand-wheel input angle could be varied by 
altering the location of the roller on the cranlt-arm, by means of a 
screw and locknut, thereby changing its throw. The frequency was 
variable between 0.14 and 3.4 I~ by use of the variable speed gearbox 
in conjunction with either of two differently sized sprockets on the 
gearbox input shaft. The frequency could be decreased to about 0.14 ~ 
by reducing the motor supply voltage from 24 to 12; this could easily 
be changed as the supply was from two 12 volt batteries. 
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APPENDIX 5 THE MIRA LIGHT WEIGHT HANDLING INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
General Description 
The system has been designed as a light-weight package 
incorporating all necessary power supplies, control and monitoring, 
signal conditioning and recording facilit1es for up to 12 channels 
of information in the frequency range 0-5 Hz. It is based on miniature 
cassette tape recorders which are built into recording modules, 4 of 
which can be plugged into a master baseboard. The complete 4 module 
system (without transducers) weighs approximately 40 lb. (18 kg.) 
and measures 24.~ in. (0.62 m) long x 8.5 in. (0.22 m) high x 8.25 1n. 
(0.21 m). A remote control unit incorporating a microphone provides 
easy control and the system can be used in tests involving only the 
driver in the vehicle. 
A photograph of the compLete system with one of its moduLes 
un-plugged, and a diagram of one recorder module, are shown in Figs. 
A 5.1 and A 5.2. 
Power Supply 
The system 1S powered by rechargeable cells contained in the 
master baseboard. This provides a supply of + 14 volts for the 
recorder modules, each of which has its own voltage stabiliser and 
provides power for its transducers, and a 28 volt supply suitable for 
3 miniature rate gyroscopes. With all 4 modules 1n use the batteries 
are adequate for a full day's testing and can absorb a full charge 
overnight. Charging is from a 12V supply and is controlled by a built 
in current regulator. In practice the system can be connected to the 
ca5 battery and switched to the charge position whenever it is not in 
use. 
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Recorder Modules 
Each module has one channel for speech/synchron1sation and 3 
data channels. Each data channel has an input impedance of 51 Kohms, 
and prov1des a ! 5 volt d.c. supply for its transducer. 
The various sub-systems contained in the module are: 
Tape Recorder 
Sensitivity 
Filters 
Balance 
Calibration 
Input Level 
Monitors 
Control 
OXford Instrument Company, Med1log, type 4-2, 4 track 
magnetic tape recorder with 3 pulse-w1dth modulator 
amplifiers and one d1rect record amplif1er. The tape 
speed of 25 mm/sec gives a total record time of about 
1.5 hours on a C90 cassette. 
Switched attenuators giving a range of 0-42 dB in 3 dB 
steps. + + Input sensitiv1ty approximately - 1 - _ 100 mY. 
Butterl!orth low pass filters, 3 dB down at 13 nz, cut 
off at 24 dB/octave. S1gnalS up to 5 Hz unaffected. 
Balance control with range of ± lomv at mid-range of 
~ensitivity. 
Master calibration switch provides calibration for all 
channels simultaneously. 3 levels are available. All 
transducers are fitted with passive calibration networks 
in their leads and can be connected to any data channel. 
Peak Levels of test signals are stored and displayed 
on a meter so that optinum gain settings can be used. 
Control 1S by a hand held remote unit fitted with on/off switch, 
synchronising tone control, microphone and warning lights. Prior to 
test runs, speech can be recorded on one track of each module. During 
-' 
test runs a 40 Hz synchronising tone is recorded on the same track of 
each module, so that the time relationship between separate cassettes 
can be maintained. 
l 
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'l\vo ~bdule Baseboard 
Any number of modules (up to 4) can be used with the full base-
board, but a smaller 2 module baseboard is also available for situations 
where 6 channels are sufficient. The use of this is as above but the 
gyroscope power supply is not included. 
Replay 
A separate, laboratory based replay unit is used. 
Analysis 
The first stage of the analysis procedure used at MIRA, and 
for which the synchronising tone system was devised, involves analogue 
to digital conversion of each channel of data. Because the data is 
contained in separate cassettes only 3 channels can be done simultaneously 
and synchronisi~ is preserved by using the 40 Hz tone to trigger the 
sampling of the ADC. A system is available for sampling every nth 
pulse should a sampling rate of less than 40 per second be required. 
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APPENDIX 6. COMPUTER PROGRAMME FITTRANS - DESCRIPTION, USE AND LISTINGS 
A 6.1. General Description. 
In essence the programme has the capability of carrying out two 
distinct operations: 
1. Using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, Fourier transforms of up to 
9 channels of time series data can be computed, and frequency response 
(transfer function) of any channel relative to any other can be derived 
from these. 
2. For vehicle response information, three degree of freedom frequency 
response functions can be fitted to any number from 1 to 6 of the 
yaw rate, roll angle, and lateral acceleration (latac) amplitude and 
phase frequency response data. This can either be computed in 1. 
above or input direct, and can be relative to steer or wind gust inputs. 
The programme is written round a number of procedures (sub-routines), 
some fundamental to the operation and others simply concerned with 
manipulating the data and organising the input and output. These are 
listed below. 
IDENTIFY - labelS and thus identifies all outputs. 
OPENREAD, BACKSPACE - used in locating data on a magnetic tape file. 
RDD reads in appropriate time data from magnetic tape or 
paper tape. 
DRAFRAX, FLAX, PHAX - procedures for plotting frequency amplitude and 
phase data. 
WINDOW - applies a window to the time data (not finally used here). 
FASTFOURIER, REALTRANSFORM etc - Fast Fourier Transform procedures. 
FTWH uses the above to produce a Fourier transform and then 
applies Hamming smoothing. 
SORTPIlASE 
FUNCTION 
CALFUN 
FUNCT 
OPLS etc. 
TF 
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Z40 
- sorts phase information into the appropriate quadrant. 
- calculates the difference between the value of a 
frequency response data point (amplitude or phase) and 
the value of the three degree of freedom frequency 
response function being fitted. 
- calculates the function to be minimised in the curve 
fitting operation, namely the sum of the squared values 
of FUNCTION above, for all data points involved. 
- calculates the derivative of each value of FUNCTION 
with respect to each of the coefficients (COEFFS) 
defining the three degree of freedom frequency response 
function. This is required for the curve fitting 
procedure. 
- "A safeguarded Gauss-Newton technique for minimising 
sums of squared terms". 
calculates the three degree of freedom frequency response 
functions corresponding to a given set of defining COEFFS. 
QUARTIC, CUBIC - procedures for evaluating the roots of quartics and cubics. 
A 6.2. Input and output Details. 
A 6.2.1.~ Time data. 
The programme is written so that many of the instructions regarding 
control and the operations and outputs required from any particular run, 
a~ input in the form of answers to questions appearing on the computer 
control teleprinter. Many of these are relevant only to the running of 
the programme, have no technical significance and so are not enumerated 
here. The remainder are indicated alongside the normal input data shown 
below. 
Time data can be input either from a punched paper tape or, more 
usually, from a digital magnetic tape file. In either case the format is: 
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'18 CHARACTER ALPHAfNUMERIC IDENTIFICATION' 
RUN - up to 4 digit, integer run number. 
DATPTS - number of time data points per channel. (2 E points are actually 
used starting at point STPT and using every NTH point. STPT, 
NTH, E are control teleprinter instructions). 
DT - time interval between points in seconds. (Frequency resolution 
E 
available in the Fourier analysis is 1/(2 .DT.NTH». 
NCHS - number of channels of data - maximum of 9. 
MAX[ I] - I = 1 to NCHS - nominal maximum val ue of each channel. Used 
for scaling purposes. 
Followed by NCHS channels of DATPTS points identified by the order in 
which they come and normally as follows: 
1. Wind velocity, milejh. 
2. Wind angle, deg. 
3. Handwheel angle, deg. 
4. Mean road wheel angle, deg. 
5. Roll rate, deg/sec. 
6. Yaw rate, deg/sec. 
7. Roll angle, deg. 
8. Yaw angle, deg. 
9. Lateral acceleration (latac), g. 
If required this time data can be plotted out as shown, for example, 
in Fig. A6.1. The information beneath the title is, from left to right: 
Date when the computer run was carried out and a computer pass number, P. 
STPT, NTH, E, DT as defined above. 
18 character run identifier • 
. 
The figure beneath each channel description is the MAX value described 
above and represents 0.5 inches on the vertical scale for each channel. 
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Fig. A6.1 Example of time data output plot. 
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A 6.2.2 Frequency data. 
The programme's next operation is to carry out Fbur1er analysis of 
any of the time data channels and calculate vehicle response transfer 
functions as required. The outputs available are, the straight Fourier 
analysis of any number of channels with anplitude and phase plotted on 
seperate graphs, and frequency responses (transfer functions) corresponding 
to whatever ratios of channels are speoified, again plotted on separate 
amplitude and phase graphs. Th1S gives 4 types of graph anyone of whioh 
oan be obtained separately if required. F1g. A6.2 shows a typioal frequency 
response amplitude graph. The informat10n direotly beneath the title is 
as desoribed for the time response plot (Fig. A6.1). At the end of eaoh 
plot is a ratio of figures indicating the frequenoy response oonoerned, 
the figures oorresponding to the order of the time data channels described 
above. For all the work of this Thesis the numbers were as above and so, 
for example, 6/3 represents the yaw rate response to handwheel input. 
There is one exception to this rule, which arises because the programme 
allows for the oalculation of the roll angle ourve either direot from 
the roll angle channel (7), or by division of the oorresponding roll 
rate ourve, calculated from ohannel 5, by frequenoy. Since roll angle 
data was produoed indireotly by integration of roll rate information for 
most of the results of this TheSiS, the latter approach oan be regarded 
as more direot and is used almost exclusively. To show that this has 
been done the roll angle ourve 1S labelled 5/3, there boing little risk 
of confusion with the roll rate ourve because of the fundamental differenoe 
in shape. 
ThEl-amplitude ourves are plotted on a deoibel scale, the amplitude 
at any frequenoy being given by: 
dB value = 20.1ogro (amplitude/amplitude at zero frequenoy) 
The aotual value of the amplitude at zero frequency is given for each 
ourve under SS RESP at the top left of the graph. In theory the low 
frequenoy end of each of the three ourves sho,vn on Fig. A6.2 should pass 
approximately through 0 dB, but in praotioe (as disoussed in the main 
text) the zero freque~oy level is diffioult to establish and large errors 
often oocur. This means that the relative positions of the ourves should 
not be regarded as significant, and the best estimate of the oorrect zero 
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frequency level has to be obtained from the low frequency portion of the 
curves. Since the principal interest in this type of data lies in the 
shape rather than the position of these curves the above is not a serious 
problem. Information about the zero frequency levels is best obtained 
from a separate steady state test. 
If the frequency data for use in the next part of the programme is 
not produced as above, it can be read in direct from a paper tape in the 
following format: 
, ALPIIA/NUMERIC TEST IDENTIFIER' 
N 
HWRW 
- maximum number of data points in any channel. 
- frequency response identifier; relative to wind angle = 2 
relative to handwheel angle = 3 
relative to roadwheel ~ngle = 4 
PP[1,1],PP[2,1],PP[3,1] - number of yaw rate, roll angle, latac amplitude 
data points. 
PP[1,2],PP[2,2],PP[3,2] - number of yaw rate, roll angle, latac phase 
data points. 
Followed by data sets in the above order for each non-zero PP, in the form: 
Amplitude (or phase as appropriate) Fr"quency 
• • 
• • 
• • 
The zero frequency point should normally be first as the dB values for 
graph plotting are calculated relative to the first point. 
~ 
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A 6.2.3. Curve fitting to frequency data. 
The final function of the programme is to fit three degree of freedom 
curves to frequency response data der1ved from either of the above sources. 
Various additional data 1S required for this as follows: 
cc - number of COEFFS required to define the functions to be fitted. 
CPLOT - for direct frequency data only. Normally = 0, but if = 1 the 
frequency response functions corresponding to the COEFFS given 
are plotted without any curve fitting. 
STFT[l,l], [2,1] etc. - first point to be used in curve f1tting for each 
channel. 
PP[l,l], [2,1] etc. - fO~ frequency data calculated by FFT only. Final 
point to be used in curve fitting for each channel. 
COEFFS[I], AKEY[I] - COEFFS, AKEY[I] = 1 for normal use or = 0 for non 
(I = 1 to CC) adjustment of that COEFF during curve fitting. 
and then the fitt1ng procedure (OPLS) control parameters: 
IPRINT - print control, print out every IPRINT iterations. 
1MAX - maximum number of iterations. 
EPS - convergence control. 
so - initial step size control. 
DEL - step size for derivatives. 
When the curve fitting is complete the output is in two parts. 
Table A6.1 and Fig. A6.3 illustrate these parts for curves fitted to the 
sinusoidal steer input data of car F. The notation on the tabular output, 
Table A6.1, 1S reasonably self-explanatory, the SUBFUNCTIONS being the set 
of values of the procedure FUNCTION and sm~ OF SQUARES being the current 
value of the actual function being minimised, CALFUN. A set of new COEFFS, 
{ 
Cl) 
o 
.... 
... [ 
ID 
... 
8. 
g 
... 
'0 
C 
... 
.... g 
ID 
~ 
~ 
.... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
~ 
~ 
12 1 75 ~3 uI~ECT CORT2~IN~1012 
INITIAL VALJ~S OF COEFFS 
1.000.+01 1.000.+02 5.000.+02 
4.000.+00 3.000.+00 4.000.+01 
POINTS AVAILArlLE 21 18 
2 
1.000 •• +0' 
3.000 .. -03 
o 
2 
o 
2 
IPPINT 10 30 ~pS 1.000.-03 so 
NE~' COEFF<; 
;>.518.+01 
".675 •• +00 
SURFUNCTIONS 
1.800 •• -0;:0 
-1. 494 •• -02 
2.345 •• -0;:0 
-6.401 •• -0? 
-2.253 •• -0? 
3.618 .. -03 
-4.428 •• -02 
-8.273 •• -0;:0 
2.993 •• +02 
''i. 12'5 ..... 00 
1.10'5 •• -02 
-7.471.-03 
4.735 •• -03 
1.196 •• -02 
;>.683 •• -02 
-9.918 •• -02 
-4.014 •• -02 
SUM OF SnUAq~S= 9.628.-02 
190 FUNCTlu~ CALLS 
NE'W COEFFS 
2.521..+U1 
5;679'0"'00 
SURFUNCTIOrJS 
1.818,0-02 
-1 496.0-0~ 
2;34.h-O;:O 
-6.426'0-02 
-;>.;'>65.0-U;> 
:I.~30.0-0' 
-~. ~H'JI4"'U:J 
-('. ;J~~'I"-O? 
;>.995'0"'02 
5 .129'0"'00 
1.106.0 -02 
-7 491'0-03 
4: 715 .. -03 
1.187'0-02 
;>. (,!J0.o-02 
-<).916'0-02 
.. '.,'J "'le"O? 
'1/.17 rl/KG'I'JOn t:A/J,B 
(,'0 n V It /!fI Jl! IJ 
1.1109'0"'03 
0.136.+01. 
-4.646'0-03 
<.513 .. -02 
3.178'0-03 
(,.661.0-03 
2.1134.-02 
2.624'0-02 
2.026 .. -02 
1.1110'0"'03 
9.129.0"'01 
-4.82 7.-03 
2. '512'0-02 
3.19<)'0-03 
6.721.-03 
2.1335'0-02 
?66310-0? 
;.>.1I1.'l.0-O~ 
e.040 •• +0;:': 
5.286'0-03 
-1.477'0-02 
1.;>09'0-02 
-1.040'0-02 
6.609 •• -02 
3.326'0-02 
-1. 244'0-0'2 
8.133'0-02 
8.044'0"'03 
5.291'0-03 
-1.491'0-0., 
1.20 0 '0-0;> 
-1.036'0-02 
6.617'0-02 
:>.346'0-0;> 
-1 .726'0-0;> 
fl. 097.0-0~ 
1. 500,,"'00 
1. 000,0+01 
o 
2 
'5.000.0 ... 02 
2.101 •• +00 
1. 085,0+01 
-5.245'0-02 
-1.769'0-02 
-3.904'0-02 
2.354.0-02 
2.064'0-02 
-4.265'0-02 
3.193'0-02 
2.102'0+00 
1. 085 •• +01 
-5'271'0-02 
-1.769 •• -02 
-3.932 •• -02 
2.365'0-02 
2.093'0-0;> 
-4.298'0-02 
3.163'0-02 
1. 000,0+01 
2.000'0+02 
1. 000,0+02 
5.000 •• +02 
DEL 1. 000'0-04 
1.624.0+01 
2.263 •• "'02 
3.990'0-02 
-3.232.-02 
-2.534 •• -02 
-7.448,0-02 
7. 1 78.- 02 
-1.884'0-02 
1. 774.-02 
1.626.0 ... 01 
2.262 •• +02 
4.011 •• -02 
-3.234 •• -02 
-2.549'0-02 
-7.444'0-02 
7.163 •• -02 
-1.921.-02 
1.761'0-02 
1.337 •• +02 
1.213.0+ 03 
2.063'0-02 
3.462'0-02 
5.641.0-02 
-1. 038.0-01 
5. 762.0-02 
4.731'0-02 
-2.495'0-02 
1. 337.0+02 
1. 212 •• +03 
2. 09 6 •• -02 
3.458 •• -02 
5.669'0-02 
-1.039'0-01 
5.748 •• -02 
4.718'0-02 
-2.502'0-02 
5.0,00 •• +02 
3.0,00 •• +03 
5.114'0"'02 
9.341'0+03 
-2.082'0-02 
-2.840 •• -02 
2.734'0-03 
1.784 •• -02 
-3.9 78,0-02 
5.302 •• -02 
-5.606'0-02 
5.117 •• +02 
9.33'5 •• +03 
-;>.073 •• -02 
-2.1144 •• -02 
2.839'0-03 
1.77IJ.0-02 
-3.987'0-02 
5.297'0-02 
-5.587'0-02 
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the SUBFUNCTIONS and SUM OF SQUARES are output each IPRINT iterations as 
the fitting procedes. In the case illustrated this occurred once before 
the final convergence when the final values are output. The most import-
ant information is the set of new COEFFS which define the fitted frequency 
response function. 
Fig. A6.3 is basically of the same form as Fig. A6.2. The data 
being fitted are plotted as individual points and the fitted curves as 
continuous lines. The zero frequency levels, which are related to the 
fitted curves for this Fig., and are thus more useful than those of Fig. 
A6.2, are given as SP SS RESP for each of the three curves. The information 
directly beneath the title would be in the same format as that of Fig. A6.2 
for frequency response data computed from a time data input, but in this 
case it was read in direct and the information is restricted to: date 
and pass number of computer run, DIRECT, and the data identifying code. 
Also given at the top of the Fig. are the poles and zeros corresponding 
to the fitted curves. These are calculated, as described in Section 3, 
by extracting the roots of the quartics, cubics and quadratics defined by 
the new set of COEFFS, and are given in the form of frequency followed by 
damping ratio. A root is typically of the form: . 
a + J'b where j = .Fi 
and the frequency (undamped natural frequency or corner frequency) is 
given by: 
w = Ja" + b"-
and the damping ratio by: 
j = a/I.) 
A 6.3 COEFFS and Control Parameter Values for Curve Fitting. 
Provided the initial values for the COEFFS are of the correct order 
the programme is not particularly sensitive to the values chosen, but 
experience has shown that the following can be' used as a useful standard 
set. 
250 
COEFF VALUE COMMENTS 
1 20 
-
2 200 
3 1200 
4 5000 
5 1.5 or approx. 5.(zero frequency yaw rate amplitude) 
6 10 
7 100 
8 400 
9 4 or approx. 50. (zero frequency roll angle amplitude) 
10 3 
11 80 
12 0.003 or approx. 0.3.(zero frequency latac amplitude) 
13 10 
14 200 
15 1000 
16 5000 
If yaw rate, roll angle, and latac frequency response data is available 
a good procedure is to fit curves first to the yaw rate and roll angle data 
thus establishing COEFFS 1 to 11, and then fit to the latac data using 
fixed values of 1 to 4 and iterating only over 12 to 16. Sometimes a 
solution is obtained giving a positive real part in the latac zeros. This 
is usually caused by the values of COEFFS 13 and 15 being too small and 
can be cured by re-running with larger initial values. 
A suitable standard set of control parameters is as follows: 
IPRINT - 10 
lMAX - 30 (more than 30 iterations is not normally helpful) 
- 0.001 
SO 
- 500 
DEL - 0.0001 
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A6.4 FITTRANS - Computer Program Listing 
FITTRANS VEHICLE RESPONSE DATA ANALYSIS 38 52; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J ,K,RED,BREAK,NENUF ,RUN,DATPl'S,NCHS,STPT ,NTH,N,E, 
CH,ZERO,Pl'IND,D1,na,START,STARTFIT,ENUF,LASTCH,KIND, 
SMOOTH; 
"REAL"PTD, ZEROSH,Dl',SCALE,FR,PSC,GSC; 
"REAL" "ARRA '(' MAX[ 1: 9] ; 
.. INTEGER" "ARRAY" TESTIDENT[ 1: 5], NAME[ 1:20]; 
"PROCEDURE" IDENTIFY(IJ.AME, TESTIDENT, STPT ,NTH,E,Dl'); 
"INTEGER" STPT,NTH,E; 
"REAL" Dr; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' NAME, T~STIDENT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; 1:=1; 
··ENIf
'
; 
DIR1: 
OUTSTRING(NAME,I); 
1:=1; 
" IF" NI'H=999 "THEN" 
"PRINT' SAMELINE, '52 'DIRECT' sa"' ,OurSTRING(TESTIDENT, I) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" 1:=1; 
11 ENI1'; 
"PRINT' SAMEL INE , "" S'STPT=' ,DIGITS(4) ,STPT,' 'S'NTH= " 
DIGITS(3),NTH,"S'E=',DIGITS(2),E, 
"S'or=',ALIGNED(1,3),Dl'*NTH, "sa",OurSTRING 
(TESTIDENT,I); 
SCALE:=254/LN(2); GSC:=2540/3/LN(10); PSC:=254/60; 
"BEGIN' "COMMENT' SEGMENT one sort out data inputs; 
"INTEGER" I; 
"COMMENT' Procedure OPENREAD; 
"PROCEDURE" OPENREAD (H, IDENTIFIER>; "COMMENT" POSITIONS TAPE AT 
POINT IMMEDIATELY AFTER STRING IDENTIFYING RECORD; 
------------------ - - -
"INTEGER" H; "COMMENT' HANDLER NUMBER: 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' IDENTIFIER: "COMMENT' CONTAINS STRING USED 
TO IDENTIFY RECORD: MUST BE FIRST ITEl! ON RECORD 
& MUST CONTAIN 18 UPPER CASE CHARACTERS; 
"BEG IN' "INTEGER" I; 
"INTEGER" " ARRAY' TEST( 1: 5] ; 
MTREWIND(ID: "COMMENT' REWINDS TO BEGINNING OF TAPE: 
ENDBLOCK(H) : 
READ: 1:= 1; 
ftEN11' i 
orREAI1' FILE(H), INSTRING(TEST, I) : 
"FOR" 1:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "Dd' "lE" TEST[I] "NE" 
IDENTIFIER[ I] "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MTSEEK(H): 
ENDBLOCK(H) ; 
.t GOTO" READ; 
" EN!1' 
"PRIm" PUNCH(3),"L 'FREQ Jl.\TA FROM PT TYPE 999 ELSE 0 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,FR; 
"nil FR=O "THEN" or GOTO" MORE: 
"PRINT' PUNCH(3),"L 'TYPE DATE AND PASS NO STRING'; 
1:=1; "REAI1' READER(3), INSTRING(NAME, I); 
"PRIm" PUNCH(3),"L 'LOAD PT': 
WAIT; 
1:=1; INSTRING(TESTIDENT, I): 
"REArf' N; ENUF:=2*N-1; NTH:=999: 
J:=K:=li 
"GOTO" DIR5: 
MORE: PUNCH(l);READER(l); 
"PRINT' PUNCH(3),' -L'TlME Jl.\TA ~'ROM PT TYPE 999 ELSE 0 
"REArf' READER(3), PTIND: 
"PRINT' PUNCH(3),"L 'WINDOW TYPE KIND • 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,KIND: 
"PRINT'PUNCH(3) ,"L 'TYPE SMOOTH 
"REAI1'READER(3) ,SMOOTH; 
, 
"PRIm" PUNCH(3) ,.·L "TYPE Jl.\TE, PASS NO AND KIND STRING': 
1:=1: "REAO' READER(3), INSTRING(NAME, I): 
11 lE" PTIND =999 "THEN" 
; 
l 
P'l'ONLY: 
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"BEGIN" "PRINT" PUNCH(3), "L' LOAD PT'; 
1:=1; INSTRING(TESTIDENT,I); 
"READ" RUN,DATPTS, DT ,NCHS; 
ttEND" ; 
It FOR" 1:=1" STEP" 1" UNTIL" 9 "00" "READ" MAlt[ Il ; 
"GOTO" PTONLY; 
"PRINT' PUNCH(3), "L' LOAD lIlT HANDLER 2 WITH NFB 
HANDLING DATA FILE'; 
WAIT; 
"PRINT' PUNCH(3), "L'TYPE TEST IDENTU'IER STRING'; 
1:=1; 
"REAI1' READER(3) , INSTRING(TESTIDENT, I); 
OPENREAD(2,TESTIDENT); 
LASTCH:=O; 
"REAI1' FILE(2), RUN,DATPTS,DT,NCHS; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NCHS "00" 
"REAJ1' FILE (2) ,MAX[ I 1 ; 
"PRINT' PUNCH(a) ,SAMELlNE, "L'RUN ',RUN,"L' 
DATPTS ',DATPTS,"L'PTS PER SEC ',I/DT,"L'TYPE 
STPT,NTH, ' 
,'E.(FINAL NO OF POINTS=2TE)'L"; 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,STPT,NTH,E; N:=JTE; 
"lE" N > (DA TPTS-STPT +1) /NTH "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRINT' PUNCH(3),"L 'TOO LITTLE DATA'; 
"GOTrJ' PTONL Y; 
"END" ; 
FR:=10/(N*DT*NTH); l>NUF:=N!2; 
"lE" FR/I0<O.1 "THEN" START:=ENTIER(I/FR) "ELSE" START:=I; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N/~ "DrJ t 
"BEGIN' K:=ENTIER( I*FR/lO); 
"END" ; 
"IF" K=4 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" ENUF:=,x; 
I:=N!2+1; 
UENU' ; 
"IE" PTINll=999 "THEN" 
"BEGIN' J:=9; K:=N; 
"ENJ1' "ELSE" J:=K:=I; 
"ENI1' of segment one; 
2,54 
DIR5:"BEGIN" "ARRAY" PTIMDAT[l: J ,1:K]; 
"IF' FR=999 "THEN" "GOTO'" DIR2; 
"IF' PTIND=999 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NCRS "DO" 
"ENI1' ; 
"BEGIN" "FOR" J:=~ "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" STPT "DO" 
"REAIt' PTD; 
"END" ; 
"FOR" K:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "IX)" 
"BEGIN" "READ" PTIMDAT[ I,K]; 
"END" i 
"FOR:' J:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NTH-l "DO" 
"READ" PTD; 
"FOR"J:=l"STEP"l "UNTIL" MTPTS-(STPT-l) 
-N*NTH "OO""READ" PTD: 
"FOR" 1:= NCHS+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 "rxJ' 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
PTIMDAT[I, J] :=0; 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT" SEGMENT 1;WO time data plot: 
"INTEGER" I, TS; 
uREAL" P; 
"REAL" " ARRAY" A[ 1: N] ; 
"COMMENT" procedures BACKSPACE and RDD; 
"PROCEDURE" BACKSPACE(H,IDENTIFIER,BLOCKS); 
"COMMENT' BACKSPACES TO HEAD OF RECORD CURRENTLY BEING READ,CHECKS 
TEST IDENTIFIER AND POSITIONS TAPE AT POINT IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER TEST IDENTIFIER: 
"INTEGER" H,BLOCKS;"COMMENT" HANDLER NUMBER,NO OF BLOCKS TO BACKSPACE; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" IDENTIFIER; "COMMENT" CONTAINS STRING IDENTIFYING 
RECORD: MUST BE FIRST ITEM ON RECORD AND MUST CONTAIN 18 
UPPER CASE CHARACTERS: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I ,REWIND: 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY"TEST[l: 5]: 
, , 
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REWIND:=O; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" BLOCKS "00" MTBACK(H); 
IP:ENDBLOCK(H); --"-
nEW' ; 
IdTSEEK(H) ; 
FINDREC(H); 
"IF" FILECOND(H) = -2 "mEN" 
"BEGIN" IdTRElYIND(H); "COMMEN'l" REWIND TO BEGINNING OF TAPE; 
11 IF" REWIND "N.I!i' 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRIm" PUNCH(3),' 'L2S2 '!.IT READ FAIL'; 
STOP; 
"EW' ; 
REWIND:=l; 
"GOTO" IP; 
"EN!1' "ELSE' 
"BEGIN" 1:=1; 
1tENJ)'1; 
"REAIf' FILE(H), INSTRING(TEST, I) ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 5 "00' "IF' TEST[I] 
"NE" IDENTIFIER[IJ "THEN''''GOTO'' IP; 
"PROCEDURE" RDD(TESTIDENT, DATPTS ,LASTCH, STPT ,NTH,N, CH, ZEROSH,A, 
PTIND, PTIMDAT); 
"INTEGER"PTIND, DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT ,NTH,N,CH; 
"REAL" mOSH-, 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" TESTIDENT; 
"REAL" " ARRAY" PT lIdDA T, A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,D,J,BLOCKS; 
"REAL" DUM; 
"IF' PTIND = 999 "THEN" "GOTO" PTLABEL; 
"IF" LASTCH= 0 "THEN" "001'0" THERE "ELSE' 
"BEGIN" BLOCKS: =CHECKI(ENTIER«LASTCH*CHECKI(DATPTS) +33)/12S) +10) ; 
BACKSPACE(~,TESTIDENT,BLOCKS>; 
"REA!1' FILE(:::), I, D, DUM, J; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 9 "00' "REA!1' FILE(2) ,DUM; 
THERE: "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" STPT-1+(CH-1)*DATPTS "DO" 
"REAI1' FILE(2), DUM: 
• 
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"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "Dd' 
"BEGIN" "READ" FILE(2) ,A[ 11; 
"FOR" J: =1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NTH-l "00' 
"READ" FILE(2), DUM; 
"END" ; 
ZEROSH:=A[ 1]; 
"FOre' 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "Dd' 
A[I1:=A[I]-ZEROSH; 
"IF' CH=7"OR" CH=5 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" ZEROSH:=-ZEROSH: 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
A[ 11 :=-A[ I]; 
1tENI1' ; 
"END" ; 
LASTCH:=CHECKI(CH); 
PTLABEL: "IF" PTIND = 999 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
A[I]:=PTIMDAT[CH,IJ; 
"IF' CH=7"OR" CH=5 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "Dd' 
A[ Il:= - A[ I] ; 
"ENI1' ; 
ZEROSH:=A[l]; 
"ENU' ; 
"PRIN'r' PUNCH(3),' -L 'TYPE 1 FOR TIME DATA PLOT ~E 0 
"READ" READER(3), I; 
" IF' 1=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" ABS(N*DT*NTH/5-1) < .01 "THEN" TS:=l "ELsE" TS:=ENTIER 
(N*Dr*NTH/S) +1; 
SETORIGIN(800,0); MOVEPEN( -4S0, -224); mAIVLINE( -450. -2S4); 
mAWLINE(-420,-254); 
MOVEPEN(O,O); PUNCH(S); WAY(0,4); 
2;>7 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "DO" 
"BEGIN" IlRAWLINE(300* 1,0); IlRAWLINE(300* 1,16); 
MOVEPEN(300 1-50,-44); "PRINl"'DIGITS(2),I*TS; 
MOVEPEN(300*I,O); 
UENl1' ; 
MOVEPEN(1610,-254); DRAWLINE(1640,-254); DRAWLlNE(1640,-224); 
MOVEPEN(670,-94); "PRIm" • TIME SEC·; 
WAY(l,4); MOVEPEN(-64,77); "PRINT' "LATAC ; MOVEPEN(-64,291); 
"PRINT' 'YAW ANGLE " ,
MOVEPEN(-64,535); "PRINT' 'ROLL ANGLE'; MOVEPEN(-64,809); 
"PRINT' • YAW RATE; MOVEPEN(-64 ,1053) ; "PRINT' "ROLL RATE'; 
MOVEPEN(-64,1317); "PRIm" "RW ANGLE'; MOVEPEN(-64,1571); 
"PRINT' "IDf ANGLE'; MOVEPEN(-64,1805); "PRINT' . WIND ANGLE'; 
MOVEPEN(-64,2079); "PRIN'!" 'WIND VEL"; MOVEPEN(0,2286); 
"FOR" 1:=17 "STEP" -2 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" DRAWLINE(O, 1*127); DRAWLlNE(16, 1*127); 
MOVEPEN(-20, 1~127-100); "PRINT' FREEPOINT(4) ,1dAX[ (19-1)/.4]; 
MOVEPEN(O, 1" 127) ; 
"ENI1' j IlRAWLlNE(O,O) j 
"FOR" 1:=1" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9" 00' 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(O,I*254-127); 
"END" ; 
CH:=10-I; 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A, 
PTIND,PTIMDAT) ; 
"IF' CH=7" OR" CH=5 "TIIEN" 
"BEGIN" ZEROSH:=-ZEROSH; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
A[J] :=-A[J]; 
"END" ; 
"FOR" J:=O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N-1 .. 00' 
IlRAl~INE(J*DT*NTH*300JTS,A[J+1]*127/MAX[10-I]+I*254-127); 
"FOR" J:=ENTIER( (N-1) *DT*NTH*300/TS) "STEP" -100 
"UNTIL" 0 "rx:>" 
. "BEGIN" P:=ZEROSH*127jMAX[10-I]+I*.454-127; 
MOVEPEN(J,P); DRA11'LINE(J-50,P); 
"ENU' ; 
tI END" i 
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MOVEPEN(1610,2T~6); DRAWLINE(1640,2726); DRAWLINE(1640,2696); 
MOVEPEN(235 ,2540); "PRIm" WAY(O, 8) ,"VEHICLE RESPO~SE RUN', 
DIGITS(4),RUN; 
MOVEPEN(50,2440); WAY(O,4); IDENTIFY(NAME,TESTIDENT,STPT, 
NTH,E,DT); 
MOVEPEN( -450 ,2696); DRAWL INE ( -450,2726); IRAWLINE(-420 ,2726); 
MOVEPEN(-800,3T46); 
"END" of segment two; 
"BEGIN" "COMMEm" SEGMENT 
three Frequency plots; 
"INTEGER" DCH; 
"ARRAY" A,B[O:N+l]; 
uREALtI ~; 
"coMMEm" PROCEDURES DRAFRAX,PLAX,PHAX,WINOOW,BACKSPACE,RDD, 
FASTFOURIER,FTWH,SORTPHASE (BACKSPACE,RDD,FASTFOURIER 
NOT LISTED HERE); 
"PROCEDURE" DRAFRAX(SCALE); 
"REAL" SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" A,X; 
"INTEGER" N,B; 
PUNCH(S); WAY(O,4) ; 
SETORIGIN(800,0); 
DRA1YLINE( -500, -254) ; 
MOVEPEN(O,O); 
A::::O.l; 
MOVEPEN(-500,-224); 
DRAWLINE(-470,-254)j 
"FOR"'N:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 "00" 
"BEGIN" X:=SCALE*LN(N); 
DRAWLINE(X,16) ; 
"PRIm" FREEPOINT(l) ,A; 
DRAWLINE(X,O) ; 
MOVEPEN«X-45),-44); 
"END" j 
UENI1' ; 
B:=l; 
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MOVEPEN(X,O) j 
"FOR" N:=10 "STEP" 10 "UNTIL" 50 "DCI' 
"BEGIN" X!=SCALE LN(N) j 
DRAWLlNE(X,O) j DRAWLlNE(X,16) j 
MOVEPEN«X-30>,-44)j 
"PRINT' DIGITS(1) ,Sj 
"ENI1' ; 
B:=B+1; 
MOVEPEN(X,O) j 
MOVEPEN(1560,-254); 
DRAWLlNE(1590,-224)j 
"PRIm" 'FREQUENCY lIZ'j 
MOVEPEN(<?,O)j 
DRAWLlNE(1590,-254)j 
MOVEPEN(630,-94)j 
"PROCEDURl," PLAX(SCALE,ZERO); 
"INTEGER" ZEROj 
"REAL" SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER"K, I; 
DRAFRAX(SCALE)j K:=O; 
"END" ; 
"FOR" 1:=-30 "STEP" 6 "UNTIL" 30 "DCI' 
"BEGIN" DRAWLlNE(O,K); DRAWLlNE(16,K)j MOVEPEN(-80,(K-16»j 
"pRIm" DIGITS(2), Ij MOVEPEN(O,K) j K:=K-I254j 
nENl1' ; 
IlOVEPEN(-100,1200) j "PRlm"WAY(l,4), GAIN 00'; ZERO: =1270; 
MOVEPEN(50,2440)j I:=lj WAY(O,4)j lDENTIFY(NAME,TESTIDENT, 
STPT,NTH,E,DT)j 
MOVEPEN(-500 ,2696) j DRA1YLlNE(-500 ,2726); DRAWLlNE (-470 ,2726) ; 
MOVEPEN(1560,2726)j DRAWLlNE(1590,2726)j DRAWLlNE(1590,2696)j 
"PROCEDURE' PIlAX(SCALE,ZERO) j 
"INTEGER" ZERO; 
tI REAL" SCALE j 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,Jj 
DRAFRAX(SCALE)j J:=Oj 
"ENI1' ; 
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"FOR" 1:=-300 "STEP" 60 "UNTIL" 300 "rxJ' 
"BEGIN" DRAWLlNE(O,J); OOAWLlNE(16,J);-
MOVEPEN(-lOO,J-16); "PRINT" DIGITS(3), I; 
MOVEPEN(O;J); J:=J+254; 
11 END" ; 
MOVEPEN(-100,1120); "PRIm" WAY(1,4) ,'PIlASE ANGLE DEG'; 
ZERO: =1270 i 
MOVEPEN(50,2440>; 1:=1; WAY(O,4); IDENTIFY(NAME,TESTIDENT, 
STPT,NTH,E,DT); 
MOVEPEN(-500,2696); 00AIVLlNE(-500,2726) i DRAWLlNE(-470,2726); 
MOVEPEN(1560,2726); DRAWLlNE(1590,2726); DRAWLlNE(1590,2696); 
"PROCEDURE," WINDOW(A,KIND,N); 
"INTEGER" N,KINDi 
"ARRAY" A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; 
"ENI1' ; 
UREAL" F; 
"FOR" 1:=1" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N" rxJ' 
"BEGIN" "IF' KIND=2 "THEN" 
"ENI1' ; 
A[I]:=(" IF" 1< Nj2 "TIIEN" Z*{I-l)/N "ELSE" 2-2*1/N)*A[I]i 
"IF" KIND=3 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" I < N/4 "THEN" F:=2*('::*(I-l)/N)t3 "ELSE" 
"IF" I < Nj2 "THEN" F:=1-6*(2*I/N-l)t2 
-6*(2*I/N-l)t3 "ELsE" 
"EW'i 
"IF" I < 3*N/4 "TIIEN" F:=1-6*(2*I/N-l)t2+6* 
(2*I/N-l}t3 "ELsE" 
"IF" I "LE" N "THEN" F:=2*(Z-2*I/N)t3i 
A[ I] :=F*A[ Il i 
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"PROCEDURE" FI'WH(A,N,M,KIND,CH,FR); 
"INTEGER" N,M,KINO,CH; 
uREAL" FR; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,D; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" Al,Bl[O:Nfil; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nfi-l "Dd' 
"BEGIN" Al[ I] :=A[ 1+1]; 
Bl[I]:=A[Nfi+I+l]; 
"END"; 0:=11-1; 
REALTRANSFORM(Al,B1,D,"FALSE") ; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nfi "Dd' 
"BEGIN" A[ I] :=SQRT(A1[ I] t2+B1[ Il t2); 
"ENI1' ; 
A[I+Nfi+1]:=ARCTAN(-B1[I]/A1[I])*57.3; 
"IF" A[ l+Nfi+1]>0 "THEN" , 
"BEGIN" "IF' -B1[ 1]<0 "THEN" A[ I+Nfi+1] :=A[I+Nfi+1] +180; 
nEW' ; 
"IF' A[ I+Nfi+1l<0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF' -B1[ 1] >0 "THEN" A[ l+Nfi+1] :=A[ I+Nfi+1] +180; 
"IF' -B1[I]<0 "THEN" A[I+Nfi+1]:=A[I+N/.a+1l+360; 
"END" ; 
"IF' A[ I +N/.a+1] =0 .. THEN" 
"BEGIll' "IF" A[ 1]<0 "THEN" A[ I+Nfi+11 :=180; 
ItENI1' ; 
"IF' KIlU):1. "THEN" 
"BEGIll' 
Al[0]:=0.54*A[OJ+O.46*A[ll; 
A1[Nfil:=0.54*A[Nfil+O.46*A[Nfi-1]; 
"FOR" 1:=1. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nfi-1 "Dd' 
A1[I]:=0.23*A[I-1]+0.54*A[I£+O.23*A[I+1]; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nfi "Dd' 
A[ Il :=A1[ Il ; 
UENI1' ; 
"IF' CH=5 "THEN" 
"END" ; 
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"BEGIN" "PRINI" PUNCH(3)," L "TYPE 1 FOR ROLL ANGLE FROM 
ROLL RATE ELSE'O' 'i-
fiEND" ; 
"REA!1' READER(3), I: 
" IF' 1=1" THEN' 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N/2 "no" 
"BEGIN' A[ I] :=A[I]/(FRjlO*I*6.2832) i 
A[ I+N/..!+l] :=A[ I+N/2+1l -90i 
"EW' ; 
"ENI1' ; 
"IF' FR/10 < .2 "THEN' I:=ENTIER(2/FR) 
. uELslr' 1:=1; 
A[ 0] :=A[ IJ i 
A[N/2+1]:=A[N/2+1]-90 i 
"PROCEDURE" SORTPHASE(DUM,N) i 
"ARRAY" DU"'i 
"INTEGER" N; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" Ii 
"END" ; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEl'" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN' "IF" DUMLI]>90 "THEN" 
DUM[ Il :=DUM(I]-360; 
"EN!1' ; 
"PRINI" PUNCH(3)," L 'TYPE 1 FOR FREQ AMP OR PHASE PLOTS ELSE 0 
"REA!1' READER (3) ,D1; 
"IF' D1= 0 "THEN' "GOTO" L8; 
• 
"PRIN'I" PUNCH(3), 'L'TYPE 1 FOR FREQ TRANSF GAIN PLOTS ELSE 0 
"REAI1' READER(3),Dl;' 
It IF' Dl= 0 .. THEN" "GOTO" 1.2; 
PLAX(SCALE,ZERO); 1:=1; 
MOVEPEN(50 ,2340) ;"PRIN'I" WAY(O ,4) " CHAN' S4 'SS RESP' i 
L1:"PRINI" PUNCH(3)," L'TYPE CHANNEL NO OF PLOT REQD ELSE 0 
"REA!1' READER(3) ,CH; . 
11 IF' CH=O "THEN' 
• ; 
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"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(410,2540); "PRIm." 
MOVEPEN(-800,3726); 
lYAY(O,S),' VEHICLE RESPONSE '; 
.. 
"QOTO" L2; 
UEN!1' ; • 
RDD(TESTIDENT,nATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
VlINDOlV(A,KIND,N> ; FTWH(A,N,E,SMOOTH,CH,FR) ; 
MOVEPEN(SCALE·LN(FR*START),GSC*LN(A[START]/A[OJ)+ZERO); 
"FOR" J:=START+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "m" 
DRAWLlNE(SCALE*LN(FR*J),GSC*LN(A[J]/ALOJ)+ZERO); 
"PRINT' DIGITS(I),WAY(0,4),CH; 
MOVEPEN(50,2340-40*I); 
"PRINT' DIGITS(I), WAY(0,4) ,CH," S5 •• ,SCALED(4) ,A[ 0]; 
1:=1+1; 
"GOTO" Ll; 
L2:"PRINT' PUNCH(3) ;"L' TYPE 1 FOR FREQ TRANSFORM PHASE PLOTS 
ELSE 0 
"REAJ)" READER(3) ,Dl; 
". , 
"lE" Dl=o "THEN" "GOTO" L4; 
PHAX(SCALE,ZERO); 
L3:"PRINT" PUNCH(3), N L' TYPE CHANNEL NO OF PLOT REQD ELSE 0 
"REArI' READER(3) ,CH; 
"IF' CH=O "THEN" 
, 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(410,2540); "PRINT' WAY(O,S), 'VEHICLE RESPONSE'; 
MOVEPEN(-SOO,3726); 
"aOTO" L4; 
UEND" ; 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINOOW(A,KIND,N); 
FTWH(A,N,E,SMOOTH,CH,FR); 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(FR*START),PSC*A[N/2+1+START]+ZERO); 
"FOR" J:=START+l" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "DO" 
DRAWLINE(SCALE*LN(FR*J),PSC*A[N/2+1+J]+ZERO); 
"PRINT' DIGITS(l) ,WAY(O,4) ,CH; 
"GOTO" L3; 
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L4:"l'RINT' PUNCH(3)," L' TYPE 1 FOR TRANSFUN GAIN PLOTS ELSE 0 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,Dl; 
"ut' Dl=O "THEN" "GOTO" L6; 
PLAX(SCALE,ZERO); 1:=1; 
MOVEPEN(50,2340); "PRINT' WAY(O,4),' CH RAT' S4 'SS RESP'; 
L5:"PRINT' PUNCH(3), "L' TYPE RATIO OF CHANNELS REQD ELSE 0 0 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,CH,DCH; 
"IF" CH=O "OR" DCH=O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(410,2540); "PRINT' WAY(O,S),'VEHICLE RESPONSE'; 
MOVEPEN(-SOO,3726); 
"GOTO" L6; 
UEND"; 
• 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINDOlf(A,KIND,N); FTWH(A,N,E,SMOOTH,CH,FR); 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,DCH,ZEROSH,B,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINDOW(B,KIND,N); FTII'H(B,N,E,SMOOTH,DCH,FR); 
Q:=A[O]/B[O]; 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(FR*START),GSC*LN(A[START]/B[START]IQ)+ZERO); 
"FOR" J:=START+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "TXi' 
DRAWLlNE( SCALE*LN(FR* J) , GSC*LN(A[ J] IB[ J] IQ) +ZERO) ; 
"PRINT' DIGITS(l), WAY(O,4) ,CH,' I' ,DCH; 
MOVEPEN(50,2340-40*I); 
"PRINT' DIGITS(l), WAY(O,4) ,CH, --S .. ,DCH, •• S4" ,SCALED(4) ,Q; 1:=1+1; 
"GOTO" L5; 
L6:"PRIN'l" PUNCH(3),"L' TYPE 1 FOR TRANSFUN PHASE PLOTS ELSE 0 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,Dl; 
"IF' D1=O "THEN" "GOTO" LS; 
PHAX(SCALE,ZERO); 
L7:"PRINT' PUNCH(3),"L' TYPE RATIO OF CHANNELS REQD ELSE 0 0 
"REAI1' READER(3) ,CH,DCH; 
"IF' CH=O "OR" DCH=O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(410,2540); "PRINT' WAY(O,S), 'VEHICLE RESPONSE'; 
MOVEPEN(-SOO,3T~6); 
"GOTO" LS; 
nENl1' ; 
, 
'; 
• ; 
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RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINOOW(A,KIND,N);FTWH(A,N,E,SMOOTH,CH,FR); 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,DCH,ZEROSH,B,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINDOW(B,KIND,N);FTWH(B,N,E,SMOOTH,DCH,FR); 
"FOR" J:=Q" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N;2 "00" 
A[J]:=A[N/&+1+J]-B[N;2+1+J]; 
J:=N/&; SORTPHASE(A,J); 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(FR*START),PSC*A(START]+ZERO); 
"FOR" J:=START+l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "rxJ' 
DRA1I'LlNE( SCALE*LN( FR* J) ,PSC*AL J] +ZERO) ; 
"PRIN'I" DIGITS(l) ,WAY(O,4) ,CH, • I"DCH; 
ItGOTO" L7; 
L8:"ENI1' of segment three; 
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"COMMENT" FITTRANS PART TWO; 
DIR2: 
• "BEGIN" 
DIM: 
"INTEGER"NADJ, I&,PH,m'IRW,CC, TOT,IPRINT ,IMAX, CPLOT; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY"REDNOLo: ENUF] ,AKEY[l: 16], PP,STFT[1:3 ,1:2], 
CIIAN[1:3]; 
"ARRAY" DATA[1:2 ,1:3,0: ENUF] ,ADJ, COEFFS,SKALE[l: 16] ,D[1:5], 
X,Y[1:4],ZVAL[1:3]; 
"REAL" EPS , SO, DEL, FF, DFR; 
CPLOT:=O; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "rxJ' REDNO[I]:=I; 
"IF" FR "NE" 999 "THEN" "GCTO" FOUR1; 
"REArI' mYRW ,PP[l,l] ,PP[~,l] ,PP[3,l], 
PP[l,2],PP[2,2],PP[3,2]; 
"FOR" PH:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "00" 
"FOR" 1l:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "rxI' 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" PP[M,PH] "00" 
"REAI1' DATA[PH,M, 1-1], DATA[PH,M,N+I-1]; 
CC:=4; 
"IF" PP[l,l] "NE" 0 "OR" PP[1,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" CC:=CC+4; 
"IF' PP[J,l] "NE" 0 "OR" PP[2,2] liNE" 0 "THEN" CC:=CC+3; 
"IF" PP[3,l] "NE" 0 "OR" PP[3,2] "NE" 0 "TlIEN" CC:=CC+S; 
"PRINT" PUNCH(3), "L'LOAD ADDIT DATA WITH' ,DIGITS(3) ,CC, 
"S"'COEFFS""; 
WAIT; "REArI' D1; 
"IF' D1" NE" CC "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRINT" PUNCH(3),"L 'WRONG NO OF COEFFS '; 
"GOTd' DIM; 
UENI1' ; 
"REAI1'CPLOT, STFT[1,1] ,STFT[2 ,1], STFT[3 ,1] ,STFT[l,2], 
STFT[2,2],STFT[3,2]; 
NADJ:=O; 
" 
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"FOR" 1:=1" STEP" 1 "UNTIL" CC "00" 
"BEGIN" "READ" COEFFS[ I] ,AKEY[ Il ; 
"IF' AKEY[I]=I"THEN" 
"END" ; 
"BEGIN" ADJ[NADJ+l] :=COEFFS[ I]; NADJ:=NADJ+l; 
tt ENU' ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" l"UNTIL" NADJ "00" 
SKALE[I]:= I/ADJ[I]; 
"READ" IPRINT, lMAX,EPS,SO, DEL; 
TOT:=O; 
It FORn M: = 1 11 STEP" 1 tI UNT ILtI 3 It 00" 
"FOR" PH:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "DO" 
TOT:=TOT+PP[M,PH]-(" IF" PP[M,PH]=O "THEN" 0 "ELSE" STFT[M,PH]-I); 
START:=I; CHAN[l]:=6; CHAN[2]:=7; CHAN[3]:=9; 
"GOTd' DIR4: 
FOURl: 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT' SEGMENT four Prepare curve fit data; 
"ARRAY" A,B[O:N+1]: 
"COMMENr'PROCEDURES WINOOW,BACKSPACE,RDD FASTFOURIER ETC, FTWH, 
SORTPHASE (THESE PROCEDURES NOT LISTED HERE): 
PUNCH(3):READER(3); 
"PRINT' "L' TYPE 1 FOR CURVE FITS ELSE 0 
, 
; 
"READ" Dl; 
"IF" D1=0 "THEN" "GOTd'FlNAL; 
"PRINr' "L' PTS AVAILABLE FOR FIT (BELOW 4HZ)', SAMELlNE, 
DIGITS(5),ENUF+I,"L' TYPE 1 FOR REDUCED DATA ELSE 0 
"READ" rum: 
"u" RE]):l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" BREAK:=ENTIER(10/FR); NENUF:=BREAK: 
"FOR" 1:=0" STEP" 1" UNTIL" BREAK" DO" REDNOL 1] := I: 
"FOR" I:=BREAK+2 "STEP' 2 "UNTIL" 2*BREAK "DO" 
"BEGIN" NENUF:=NENUF+1:REDNOlNENUF]:=I: "END"; 
, 
FOOL: 
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"FOR" I:=2*BREAK+4 "STEP" 4 "UNTIL" ENUF "00" 
"BEGIN" NENUF:=NENUF+1;REDNO[NENUF] :=I;"ENI1'; 
"PRIm" "L" PTS NOW' ,SAMELINE,DIGITS(5) ,NENUF+1; 
IIEND': 
"PRIm" "L" TYPE STFT PP ELSE 0 0 'L" YAW", 
'RATE AMP .. , , 
"READ'STFT[l,l], PP[l,l); 
"PRIN'!'" "L" YAW RATE PHASE 
"PRIN'!'" "L" ROLL ANGLE AMP 
"PRIN'!'" "L" ROLL ANGLE PHASE 
, 
.. 
"REAI1'STFT[l,2), PP[l,2); 
"REAI1'STFT[2,l], PP[2,1]; 
"; "REAI1'STFT[2,2), PP[2,2]; 
" PR IN'!'" "L' LATAC AMP .. ; "REAI1' STFT[3 ,1], PP[ 3,1] ; 
"PRIm" "L' LATAC PHASE 
, 
; "REAI1' STFT[ 3 ,2], PP[ 3,2] ; 
CC:=4i 
n IF' PP[l,l) " NE" o "OR" PP[l,2) tiNE" o "THEN" CC:=CC+4; 
" u" PP[2,l] fI NE" o "OR' PP[2,2] 11 NE" o "THEN't CC:=CC+3; 
" IF' PP[3,l] liNE" o "OR" PP[3,2) liNE" o "THEN" CC:=CC+5; 
"PRIN'!'" "L" RELATIVE TO WIND ANGLE TYPE 2,HW TYPE 3,RW TYPE 4 
"REAU' HWRW; 
"PR IN'!'" ' L' LOAD ADDITIONAL DATA WITH',DIGITS(2) ,cc, "s" 
COEFFS' ; 
WAIT; READER(l); 
"REAI1' D1; "IF' D1 "NE" cc "THEN' 
"BEGIN" "PR IN'!'" "L' WRONG NO OF COEFFS'; 
"GOTO" FOOL; 
11 END' ; 
NADJ:=O 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" CC "DO" 
"BEGIlt' "REAI1' COEFFS[ 1] ,AKEY[ I); 
"IF' AKEY[ 1]=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" ADJ[NADJ+11 :=COEFFS[ 1]; NADJ:=NADJ+1; 
U END't; 
If END. ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" l"UNTIL" NADJ "00" 
SKALE[I):= l/ADJ[I]; 
"READ" IPRINT, IMAX,EPS,SO, DEL; 
TOT:=O; 
.. 
"ENI1I ; 
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"Fon" 101:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
"Fon" PH:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "00" 
TOT:=TOT+PP[M,PH]-(" IF' PPLM,PH]=O "THEN" 0 "ELSE" STFTLM,PH]-l); 
CHAN[1]:=6;CHAN[2]:=7;CHAN[3]:=9; 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,HWRW,ZEROSH, 
A,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINOOW(A,KIND,N);FTII'H(A,N,E,SMOOTH,HWRW,Fn); 
"FOR" 101:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
"BEGIN" "IF" PP[M,l} "NE" 0 "OR" PP[IoI,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
ttENJ)'t; 
"ENI1' ; 
"IF' 101=2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRIN'l" PUNCH(3), "L "TYPE 1 FOR 
ROLL ANGLE FROM ROLL RATE ELSE" 
o 
"REAU' READER(3), I; 
"IF' 1=1 "THEN" CHAN[2} :=5; 
IIEND' ; 
CH:=CHAN[M]; 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N, 
CH,ZEROSH,B,PTIND,PTIMDAT); 
WINDOW(B,KIND,N); 
FTWH(B,N,E,SMOOTH,CH,FR); 
,0 IF' PP[M,l} "NE" 0 .. THEN" 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "00" 
~TA[l,M,I]:=B[I]/A[I]; 
"IF' PP[M,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" ENUF "00" 
"END' ; 
B[I]:=B[I+N/2+1]-A[I+N/~+1]; 
I:=PP[IoI,2]; SORTPHASE(B,I); 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
PP[IoI,2]-1 "00" 
~TA[2,M,I]:=B[I]; 
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DIM: 
"BEGIN" "COMMEN'l" SEGMENT five fit curves; 
"INTEGER" I; 
"COMMENT"PROCEDURES FUNCTION,CALFUN,FUNCT,OPLS (OPLS NOT LISTED); 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FUNCTION( I, CC,COEFFS ,AKEY ,ADJ, DATA, M, PH, PP ,FR,N) ; 
"VALUE"' I,CC,M,PH,PP,FR; 
"REAL" "ARRAY' COEFFS,ADJ,DATA; 
"INT.I!.'GER" "ARRAY" pp ,AKEY; 
"INTEGER" I,CC,M,PH,N; 
uREAL" FR; 
"BEGI)(' "REAL" P,Q,R,S,W,D; 
"INTEGER" NCO,K,L; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PIlASE(P,Q,R,S); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,S; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" E,F ,G; 
nENI1' ; 
E:=P*R+Q<S; 
F:=Q*R-P*S; 
G:=ARCTAN(FjE) *57.3; 
"IF" G>O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF' F<O "THEN" G:=G-18O; 
"ENU' ; 
CHECKS('FUNCTION'); 
"IF' 0<0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF' F > 0 "THEN" G:=G-180; 
fiEND- ; 
.. IF" G= 0 U THEN'I 
"BEGIN" "IF' E<O "THEN" G:=-180; 
"011' ; 
PIlASE:=G; 
• 
It ENI1t; 
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"lE" :rn.:999 "THEN" W:=II\TA[PH,M,N+I]*6.2832 "ELSE" 
W:=FR* 1*.62832; 
K:::lj 
"Fon" L:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" CC "00" 
"IF" AKEY[L]=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN' COEFFS[L] :=ADJ[K]; K:=K+l; 
"ENI1' ; 
R:=(W*W-COEFFS[:l]) *W*W+COEFFS[ 4]; 
S:=(COEFFS[3]-COEFFS[1]*W*W)*W; 
NCO:=5; 
.. I~-n M=l tlTHEN" 
"BEGIN" P:=-COEFFS[ 6] *W*W+COEFFS[8] ; 
Q:=(COEFFS[7]-W*W)*W; 
11 END" ; 
"IF" /.F:l "TIIEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" CC=8 "OR" CC=11 "OR" CC=13 "OR" CC=16 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+4; 
P:=-W'W+COEFFS[NCO+2] ; 
Q:=COEFFS[NCO+l]*W; 
ttEND" ; 
"IF" 1d=3 "TIIEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" CC=8 "OR" CC=11 "OR" CC=13 "on" CC=16 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+4; 
"END" ; 
"lE" CC=7 "OR" CC=11 "OR" CC=12 "OR" CC=16 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+3; 
P:=(W*W-COEFFS[NCO+2])*W*W+COEFFS[NCO+4]; 
Q:=(COEFFS[NCO+3]-COEFFS[NCO+l]*W*W)*W; 
D:=DATA[PH, M, Il; 
"lE" PH=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "lE" PP(M,l'H]=O "TP.EN" FUNCTION:=O "ELsE" 
FUNCTION:=(COEFFS[NCO]*SQRT«P*P+Q>Q)/(R*R+S*S»-D)/Dj 
"ENI1' "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "lE" PP[M,P!il=O "THEN" ..,'UNCTION:=O "ELsE" 
FUNCTION:=(PHASE(P,Q,R,S)-D)*.Ol; 
IIEN17' ; 
,I 
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"PROCEDURE" CALFUN(REDNO,X,SCALE, NADJ,NMAX,STFT,PP,FF ,SS, INF, Il\TA, 
CC,COEFFS,AKEY,FR): 
"REAL" "ARRAY" X,SCALE,SS,DATA,COl!:FFS: 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY"REDNO, STFT,PP,AKEY: 
11 REALII FF, FR; 
"INTEGER" CC, NMAX, INF, NADJ: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,M,PH,K: 
tlENI1' ; 
"REAL" FFl: 
CHECKS('CALFUN'); 
INF:=O; FF:=Oj J:=l; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NADJ "00" X[I]:=X[I]/SCALE[I]; 
"FOR" PH:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "ro' 
"FOR" 101:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"FOR" I:=STFT[M,PH]-l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" (PP[M,PH]-l) "DO" 
"BEGIN" "IF" PP[M;PH]=O "THEN" FFl:=O "ELSE' 
lI.ENI1t; 
"BEGIN" K:=REDNO[ I]; 
FF1:=FUNCTION(K,CC,COEFFS,AKEY,X,DATA,M,PH,PP,FR,NMAX); 
"END" ; 
"IF' PP[M,PH] "NE' 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" SS(J] :=FFl: J:=J+l: 
"END' : 
FF:=FF+~'Fl*FFl ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NADJ "Del' X[I]:=X(I]*SCALE[I]; 
"PROCEDURI'." FUNCT(X,N,M,FF ,S,A, INF, INFG,DEL,MAGIC, ILIN, IEV,S2,Z, 
SCALE,NMAX,STFT,PP,DATA,CC,COEFFS,AKEY,FR); 
"REAL" "ARRAY" X,S,A,S2,Z,SCALE,DATA,COEFFS; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" STFT ,PP,AKEY; 
"INTEGER" N,M, INF, INFG,MAGIC, ILIN, IEV,NMAX,CC; 
"REAL"FF, DEL,FR: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J; 
uREALtI FF2; 
CHECKSC'FUNCT'); 
INF:= INFG:=O; 
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"IF' MAGIC "NE" 67892 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRINT' PUNCH(3), 'PL ' WRONG NUMERICAL DERIVATIVE 
SUBROUTINE' ; 
STOP; 
"END" ; 
"IF' ILIN=2 "THEN" "00'1'0" L10; , 
CALFUN{REDNO,X,SCALE,N,NMAX,STFT,PP,FF,S,INF,DATA,CC,COEFFS, 
AKEY,FR); 
IEV:=IEV+1; 
"IF' INF=l "OR" ILIN=l "THEN" "00'1'0" EXIT; 
L10: "FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" Z[I]:=X[I]; , 
DEL:=AMAXl(DEL,.0625*.0625*.0625*.0625); 
"FOR" I:=l "STEP' 1 "UNTILIt N "00" 
"BEGIN" Z[ I] :=X[ IJ+DEL; 
UEND" ; 
EXIT: " ENO" ; 
CALFUN{REDNO, Z, SCALE, N, mN\X, STFT,PP,FF2,52, INF,DATA, 
CC,COEFFS,AKEY,FR); 
IEV:=IEV+1; 
"IF' INF= 1 "THEN" "ooTO" EXIT; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M "DO" 
A[J, Il :=(SZ[ J]-S[ J])/DEL; 
Z[ I] :=X[ I]; 
PUNCH(4); 
"PRINT' "F"; IDENTIFY{NAME, TESTIDENT,STPT,NTH,E, DT); 
"PRINT' "La' INITIAL VALUES OF COEFFS'; 
ItFOR" I:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" CC noo" 
"BEGIN" "IF' (I-l)/8-{I-1) "DIY' 8 < .05 "THEN" "PRINT' 
"PRINT' SAMELlNE,SCALED(4),,'52", COEFFS [I]; 
"END" • ,
"PRINT' '"La' POINTS AVAILABLE' ,SAMELINE,PREFIX( '52") ,DIGITS(3), 
PP[l,11,PP[2,l],PP[3,l],PP[l,2],PP[2,2],PP[3,2]; 
"PRINT' '"La' START AT POINTS " SAMELlNE,PREFIX( '52") ,DIGITS(3), 
STFT[l,l],STFT[2,1],STFT[3,l],STFT[1,2J,STFT[2,2l,STFT[3,2l; 
"PRINT' "La' IPRINT', DIGITS (4) ,SAMELlNE, IPRINT, "S2" lMAX 
IMAX,"SZ'EPS ',SCALED(4),EPS,"52'SO 
DEL • ,DEL; 
• 
, SO "'52-, , 
, 
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"IF" CPLOT =1 "THEN" "GOTO" SKIPFIT; 
" FOR" I : = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNT IL" NADJ "DO" 
ADJ[I]:=ADJ[I]*SKALE[I); 
OPLS(ADJ,NADJ~TOT,EPS,I~~X,IPRINT,SO,DEL, 
SKALE,N,STFT,PP,DATA,CC,COEFFS,AKEY,FR); 
J:=Oi 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1"UNTIL" CC "DO" 
"BEGIN" "IF" AKEY[I]=1"THEN"J:=J+1; 
nEND'- ; 
COEFFS[I]:= "IF" AKEY[I]=1 "THEN" ADJ[J]/SKALE[J] 
"ELsE" COEFFS[ I] ; 
"ENO" of segment five; 
SKIPFIT: 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT' SEGMENT six plot curves and calculate poles and zeros; 
"INTEGER" I; 
"COMMEN'l" procedures DRAFRAX,PLAX,PHAX,TF,QUARTIC,CUBIC (ONLY TF 
- LISTED HERE); 
"DD"" "PROCEDURE" TF(I COEFFS Id PH PP FR)· &"I:It'U...I , "" 
"VALUE" I,M,PH,PP,FRi 
"REAL" "ARRAY' COEFFS; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' PP; 
"INTEGER" I ,M, PH; 
"REAL" FR; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" P Q R S W· , , , , , 
"INTEGER" NCO; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" AMP(P,Q,R,S); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,S; 
"BEGIN" AMP:=SQRT«P*P+Q*Q) /(R*R+S*S»; 
It END". , 
• 
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"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PHASE(P,Q,R,S); 
"REAL" p,Q,n,S; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" E,F,G; 
nENIi' ; 
E:=P*R+Q*S; 
F:=Q*n-p*s; 
G:=ARCTAN(FjE)*57.3; 
"IF" G > 0" THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" F < 0 "THEN" G:=G-180; 
11ENI1' ; 
"IF" 0<0 "T1mN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" F > 0 "THEN" G:=G-180; 
ttENJj' ; 
"IF" 0=0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" E<O "THEN" G:=-180; 
nENIl' ; 
PHASE:=G; 
W:=FR/10*I*6.2832; 
n:=Wt4-COEFFS[2]*W*W+COEFFS[4]; 
S:=-COEFFS[l]*Wt3+COEFFS[3]*W; 
NCO:=5; 
"IF" 1>1=1 "THEN' 
"BEGIN" P:=-COEFFS[6]*W*W+COEFFS[8]; 
Q:=-Wt3+COEFFS[7]*W; 
"EN!1'; 
"IF" 1>1=2 "TImN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" PP[l,l]"NE" 0 "OR" PP[l,2]"NE" 0 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+4; 
P:=-W*W+COEFFS[NCO+2]; 
Q:=COEFFS[NCO+1]*W; 
"END" ; 
"IF" M=3 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" PP[l,l]"NE" 0 "on" PP[1,2]"NE" 0 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+4; 
"IF" PP[2,1]"NE" 0 "on" PP[2,2]"NE" 0 "THEN" 
NCO:=NCO+3 ; 
IIENl1' ; 
"END" ; 
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P:=Wf4-COEFFS[NC0t2]*W*W+COEFFS[NC0+4]; 
Q:=-COEFFS[NCO+l] *Wf3+COEFFS[NC0+3] *W; 
"IF" PH=l "THEN" 
"BEG IN" "IF" PP[ M, PH]=O "THEN" TF :=0 "ELsE" 
TF:=COEFFS[NCO]*AMP(P,Q,R,S); 
"END" "ELsE" 
"BEGI1f' "IF" PP[M,PH]=O "THE1f' TF:=O "ELsE" 
TF:=PHASE(P,Q,R,S); 
nEND" ; 
m:=oi Dl:=O; 
"IF" PP[i,l]=O "AND" PP[2,1]=0 "AND" PP[3,ll=O 
"THE1f' "00'1'0" PHON; 
PLAX(SCALE,ZERO) ; 
"FOR" M:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
11 IF" PP[M,l] "NE" ° "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR"K:=("IF"STFT[M,l]-l>START "THE1f' 
STFT[M,l]-l "ELsE" START) 
"STEP" 1 "UNTIL" PP[M,l]-l "00" 
"BEGI1f' I:=REDNO[K]; 
ItEND" ; 
"IF" FR=999 "THEW DFR:=DATA[l,M,N+Il*lO 
"ELSE" DFR:=FR*I; 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(DFR),GSC*LN(DATA[l,M,I] 
/DATA[l,M,O])+ZERO); 
CENCHARACTER(M); 
I:=O; PH:=li DFR:=l; 
ZVAL[M):=TF(I,COEFFS,M,PH,FP,DFR); 
MOVEPEN(O,GSC*(LN(T.F(I,COEFFS,M,PH,PP,DFR» 
-LN(DATA[PH,M,oD )+ZERO); 
"FOR" 1:=2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 40 "DO" 
1tENI1' ; 
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DRAWLINE(SCALE*LN(I),GSC*(LN(TF(I,COEFFS, 
M,PH,PP,DFR»-LN(DATA[PH,M,O))+ZERO); 
"PRINT" DIGITS (1) ,CHAN[M],' I' ,HWRW; 
TRISG: "IF" ID=l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(450,2540); 
"END" ; 
"IF" IDI'RW=2 "THEN" "PRIm" WAY(O, S),' GUST RESPONSE' 
"ELSE" "PRINT" WAY(O,S),'STEER RESPONSE'; 
MOVEPEN(-800,3726); 
"00'1'0" FINAL; 
m:=l; 
"FOW' 1:=2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "00" 
D[I]:=CO~FFS[I-1]; 
Qu.\RTIC(D,X,Y); 
MOVEPEN( 50 ,2300) I 
"PRIN'I" • SP SS RESP , 
MOVEPEN(100,2260); 
"PRIN'I" ~POLES'· 
D[l] :=1; 
, 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 4 "00" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(10, (2260-40*1»; 
"END" ; 
"PRIN'I" ALIGNED(2,2) ,SQRT(X[ I]*x[ I]+Y[ I] 
*y[ I]) 16.2832; 
MOVEPEN(150,(2260-40*I»; 
"PRIm" ALIGNED(1,3),x[ I]/SQRT(X[ I]*X[ I]+Y[ I]*Y[I]}; 
"IF" PP[l,l] "NE" 0 "OR" PP[1,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY' m[0:3],RX,RY[1:3]; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
DR[I]:=COEFFS[(5+I)]; 
CUBIC(DR,RX,RY); 
MOVEPEN(430,2340); 
~DVEPEN(400,2300) ; 
MOVEPEN(460,2260); 
DR[O] :=1; 
"PRIm" 'YAW RATE'; 
"PRIm" SCALED( 4) , ZVAL[ 1] ; 
"PRIm" 'ZEROS'; 
"END" ; 
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"FOR" 1:=1 "STEi' 1 "UNTIL" 3 "no" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(360, (2260-40*1»; 
nEW' ; 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(2,2) ,SQRT(RX[ I] *RX[ I] 
+RY[I]*RY[I])/6.Z83Z; 
MOVEPEN(500,(2Z60-40*I»; 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(1,3) ,RX[I]/SQRT(RX[I] 
*RX[I]+RY[I]*RY[I]); 
"lit' PP[Z,1] "Nt" 0 "OR" PP[2,2] "Nt" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" B; 
"END" : 
"REAL" "ARRA'i" PX,PY[1:2]; 
"lit' PP[1,1]=0 "AND" PP[1,Z]=0 "THEN" 
1:=0 "ELSE" 1:=4; 
B:=COEFFSl(I+6)]tZ-4*COEFFS[(I+7)]; 
"lit' B<O "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PX[l] :=PX[2] :=-COEFFS[ (1+6)]12; 
PY[l]:=SQRT(-B)j2; 
PY[Z] :=-PY[ 1] ; 
"ENU' "ELS:e:' 
"BEGIN" Py[ 1] :=PY[2] :=0; 
PX[1]:=(-COEFFS[(I+6)]+SQRT(B»j2; 
PX[Z]:=(-COEFFS[(I+6)]-SQRT(B»j2; 
I1ENJ:1' ; 
MOVEPEN(760,2340); 
MOVEPEN(750,2300); 
~I)VEPEN(810,ZZ60) ; 
"PRINT" "ROLL ANGLE'; 
"PRINT" SCALED(4) ,ZVAL[2]; 
"PRINT" "ZEROS'; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEi' 1 "UNTIL" 2 "no" 
"BEGIN" 1oI0VEPEN(710, (2Z60-40*I»; 
"ENd'i 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(2,Z), SQRT(PX[I]*PX[ I] 
+PY[I]*PY[I])/6.Z83Z; 
MOVEPEN(850,(2260-40*I»; 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(1,3) ,PX[ I]/SQRT(PX[ I] 
*PX[I]+PY[I]*PY[I])i 
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"IF" PP[3,1] "NE" 0 "OR" PP[3,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" rL[1:5] ,LX,LY[1:4]; 
nEND" : 
"IF" PP[1,1]=0 "ANd' PP[1,2]=0 
"THEN" K:=O "ELsE" K:=4; 
"IF" PP[2,1]=0 "ANd' PP[2,2]=0 
"THEN" J:=O "ELsE" J:=3; 
uFOR" 1:=2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 uDO" 
DL[I]:=OOEFFS[(4+I+J+K)]; 
QUARTIC(DL,LX,LY); 
DLU]:=1; 
MOVEPEN(1160,2340>; 
MOVEPEN( 1100,2300) ; 
MOVEPEN(1160,2260>; 
"PRINT' P LATAC'; 
"PRINT' SCALED(4) ,ZVAL[3]; 
"PRINT' • ZEROS'; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 4 "00" 
"BEGIN" MOVEPEN(1060,(2260-40*I»; 
"EW' ; 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(2 ,2) ,SQRT(LX[I]*LX[ I] 
+LY[I]*LY[I])/6.2832; 
MOVEPEN(1200,(2260-40*I»; 
"PRINT" ALIGNED(1,3) ,LX[ I]/SQRT(LX[ 1]* 
. LX[I]+LY[I]*LY[IJ); 
MOVEPEN(450,2540); 
"IF" HWRW=2 "THEN" "PRINT' WAY(0,8),'GUST RESPONSE' 
"ELsE" "PRIm" WAY(O, 8),' STEER RESPONSE'; 
MOVEPEN{-800,3726); 
PHON: "IF" Dl=l "THEN''''GOTO'' FINAL; 
"IF" pp[ 1,2]=0 "AW' PP[2,21=0 "AND" PP[3,2]=0 
"THEN''''GOTO'' FINAL; 
PIIAX{ SCALE, ZERO) ; 
"FOR" 1.1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"IF" PP[M,2] "NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR"K:={"IF"STFTLM,2]-1>START "THEN" STFT[M,2]-1 
"ELsE" START) 
"STEP" 1 "UNTIL" PP[M,2]-1 "00" 
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"BEGIN" I:=REDNO[K]; 
"ENI1' ; 
"IF" FR=999 "THEN" DFR:=DATA[2,M,N+I] 
"'10 "ELSE" DFR:=FR*I; 
MOVEPEN(SCALE*LN(DF,R),PSC*DATA[2,M,I]+ZERO); 
CENCHARACTER(M); 
1:=1; PH:=2; DFR:=l; 
MOVEPEN(O, PSC"'TF(I,COEFFS, M,PH,PP,DFR) 
+ZERO); 1:=0; 
ZVAL[M£:=TF(I,COEFFS,M,PH,PP,DFR); 
"FOK' 1:=2 .. STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 40 "ix>" 
DRAWLINE(SCALE*LN(I) ,PSC"'TF(I,COEFFS, M,PH,PP, DFR) 
+ZERO); 
"PRINT' DIGITS (1) ,CHAN[M] , • J' ,HWRIY; 
"ENI1'; Dl:=l.; 
"GOTO"THISG; 
"ENJ>" of segment six; 
FINAL:" ENl1' ; 
1fENJ1' ; 
tlENI1' ; 
• 
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APPENDIX 7 CARS E AND F, DETAILS AND STEADY STATE TEST RESULTS 
Relevant weights and dimensions of the two vehicles are: 
Weight Yaw Inertia Roll Inertia Wheelbase xF 
Slugs Slug ft.2 Slug ft, 2 ft. ft. 
Car E 105.9 2100" 320* 8.6 4.6 
Car F 74.3 1256 260 8.1 3.9 
* approximately 
Car E waS a 3500 c.c, front engined, rear wheel drive, saloon, with 
independant front suspension and anti-roll bar, and a De Dion rear 
suspension. It was fitted with textile braced, 185ER x 14, radial 
ply tyres. Two sets of tyre pressures were used: 28F, 30R and 30F, 
2 28R (lb/in. ). 
Car F was a 1300 c.c. front engined, rear wheel drive, saloon, with 
independant front suspension by Macpherson struts and anti-roll bar, 
and a live rear axle with semi-elliptic leaf springs. Two sets of 
2 tyres were used: 5.60 x 13 cross ply tyres set at ~O lb/1n. all 
round, and 145 x 13, steel braced, radial ply tyres set at 24F, 28R 
(lb/in.2). 
steady state response measurements were made on these cars on the 
108ft. radius steering pad at MIRA. The instrumentation used was the 
same as for the transient work except that body sideslip angle and 
roll angle are measured using a two wheeled, castored trolley attached 
to the rear of the car. This trolley was designed and constructed 
at MIRA and the original version 1S described in Ref. 67. The steering 
pad test procedure consists of driving round the circle at a series of 
steady speeds, and recording the data for about 10 seconds at each 
speed. The results are digitised and processed on a digital computer. 
An average 'steady state' value is obtained Ior each measured quantity 
for each 10 second recording. The notation used on the computer drawn 
result graphs is as follows: 
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mv handwheel angle 
SR static steering ratio 
SISLIP body sideslip angle 
STMEAN mean front wheel steer angle 
LATAC lateral acceleration 
ROLL body roll angle 
4 graphs are presented for each test: 
1. HIV/SR, ST!.!EAN, and SISLIP plotted against LATAC. The 
'Ackermann' angles (geometric angles required for pure 
rolling round the curve) are removed from the data prior 
to plotting to allow continuous curves to be dra\vo through 
the left and right turn data. 'l'h1S is in an attempt to 
provide information about the gradient of these curves at 
zero latac. The.curves shown are cubic curves fitted 
digitally by the method of least squares and the various 
gradients described below are evaluated analytically from 
these fitted curves. 
2. dHIV/dSISLIP and dSTMEANSR/dSISLIP plotted against LATAC. 
The eValuation of the concept of d(steer)/d(sideslip) in 
terms o~ stability derivat1ve is given in Section 2 (as 
is d(steer)/d(latac) of 3. below). It can also be shown 
that this quantity 1S a simple function of the ratio of the 
effective cornering stiffness of the front and rear tyres, 
and 1t has been found at !.lIRA to correlate well with 
subjective impressions of a cars' 'understeer' behaviour. 
According to the definition of understeer given in Ref. 7. 
d(steer)/d(sideslip) is positive for understeer and 
negative for oversteer (as is d(steer)/d(latac). The 
STtffiAN curve is multiplied by SR so that the gap between 
it and the my curve gives an indication of the total losses 
in the steering system. 
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3. dHll'/dLATAC and dSTlltEANSR/dLATAC plotted against LATAC. The 
concept of d(steer)/d(latac) is a more conventional method 
of describing understeer, and is useful in addition to 2. 
as it is a function of both the overall effective cornering 
stiffness of the tyres and the ratio of the front to rear 
effective stiffness. 
4. ROLL plotted against LATAC. 
The results for the two cars each in two conditions are 
given in Figs, A 7.1 to A 7.4. 
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APPENDIX 8 COMPtrrER PROGRAM TI!.!ERESP - INPtrrjOUl'Ptrr AND LISTING 
As described in Section 10 this program calculates the time response 
of a vehicle def1ned by a set of 16 COEFFS, to a specified time 
input. It is basically built out of some of the procedures of 
FITTRANS (Appendix 6) used in a different order. Two inputs are 
required: 
1. Time Input. 
This can either come from a magnetic tape file, in which case 
it is identical to that described in Appendix 6, or from a paper 
tape, when the format is: 
'ALPHAjNUMERIC IDENTIFIER' 
RUN - up to 4 digits, integer, run number. 
CH 
DATPTS 
IYl' 
SIZE[O] 
SIZE[l] 
SIZE[2] -
SIZE[3] -
input identifier - 2 for wind angles, 3 for handwheel, 
4 for roadwheel. 
number of time data points [2E points are actually used 
starting at point STPT and using every NTH point. STPT, 
NTH,E are control teleprinter inputs]. 
time interval between points. 
nominal maximum value of input. Used for scaling purposes. 
nominal maximum value of yaw rate response expected 
nominal maximum value of roll angle response expected 
nominal maximum val ue of latac response expected 
followed by the DATPTS time data amplitude points. 
2. Vehicle defining input, 
This is always input from a paper tape and is in the form: 
'ALPHAjNUMERIC VEHICLE CASE IDENTIFICATION' 
followed by the 16 vehicle response coefficients (OOEFFS) described 
in Section 2 and used throughout this theSis. 
The output from this program is a plot of the time input and 
the yaw rate, roll angle, and latac respons9s. The format is similar 
to that from FITTRANS (Appendix 6) and is fairly self explanatory. 
Examples are shown in Section 10. 
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A 8.2 TlMERESP - Computer program Listing 
TlMERESP ONSE OF GIVEN TF TO TIME DATA INPDT 38 70: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,K,M,CH,MTPT,LASTCH,RUN,DATPTS,NCHS,STPT,NTH, 
E,N,KIND,SMOOTH: 
"REAL" DT,FR,ZEROSH: 
"ARRAY' /.lAX[ 1:9] ,SIZE[ 0:3] ,COEFFS[ 1: 16]: 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' TESTIDENT,NAME[l: 5] ,CASE[1:20]: 
11 COMMENt" PROCEDURES OPENWRITE ETC,RDD, IDENTIFY,FASTFOURIER ETC, 
WINDOW ,FTlI'H, TF: 
"PROCEDURE" OPENWRITE(H): "COMMENt" POSITIONS TAPE IMI.!EDIATELY AFTER 
TId AT END OF LAST RECORD: 
.. INTEGER" H: .. COMMENt" HANDLER NUMBER: 
"BEGIN" MTSOURCE(H, 'NFBHANDLINGDATAFlLE1'): 
1fI'DEST(H, 'NFBHANDLINGDATAFlLE1' ,"TRuE'): 
NEXTTM: MTSEEK (H): .. COMMENt" FIND TM: 
"ENI1t; 
FINDREC(H) ; 
"IF" F lLECOND{H) = -2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MTBACK(H): 
MTBACK(H): "COMMENt" BACKSPACE OVER EOF & TM: 
.. END" "ELSE' "GOTO" NEXTI'M; 
"PROCEDURE" CLOSEWRITE{H): "COMMENT' TERMINATES LAST RECORD WITH TM, 
EOF,TM,TM: 
"INTEGER" H : "COMMENt" HANDLER NUMBER: 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I: 
nEW' ; 
ENDBLOCK{H) ; 
1:= FlLECOND(H): .. COMMENt" NUMBER OF BLOCKS TRANSFERRED TO M/T; 
Ml'/.!ARK(H) : 
1fI'CLOSE{H, I); "COMMENT' WRITE EOF; 
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"PROCEDURE" OPENREAD (H,IDENTIFIER); "COMMEN'l" POSITIONS TAPE AT POINT 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER STRING IDENTIFYING RECORD; 
"INTEGER" H; "COMMENT" HANDLER NUMBER; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' IDENTIFIER; "COMMENT" CONTAINS STRING USED TO 
IDENTIFY RECORD: MUST BE FIRST ITEM ON RECORD & MUST 
CONTAIN 18 UPPER CASE CHARACTERS; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" 1; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' TEST[ 1: 5]; 
MTREWIND(H); "COMMENT" REWINDS TO BEGINNING OF TAPE; 
ENDBLOCK(H) ; 
READ: 1:= 1; 
"ENJ1' ; 
"READ" FlLE(H), INSTR ING (TEST ,1); 
"FOR" 1:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "Dd' "IF" TEST[I] "NE" 
IDENTIFIER[ 1] "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MTSEEK(H); 
"END-
ENDBLOCK(H) ; 
"GaTe" READ; 
"PROCEDURE" BACKSPACE(H, IDENTIFIER, BLOCKS); 
"COMMENT" BACKSPACES TO HEAD OF RECORD CURRENTLY BEING READ, CHECKS TEST 
IDENTIFIER AND POSITIONS TAPE AT POINT IMMEDIATELY 
AFTER TEST IDENTIFIER; 
"INTEGER" H, BLOCKS; " COMMENT" HANDLER NUMBER,NO OF BLOCKS- TO BACKSPACE; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' IDENTIFIER; "COMMENT" CONTAINS STRING IDENTIFYING 
RECORD:MUST BE FIRST ITEM ON RECORD AND MUST CONTAIN 
18 UPPER CASE CHARACTERS; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" 1, REWIND; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY'TEST[1:5]; 
lU.'WIND:=O; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" BLOCKS "Dd' MTBACK(H); 
IP:ENDBLOCK(H) ; 
MTSEEK(H) ; 
FINDREC(H) ; 
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.. IF" FILECOND(H) = -2 "THElI' 
"BEGIN" I,ITREWIND(H); "COMMENT' REWIND TO BEGINNING OF TAPE; 
.. IF" REWIND" NE" 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRINT' PUNCH(3) ,'~L2S2'1dT READ FAIL'; 
STOP; 
nEND't; 
REWIND:=l; 
"GOTO" 11'; 
"END" "ELsE" 
"BEGIN" 1:=1; 
"END' ; 
"READ" FILE(H), INSTRING(TEST, I); 
"FOR" 1:=1" sTEP" 1 .. UNTIL" 5 "00" "IF" TEST[ I] "NE" 
lDENTIFIER[I] "THEN" 
"ooTO" 11'; 
"PROCEDURE" FASTFOURIER,REALTRANSFORM ETC (NOT LISTED). 
"PROCEDURE" RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A); 
"INTEGER" DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH; 
"REAL" ZEROSH; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' TESTIDENT; 
"REALII "ARRAY' Ai 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,D,J,BLOCXS; 
uREAL" DIDd; 
"IF" LASTCH= 0 "THEN" "ooTO" THERE "ELSE" 
"BEG IN" BLOCKS:=CHECKI(ENTIER( (LASTCH*CHECXI (DATPTS)~3) /128>+10) ; 
BACKSPACE(2,TESTIDENT,BLOCKS); 
"READ" FILE(2) ,I,D,DUM,J; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 .. 00' "READ" FILE(2) ,DUM; 
THERE: "FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" STPT-l+(CH-l)*Jl!\.TPTS .. 00" 
"READ" FILE(2) ,DUM; 
"END" ; 
tlENI1' ; 
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"BEGIN" "READ" FILE (2) ,A[ I]; 
51 END'; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEF' 1 "UNTII1' NTH-l. "DO" 
"READ" FILE(2) ,DUM; 
ZEROSH:=A[l]; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
AD] :=A[ I]-ZEROSH; 
"lE" CH=7 "THElI' 
"BEGIlI' ZEROSH:=-ZEROSH; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEF' 1 "UNTIL" N "rx:J' 
A[ I] :=-A[ I] ; 
"ENd' ; 
LASTCH:=CHECKI(CH); 
"PROCEDURE' FTWH(A,N,M,SMOOTH); 
"INTEGER" N,M,SIIIOOTH; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,D; 
"REAL" " ARRAY" Al, Bl[ 0: N~] ; 
"FOR" 1:=0" STEP" 1. "UNTIL" N~-l "rx:J' 
"BEGIlI' Al[I] :=A[I+l]; 
Bl[I]:=A[N~+I+l]; 
"ENl)": D:=M-l; 
REALTRANSFORM(Al,Bl,D,"FALSE') ; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N~ "00" 
"BEGIlt' A[ I] :=SQRT(A1[I] t2+B1[ I] t2); 
A[I+N~+1]:=ARCTAN(-B1[I]/A1[I])*57.3; 
"lE" A[ I+N~+l]>O "THEN" 
"BEGIlt' "IF" -Bl[I]<O "THElI' A[I+N~+1]:=A[I+N~+1.]+180; 
1tENJ)'1; 
"IF" A[ I+N~+l]<O "THElIr 
"BEG Ill' "IF" -B1[ I] > 0 "THEN" A[ I+N~+l.] :=A[ l+N~+l] +180; 
"IF" -B1[ 1]<0 "THEN" A[ I+N~+l] :=A[ I+N~+1]+360; 
nEW' ; 
"END" ; 
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"IF" A[ I+Nft+1]=0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN' "IF" A[ 1]<0 "THEN' A[ I+Nft+1] :=180; 
"END' ; 
"END" ; 
"IF" SmOTII=l "THEN' 
"BEGIN' 
A1[O]:=0.54*A[O]+O.46*A[1J; 
A1[Nft]:=0.54*A[Nft]+O.46*A[Nft-1]; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nft-1 "00" 
A1[I]:=0.23*A[I-1]+0.54*A[I]+O.23*A[I+1]; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Nft "00" 
A[I]:=A1[I]; 
"ENJ)'t; 
"PROCEDURE' llINDOW(A, KIND, N) ; 
"INTEGER" N,KIND; 
"ARRAY' A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; 
"REAL" F; 
"ENI1' ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
"BEGIN' "IF" KIND=2 "THEN' 
11 END"; 
A[ I] :=(" IF" I < Nft "THEN' 2*(I-1)/N "ELSE' 
2-2* I/N) *A[ I] ; 
"IF" 'KIND=3 "THEN' 
"BEGIN" "IF" I < N/4 "THEN' F:=2*(2*(I-l)/N}r3 "ELSE" 
"IF" I < Nft "THEN' F:=1-6*(2*I/N-l)rZ-6* 
(~*I/N-1>t3 "ELSE" 
"ENI1' ; 
"lE" I < 3*N/4 "THEN" F:=1-6*(2*I/N-l)t2+6* 
(~* I/N-l) 13 "ELsE" 
"IF" I "LE" N "THEN' F:=2*(Z-2*I/N}t3; 
A[I]:=F*A[I]; 
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"PROCEDURE" IDENl'IFY(NAldE, TESTIDENT ,STPT, NTH,E, DT); 
"INTEGER" STPT NTH E' 
, " 
"REAL" DT; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" NAME,TESTIDENl'; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; 1:=1; 
OUTSTRING(NAME,I); 
fiEND" ; 
I:=l; 
"PRINT" SAMELINE,'rS'STP':r.=',DIGITS(4),STPT,·"S'NTH=',DIGITS(3), 
NTH,r~S'E=',DIGITS(~),E,"S'DT=',ALIGNED(1,3),DT*NTH, 
"S2",OUTSTRING(TESTIDENT,I); 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" TF(I COEFFS M PH pp FR)' 
, "'" 
"VALuE" I,M,PH,PP,FR; 
"REAL" " ARRAY" COEFFS; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY' PP; 
"INTEGER" I,Il,PH; 
"REAL" FR; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" P,Q,R,S, W; 
"INTEGER" NCO; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" AMP(P,Q,R,S); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,Sj 
"BEGIN" AMP:=SQRT«P*P+Q*Q) /(R*R+S*S»; 
UEND" ; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PHASE(P,Q,R,S); 
"REAL" P,Q,R,Sj 
"BEGIN" "REAL" E,F,G; 
E:=P*R+Q*S; 
F:=Q*R-P*S; 
G:=ARCTAN(F/E)*57.3; 
"IF" G > 0 "THEN' 
"BEGIN' "IF" F < 0 "THEN" G:=G-1SO; 
"END" ; 
"IF" G<O "THEN" 
"BEG IN" "IF" F > 0 "THEN" G: =G-1SO; 
"ENI1' ; 
nEW' ; 
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"IF' G=O "THEN" 
"BEGIl(' "IF" E<O .. THEN' G:=-180 j 
"END" ; 
PHASE:=Gj 
"END" ; 
W:=FnjlO*I*6.2832j 
R:=Wt4-COEFFSL2]*11*W+COEFFS[4]; 
S:=-COEFFS[1]*Wt3+COEFFS[3]*W; 
NCO:=5; 
"IF' M=l "THEN' 
"BEGIN' P:=-COEFFS[ 6] *W*W+COEFFS[ 8]; 
Q:=-Wt3+COEFFS[7]*W; 
"EW' ; 
"IF' 1~2 "THEN' 
"BEGIN' "IF' PP[1,1]"NE" 0 "OR" PPL1,2]"NE" 0 "THEN' NCO:=NCO+4; 
P:=-W*W+COEFFS[NCO+2]; 
Q:=COEFFS[NCQ+l]*l1; 
ttEND" ; 
"I);" !.I=3 "THEN" 
"BEGIN' "IF' PP[1,1]"NE" 0 "OR" PP[1,2]"NE" 0 "THEW NCO:=II'CQ+4: 
"IF' PP[2,1]"NE" 0 "OR" PP[2,2]"NE" 0 "THEN" NCO:=NCO+3: 
P:=Wt4-COEFFS[NC0+2]*W*W+COEFFS[NCQ+4]: 
Q:=-COEFFS[NCO+11*Wt3+COEFFSL NC0+31 *W: 
"ENJ1' ; 
"IF' plI=1 "THEN' 
"BEGIN' "IF' PP[M,PH]=O "THEN' TF:=O "ELsE" 
TF:=COEFFSLNCO]*AMP(P,Q,R,S): 
"ENI1' "ELSE" 
"BEGIN' "I);" PP[M,PH]=O "THEN" TF:=O "ELSE" 
TF:=PHASE(P,Q,R,S); 
"END"; 
PUNCH(3); "PRINT" ~ L ~ TYPE DATE AND PASS NO STRING'; 
I :=1: "REAl]' READER(3), INSTRING(NAME. I): 
"PRINT" L LOAD VEHICLE CASE STRING AND 16 COEFFS DEFINING 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS'; 
PAPT: 
LABEL1: 
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WAIT; 1:=1; INSTnING(CASE,I); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 16 "00" 
"READ" COEFFS[ IJ; 
"PRINT" "·L· IDENTIFY Tnm INPur BY 2 FOR WIND ANGLE, 
3 FOR HW,4 FOR RW, '; 
"READ" READER(3) ,CH; 
"PRINT""L 'WINDOW TYPE KIND 
"READ"READER(3) ,KIND; 
"PRINT" 'L TYPE SMOOTH 
"READ"READER(3) ,SMOOTH; 
"PRIN'!" ','L' FOR TIME INPtrr FROM MT TYPE l,PT TYPE 2 
"READ" READER (3) ,MTPT; 
"IF' MTPT=2 "THEN" "GOTO" PAPT; 
"PRIN'I" "L' LOAD HANDLER 2 WITH APPROPRIATE DATA FILE 
WAIT; 
"PRIN'!" ""L' TYPE MT TEST IDENTIFIER STRING 
1:=1; "READ" READER(3),INSTRING(TESTIDENT,I); 
OPENREAD(2, TESTIDENT); LASTCH:=O; 
"READ" FILE(2) ,RUN,DATPTS,DT,NCHS; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NCHS "00" "READ" FILE(2),MAX[IJ; 
SIZE[O] :=MAXlCH]; SIZE[ 1] :=MAX[ 6J; SIZE[2] :=MAX[ 7] ;SIZE[3] :=MAX[ 9]; 
"GOTO" LABELl; 
"PRINT' . L LOAD Tllm DATA PT~; 
WAIT; 
1:=1; INSTnING(TESTIDENT,I); 
"READ" RUN,CH,DATPTS,DT; 
"PRINT" "L' INPtrr CH~, DIGITS (1), SAMELINE, CH; 
"READ" SIZE[O] ,SIZE[ 1] ,SIZE[2] ,SIZE[3J; 
"PRINT" SAMELlNE,' L 0 RUN' ,RUN, "L' DATPTS' ,DATPTS, 
'PLo PTS PER SEC',ALIGNED(3,3),l/DT, 
'PL ' TYPE STPT,NTH,E(N=3tE)'L "; 
"READ" READER(3) ,STPT,NTH,E; N:=2tE; 
"IF" N>(DATPTS-STPT+l)/NTH "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "PRINT" "L' TOO LITTLE DATA'; 
"GOTO" LABEL1; 
"END" ; 
LABEJ.2: 
LABEL3: 
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FR:=10/(N*or*NTH); 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" A[O:N+1]; 
UREAL" DUM; 
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" PP[1:3,1:2]; 
"INTEGER" TS; 
"IF' MTPT=2 "THEN" "GOTO" LABELZ; 
RDD(TESTIDENT,DATPTS,LASTCH,STPT,NTH,N,CH,ZEROSH,A); 
"GOTO" LABEL3; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEF" 1 "UNTIL" STPT-1 "00" 
"READ" DUM; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
"BEGIN" "READ" A[I]; 
"END" " ,
"FOR" J:=l "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" NTH-1 "Dd' 
"READ' DUM; 
ZEROSH:=A[1]; 
"IF' ABS (N* Dr*NTH/5-1)<O. 01 "THEN" TS:=1 
"ELSE' TS:=ENTIER(N*Dr*NTH/5)+1; 
SETORIGIN(800,0); ~~VEPEN(-450,-224); DRAWLINE(-450,-254); 
DnAWLINE(-420,-254); MOVEPEN(O,O>; PUNCH(5);WAY(0,4); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 5 "00'" 
"BEGIN" DnAWLINE(300*I,0); DRAWLINE(300*I,16); 
MOVEPEN(300*I-50,-44); 
"PRIN'1" DIGITS(2), I*TS; MOVEPEN(300*I,0); 
ttEND"; 
MOVEPEN( 1610,-254); DRAWLINE(1640, -254); 
DnAWLINE(1640,-224); 
, MOVEPEN(670,-94); "PRINT' 'TIIoIE SEC'; 
MOVEPEN(O,O); DRAWL INE (0, 123) ; DRAWLINE(16,123); 
MOVEPEN(O, 123) ; 
DRAWLlNE(0,250); DRAWLINE(16,250); MOVEPEN(-64,200); 
WAY(1,4) ; 
"PRINI" 'LATAC'; MOVEPEN(-20,180); FREEPOINT(4); 
"PRINI" S IZE[ 3] ; 
OOVEPEN(0,250); DRAWLINE(O,377); DRA1YLINE(16,377); 
MOVEPEN(0,377); 
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OOAWLlNE(O, 623) i OOAWLlNE(16, 623) i MOVEPEN(O, 623) i 
OOAWLlNE(0,750)i 
DRAWLlNE(16, 750): 1I0VEPEN(-64, 650) i "PRINT' 'ROLL ANGLE'; 
MOVEPEN(-20,680); 
"PRINT' SIZE[2]: MOVEPEN(O, 750); IJRAWLINE(O, 877); 
DRAWLINE(16,877): 
MOVEPEN(0,877); DRAWLINE(0,1123); IJRAWLINE(16,1123); 
MOVEPEN(0,1123); 
DRAWLINE(O,1250); DRAWLINE(16,1250); MOVEPEN(-64,1170); 
"PRINT"'YAW RATE'; 
IrDVEPEN(-20,1180); "PRIm" SIZE[I]; MOVEPEN(0,1250); 
DRAWLINE(0,1377); 
DRAWLINE(16,1377); MOVEPEN(0,1377); DRAWLINE(0,1623); 
1JRA1YLINE(16,1623) ; 
IrDVEPEN(0,1623): DRAWLINE(0,1750); DRAWLINE(16,1750): 
"IF" CH=2 "THEN" "BEGIN" MOVEPEN(-64,1650); 
"PRINT" 'WIND ANGLE'; 
1tEN17. : 
"IF" CH=3 "THEN" "BEGIN" MOVEPEN(-64,1670); 
"PRIm" 'IIW ANGLE'; 
11 END. ; 
"IF" CH=4 "THEN" "BEGIN" MOVEPEN(-64,1670); 
"PRIm" 'RW ANGLE'· ,
"END" ; 
MOVEPEN(-20,1680); "PRIm" SIZE[O]; MOVEPEN(0,1750); 
DRAWLINE(0,1877); 
IJRAWLINE(16,1877); MOVEPEN(O,1877); DRAWLINE(O,2000); 
IrDVEPEN(-450,2696); IJRAWLINE(-450,2726); 
DRA1YLlNE(-420,2726) ; 
MOVEPEN(395 ,2540); "PRIm" WAY(O, 8) " VEHICLE RESPONSE"; 
~DVEPEN(50,2440); WAY(0,4): IDENTIFY(NAME,TESTIDENT, 
STPT, Nl'H, E, DT) : 
IrDVEPEN(1610,2726); DRAWLINE(1640,2726); 
1JRA1YLlNE(1640,2696): 1:=1; 
MOVEPEN(50,2400): "PRIm" 'VEHICLE CASE "SAMELINE, 
OurSTRING(CASE,I); MOVEPEN(0,1750): 
"EW' ; 
303 
"FOR" 1:",0 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" N-l "00' 
DRAWLlNE(I*DT*NTH*300jTS,A[ 1+1] *127/SIZE[ 0]+1750); 
MJVEPEN( (N-l)*DT*NTH*:SOOjTS ,1750); DRAl'IL INE ( 0, 1750); 
PUNCH(l); 
WINDOW(A, KIND, N) ; 
FTlVH(A,N,E,SMOO'fH) ; 
PP[1,1]:",1; PP[1,2]:",1; PP[2,1]:=1; PP[2,2]:=1; 
PP[3,1]:=1; PP[3,2]:",1; 
"FOR" M:=l "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
"BEGIN" "ARRAY" Al,BlLO:Nj2]; 
"REAL" AMPL,FASE; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N/.:I "00' 
"BEGIN" AMPL:=A[ I] *TF(I,COEFFS,M,1,PP,FR) ; 
FASE:=A[I+N/.:I+l]+TF(I,COEFFS,M,2,PP,FR); 
Al[I]:= CHECKR(AMPL*COS(FASE/57.3»; 
Bl[I]:=CHECKR(-AMPL*SIN(FASE/57.3»; 
"ENIJ'; I:=E-l; BILNj2] :=0; 
REALTRANSFORM(AI,Bl,I,"mUE"); 
"IF' M=2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" 1:=0 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" Nj2-1 "00" 
"BEGIN" AI[ I] :=-Al[ I]; 
"END" • ,
"ENIlt; 
Bl[ I] :=-BIL I]; 
MJVEPEN{0,1250-500*(M-l»; 
"FOR" 1:=0 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" Nj2-1 "00' 
DRAWLINE(I*DT*NTH*300/TS,Al[I]*127jSIZE[M]+ 
1250-500* (M-I»; 
"FOR'; 1:=0 "STEP' 1 "UNTIL" N/.:I-I "00" 
DRAWLlNE«I+Nj2)*DT*NTH*300jTS, BI[Il * 127/S lZE 
[M]+1250-500*(M-l»; 
MOVEPEN( (N-I)*DT*NTH*300jTS,1250-500* (M-I»; 
DRAWLINE(O,1250-500*(M-l»; 
"END" i 
MJVEPEN(-800,3726); 
"END"; tlGOTO" MORE; 

